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FRANCE GAVE ROCKLAND AN

SEVEN CASES FROM MUNICIPAL

COURT ON CALENDAR OF SUPERIOR INDUSTRY 17 YEARS AGO AND
NOW FAVOR IS BEING RETURNED

COURT WHICH OPENS TUESDAY
Rockland Municipal Court Re
corder Charles Dwinal of Camden
reported Tuesday a list of six ap
peals from his court and one
probable cause complaint that
make up the criminal trial docket
for the May term of Knox Superi
or Court.
Presiding at this term of court
which opens May 1. the earliest
possible date for the first Tues
day of the month rule, will be
Justice Granville C. Gray of Pres
que Isle.
One probable cause case will
be included on the docket, that of
an aggravated non-support charge
against Peter M. Eagan, Sr., of

Rockland as of Nov. 1, 1955.
Appealed cases Include: Eugene
E. Dyer of Lincolnville, four
charges of larceny of gate chains
from various Camden and Rock
port properties on March 8.
Mrs. Marion Dennison of Spruce
Head and William H. Carleton,
Jr., of Rockport, operating under
the influence of intoxicating liquor.
Arthur C. Hupper of Tenants
Harbor, failure to yield the righ*
of way.
Philip Willett of Rockland, ope
rating a motor vehicle after his
license had been revoked.
Julius J. White of Charleston,
Mass., driving s«o as to endanger.

Langdon Halterman of Camden, strumental in placing a number of
president of the Knox County In new industries in Maine communi
dustrial & Development Associa ties.
Halterman points out that every
tion, invites business and profes
individual living in the county
sional people, town and city offi
has a vital stake in this activity.
cials and the general public to a
The growth of existing industries,
nieeeting May 1 which will serve
establishment of new ones, and
as a kickoff event for the counthe general commercial develop
tywidc group.
ment of the county means more
The meeting will be held in the
jobs, more money spent within the
Thorndike Hotel at 8 p. ni. next
county, and a wider spread of the
Tuesday.
steadily growing cost of town and
Mr. Halterman announced that
county services. “Taxes hit every
13 of the 16 towns in the county
one.” he says, “and if you are in
have voted funds for the support
terested in the size of your tax
of the organization which is de
bill you should be supporting this
signed to bring new industry into
Association in every way, you
the area.
can.”
In addition to community mem
bership, it is planned for 1.000 in
dividual members. Nathan Bcr- Traffic Light At
liawsiky, a past president of the
Rockland Chamber of Commerce, Broadway and
will head the membership com
Park Street Soon
mittee.
Working with him arc
Malcolm Stark of Appleton and
A new traffic light will be in
A. Everett Libby of Vlnalhovcn.
stalled at the intersection of Park
Details of the campaign will be
announced at the Tuesday meet Street and Broudway as soon as
additional equipment has arrived.
ing.
Harold Schnurle, vice president City Manager I.loyd K. Allen said
of Central Maine Power Company Wednesday.
Th< light with red. green and
and former chairman of the
Maine Development Commission, amber signals will be placed at
will be the guest speaker. Over what is considered a dangerous
the years, Schnurle has been in inter-cction by the
Rockland
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EDGAR A. AMES FARM
L. s. ROUTE I. SOI Til WARREN, MAINE
1 Mile from So. Warren-Thomaston Bridge.

J

l or n lvcty rich, full flavored Ice Cream,
made here on the farm by Louise, in person.
{Serving daily inc. Sunday 10 A. M.-10 P. M.

|
{
J
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BICYCLE REGULATIONS BY POLICE
Recctitly. slight injuries were cle operator will be considered
reports to two small boys in under standard traffic regula
Rockland as the result of falling tions.” Thompson reported.
Enforcement of this program
frem their bicycles while at play.
Will include confiscation of the
This in itsedf meant little to the violator’s bike for three days on
reader who did not know the ac the first offense. 10 days on the
tual significance behind their play. second and 30 days for the third
It seems the two boys were offense.
Frequent violators will
be
playing “chkcken”.
brought into court as any automo
This is a game evidently adopt bile operator would who breaks
ed by the boys from stories of the law, the police chief, reported.
older boys who passed their lei

nesday by Robert Hudson, hospi
tal board president.

Bart J. Pellieani

Seventeen years ago, a method president of the firm in charge
for the extraction of algin from of all materials and production
and retained the post of general
kelp came out of Fiance wicn
plant manager.
chemist Victor LeGloahec to
The plant started out in build
form a new industry in Rockland
ings once used for lime sheds and
—the Algin Corporation of Ameri
spread* over Crockett's Point until
ca.
May of 1946 when a 25 minute
Today, LeGloahec, a native of
fire, fed by thousands of gallons
France, starts a flight to Nor
of alcohol and chemicals used in
mandy. carrying with him a meth
the processing of the kelp, razed
od which will be the basis of a
all but a few small buildings of the
new industry in France—the ex
plant.
traction of gums from Irish moss.
Thcro was a questioii as to
Following him in a few days
will b< Bart Pellieani of Warren, whether or not the young com
vice president of the company ar.d pany in a highly specialized field
general manager of the firm. could survive the blow.

The pair will instruct French
chemists
in
the process in
plant
at
Baupte
a
new
Manche in Normandy which is
now nearing completion. The site
is only a few miles from the
beaches where American troops
landed on D-Day.
PelHeani’s history with the firm
is an interesting one. Hr started
17 years ago with the infant pro
ject on Crockett’s Point as a
laborer. He advanced to foreman
as the plant grew and by 1943 he
was production superintendent at
the plant and became operations
manager in Rockland in 1947
In 1%2. he became a vice

CONES, DISHES, PACKAGES (Including ’/j Gal. Packages),
also BANANA SPLITS, SUNDAES AND SAUCES

Police Department
At present, a etop „ign prevent,
through traffic on Broadway, but
the corner haa been the aepne of
k«oaeeaoo0oaaaaaaaeaaoaaeeeoeeoo(X)aaaaaaaaaaaaae^ several accidents flic past year.
Part of the equipment received
for the Broadway-Park Street in
THE FLYING SAUCER
stallation. the box control unit,
was used in repairing the traffic
ROUTE 1 ' THOMASTON
light at Park and Union streets

Will Open For Season on
CLERK WANTED

Thursday, April 26

CANDY STORE
Stab- Experience and Past

UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT

Employment

B

TWO AND BRINGS CRACKDOWN ON

HOSPITAL BY WALTER WENTWORTH

Over $10,000 was announced Wed

WITH ROCKLAND PUBLIC MEETING

Write Clerk, P. 0. Box 666
10-50

ROCKLAND, ME.
50-01
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The Country Fair

Presented to the hospital liy
former Rockland resident Walter
V. Wentworth as a memorial to
his parents.* the gift carries the
provision tharf it be added to the
hospital's permanent endowme nt
fund and that the annual income
from the securities be used *o
further the wdrk of the hospital,
Hudson said.
Wentworth’s parents were the
late Thomas A. Wentworth and
Mai j’ Harrington Reed Wientworth,
both of Rockland. Thomas Went
worth operated' a shrx* • business
here for many yeans.
Hudson quoted Wentworth as
saying he had been reading about
Knox Hospital in the newspapers
and offered the securities to the
hospital because of his interest in
the institution’s activities.
Wientworth, 92. now’ living in
Old Town, was born in Rockland
and attended the public schools
here before going on to Bowdoin
College where he rccchved his BA
degree in 18X6 and his MA dcgnec in 1889. He was awarded his
degree as a Doctor of Science in
1946.
For more than 50 years. Went
worth was associated with the
Penobscot Chemical Fibre Com
pany in Old Town. He retired in
3952 as manager of mills for 4lie
firm, a position he held since 1915.
He was also until his retirement a
director and vice president of the
company.
A resident of Old Town since
18X9. Wentworth was the first
president of the Old Town Water
District and was always promi
nent in business and social acti
vities in Old Town.
After his graduation from Bow
doin. Wentworth taught chemistry
at his alma mater and than got
his start in the paper business as
superintendent of the Ticonderoga
Pulp and Paper Company, Ticon
deroga. N. Y
During his association with the
Penobscot Chemical Fibre Com
pany he played an important part

Pellieani and LeGloahec persist
ed and set up operations in re
maining buildings.
The result of the rebuilding has
been a plant which now has a
greater capacity than originally
and is the only plant in the world
processing both Irish moss and
kelp.
and chocolate milk and in drugs.
The Irish moss process produces
It is widely used in the food in
a colloid which is used as a sta
dustry.
bilizer in such foods as ice cream
The plant presently employes 50
persons and provides work for
moss and kelp gatherers along the
coast.
Pellieani observes
that
the
French plant will in no way offer
competition to American plants a
its product will be marketed in
Europe. The process will be used
ip France under a license issued
and
by Algin Corporation
The past four weeks, the mana
ger of the French plant and his
chief chemist have been in Rock
land studying the Algin Company
FREE ESTIMATES processes. They return today
with LeGloahec who will, together
with Pellieani, put the Normandy
CALL 1135
plant in operation. Negotiations
lor the licensing of the French
Fred Cavanaugh company, known as Satia. have
been underway for the past two
Manager,
years.
Plumbing and Heating Depl.
Pellieani and LeGloahec will re
main in France approximately
three weeks before returning to
their home plant in Rockland.
Mr. LeGloahec, internationally
32 PAKK 1ST.
TEL. 1135 known chemist in his field, now
144-Th-tf
makes his home in Rockland.

Licensed

PLUMBING
HEATING

Compton's

Walter V. Wentworth
in the development and growth of
the firm to one of the leading pulp
mills in the state.

Charlotte Brackett

Wins Phi Kappa Phi
Honors At Maine

Mi\s Charlotte Brackett
Mies Charlotte Brackett, daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. George Brack
ett of State street, has been elec
ted to Phi Kappa Phi, national
honor society at the University of
Maine.
A graduate of Rockland High
in the Class of ’53, of which she
was valedictorian, she is now a
junior at the university and an
English major.
Phi Kappa Phi is the national
honor society of all colleges and
has its home chapter on the Orono
campus.

VFW Post To
Install Friday
The Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Rockland Memorial Post, will hold
installation
exercises
at
the
American Legion Home on Mav
erick street Friday night
Officers, elected two months
ago, to be installed include:
Henry Mills of South Thomaston,
commander; Donald Chisholm of
Rockland, senior vice command
er; Ralph Cline of St. George,
junior vice commander; Donald
Wood of St. George, adjutant;
Malcolm Wiley of St. George,

quartermaster; E. Allen Gordoh of Rockland, service offi
cer; Richard Sukeforth ot Rock
land. chaplain; and Mike Roman
ot Rockland, officer of the day.

THURSDAY-TODAY-APRIL 26, 10 A. M. to 5 P.M.

and

firemei

street this w’cek, first concerning
a break into the house and sec
ond involving a flooded cel’ar.

The house, presently under re
pair, is owned by Kendall Jonej
and was the scene of a break bj
two 12 year old Rockland juve
niles who damaged a circui
breaker, took some roofing leac
and make off with some brasi
and copper.
The break was reported t<
Rockland police Monday and th<
two juveniles were apprehended
Tuesday evening, firemen wen
called to the house to pump out i
Hooded cellar. The house is beinj
repaired by its ow’ner for occu<
pancy.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had nty life to live agair
I would have made & rule to rea
some poetry and listen to eom
music at least once a week. Th
loss of these tastes is a loss t
happiness—Charles Darwin.
baffled:

When snow encroached on spring
domain.
Lajring, a heavy spread.
Baffled robins wondered why
The ground went back to bet
By Jean Langille Rutherford.

(10. K)

COMING SOON!

THE CONQUEROR

(TCLB?)

KIDDIE SHOW
SATURDAY MATINEE

Replaces "Harder They Fall"
HOWARD HUGHES

GENE AUTRY

JOHN f. . SUSAN

WAYNE HAYWARD
THE

35 Minute

Cartoon Carnival

CONQUEROR
CJISKMaScOPIE

Chapter 4

co i'3'fi' j PEDRO ARMENDARIZ

BIRDS EYE DIVISION
Personnel Office

"Perils of the

ACRES MOOREHtAO-THOMAS GOMEZ
JOHN HOYT-WILLIAM CONRAD-TED de CORE,*
A DICK POWELL Kodeetie.
with

Wilderness"
46-51

THE PICTURE OF THE YEAR '

Every Penny of Proceeds to Knox Hospital
OPENING APRIL 27
ALL KINDS OF BOOTHS - DOLLS - HANDKERCHIEFS - CANDY - PARCEL POST - GRABS

in Cinemascope
AND IN COLOR! f«;;T

HOME-MADE CAKES - GROCERIES - AND A SUPER-DELICIOUS REFRESHMENT BOOTH-

LUNCHEON 11 to 1 - TEA 3 to 5

[

VISIT THE GREAT HOBBY SHOW

REED’S WOOD SHOP
U. 5. ROUTE 1

SOUTH WARREN, MAINE

►

SUPER FEATURE — THE BABY SHOW - 2 P. M.

>
SUNDAY SHOWS: 3.00 - 5.30 - 8.15

Many Fine Prizes — Contest Open To All!!

DAILY: 1.45 - 7.30 F. M.

To Enter Your Baby Telephone Rockland 386, Mrs. J. N. Southard, Chairman

Evenings ond Sundays 70c - - Doily Matinee 50c
Children 20c all shows

AUSPICES KNOX HOSPITAL AUXILIARY
ADMISSION FREE
csti

OPEN DAILY 9 o m. to 6 p. m. INCLUDING SUNDAYS

>

A large selection of Planters, Bawls, Buckets, Toys, Candles, Trivets, Salt and

>

Peppers, Cups and Saucers, Jams, Jellies and Stationery, Unfinished Items in Wood to

2 Shows Doily Only (Sunday 3)

THE MOST INTERESTING BABY SHOW IN MANY YEARS. PRIZE FOR EVERY BABY.
ADMISSION FREE

S

Decorate, PLUS Many Other Items.

[

1

— ALSO —

ROCKLAND 1700
V

police

Rockland

were both involved in calls to a
vacant house at 43 North Mair

For More Complete
Information Call

AMERICA S OWN MUSICAL

COMMUNITY BUILDING

At This House

KErnnzmsm

— ALSO —

WOMEN EXPERIENCED
IN KNITTING NETS AND
TRAWLS

Double Trouble

80CXLAKJ
MIME

"Loaded Pistols"

WANTED

Starts Sunday

At the

sure time in a dangerous past
time that calls for two cars to
drive toward each Other at a fast
rate of speed. The “chicken” will
turn away first before a collision.
The frightening aspect of two
young boy’s of bicycle riding age
practicing such dangerous con
tests with otherwise considered
harmless vehicles brings to light
a growing problem that confronts
the Rockland Police Department.
Chief of Police Bernard Thomp
son. as the result of growing com
plaints of youngsters riding their
bikes recklessly through city
street and sidewalks, has inau
gurated a bicycle safety cam
paign that will be enforced by
every member of the department,
he announced Tuesday.
Chief Thompson has instructed
his officers to curtail the abuse
of traffic laws by bicycle riders'
through the use of warnings, lec
tures, inspections, and actual con
fiscation of the bikes. Continual
violators will be brought to court,
the Rockland police chief said.
Some of the most flagrant
abuses of traffic regulations are
stop sign violations, double riding,
wrong way bike traffic, sidewalk
riding in business districts where
pedestrian traffic is heavy, and
others, the chief noted.
H« warned youthful and adult
bicycle owners that certain safety
equipment on bicycles is required
by ordinance. A bike must have
a light and reflector and a horr
or bell. Other safety precautions
that should be taken by riders in
clude the use of chain guards, the
wearing of pants clips and a reg
ular inspection of their bikes for
defects.
Chief Thompson said that he
hoped to set up an inspection
system at the station conducted
by police officers with an eventual
permanent record of bike serial
numbers. He hopes to work with
the city recreation department on
a program of safe bike riding.
“Bicycle riders like any vehi

in

I

Smash Hit of the Spring Season!

Volume 111, Number 50

months

PLAYING CHICKEN ON BIKES HURTS

Hospital of securities value.1 at

SWINGS INTO ACTION TUESDAY

per year
■lx

GIFT OF SECURITIES VALUED AT
OVER $10,000 MADE TO KNOX
A gift to Knox County General

KNOX COUNTY INDUSTRIAL GROUP

1150

SIXTEEN PAGES—10c COPY

Thursday
Issue

COME IN AND LOOK AROUND

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 26, 1956
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THE COURIER-GAZETTE

Fire Truck Outfitted For Spruce Head

editor and Publisher, John M. Richardson
Three Tlmea a Week
NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette wai established In 1846. In 1874
The Courier was established and consolidated with the
Gazette in 1662. The Free Press was established In 18S6,
and in 1861 changed its name to the Tribune. These papers
consolidated March 17, 1887.
Subscriptions »7.50 per year, payable in advance. Single
copies 10c. Circulation 6547
EDITORIAL

AGREES WITH JUDGE STROUT
The action of Judge Strout in clamping down on traffic
violators is sound and is being well received by the public.
The result is bound to be better driving habits, better ob
servance of the law and much encouragement to law en
forcement officers.
Judge Strout has plenty of company in his determina
tion to give mote vigorous enforcement of traffic regula
tions. A judge in Wisconsin has put into effect a system
whereby euch person found guilty of a traffic violation
loses his license for 30 days. The time of withholding of
the driving license increases with each subsequent con
viction

RELIEF OF NEWS PRINT SHORTAGE

An addition to the South Thomaston Fire Department is the converted three-quarter ton 1950 CMC
pick-up shown alane with the department’s treasurer. < harles Watts. Men of the volunteer department
have worked to convert the truck into a utility pump truck for department use. Installed on the vehicle
Is a SStHI Homlite pump with a '*50 gallons per minute capacity, 230 feet of inch and a half hose, Tour
Indian pumps, a dry powder extinguisher, section hose anil a ladder. To be added are lights and a siren.
The racks for the truck were built by men of the department. The truck will be kept at spruce Head this
summer to furnish some fire fighting equipment to that community. The vehicle adds to the department s
other two fire pieces, a 1851 500 gallon t.MC tank truck and the IftOtl gallon lfMI GMjC tank truck. Smith
Thomaston fire chief is Joseph Baum. The assistant chief is Allard Pierce.

EXPANDED ARMORY PROPOSITION

COULD SOLVE ROCKLAND'S NEED
FOR SCHOOL GYM AND AUDITORIUM
White a new ainory for Ruck- that of the city.
As new armorys are planned
is upwards of two years
away, much thought is being given and constructed in the state, it is
noticed that an “expanded plan’’,
the type of unit to be constructed
so called is being used. By this
in a joint effort by federal, city pattern communities in which the
and state governments.
buildings are located are permit*
At the moment, Rockland Is , ted to enlarge the plans to the
committed to contribute $35,000 point where the buildings can
toward an armory to house Ra* serve several community purposes
fcery D 703d AAA which is now in addition to National Guard acquartered art the Rockland Munici
[ tivities.
pal Airport in Ash Point. Federal
The federal grant for building
funds will be approximately $99,000
remains much the same regard
and the state’s contribution like
less of armory size, but state and
and community divide the remain
— AUCTION —
der of the cost. In turn, use of the
Legion Hall - Union, Maine
building for all manner of com
SATURDAY, APRIL 28 — 7 p. m.
munity
affairs is permitted at
Nice living room furniture and
lots of other small items and times the structure is not in use
other furniture.
by the Guard.
HARVEY Gt RNEY, Auctioneer
Some communities have put the
drill floors to use as school gym
nasiums and1 have added locker
BOXER PUPPIES
rooms and showers. Another has
FOB SALE
included classrooms for vocation
AKC Registered
al courses and use the gym space
as a school auditorium.
DEMBRO KENNELS
Savings to the communities
Prescott Street
Tel. 459-J
47-tf have been considerable, against

land

DRESS RIGHT—

You Can't Afford Not To!

building gym, classroom and audi
torium space from scratch.
City Manager IJoyd Alten said
Wednesday that he is now studying
the plans of the Fort Fairfield
armory forwarded him by Major
General Carter, head ol the Maine
National Guard.
He noted several possibilities
should th«e city enter into an
agreement to build on the expand
ed pl'an.
First—-Locate the armory on the
lot between the new South Athletic
Field and South School facing
Broadway. He observed that the
structure would provide locker
room space and showers for teams
wring the new athletic field.
Second—Auditorium and gymna
sium space, now lacking for South
School’s 500 pupils, would be avail
able close at hand. Costs of add
ing a gym to South School were
studied at the time North School
was financed by the Rockland
School District and $50,000 w'as set
as a minimum.
Later, it was
found to be financially imposible
with available funds.

Third . the city would be pro
vided with an auditorium which
would accommodate practically
any type of show, fair or exhibi
tion groups wished to stage. In
addition, there would be gating
for over 1100 people in fixed
bleachers, plus another 500 in
portable bleachers for basketball
games.
Fourth - The Community Build
ing would be left free for the rap
idly growing municipal recrea
tion program.
Taking the Foil Fairfield arm
ory as an example, Allen pointed
out that it was a structure with
outside measurements of 128 feet
by 114 feet with basement space
as well as the main floor. The
drill, or auditorium floor, is 64 by

Investing lur Income

ill run fill
National Income Series

a mutual fund, the primary ob
jective of which is to provide an
invest ment in a diversified ttroup
ol bonds, preferred and common
stocks selected because of their
relatively high current yield
and reasonable expectance of its
continuance with regard to the
risk involved.
, bond

into*mutton

Icldot

und ptotpO'lui.

i Norn.______________________

B0-6

5>ato

National Securities (
Research Corporation
lo.bl.ihnt 1030
120 Broadway, Now York 5, New Y

the man in the

Johnson

Hathaway shirt

SEAHORSES

?’?

k» DEPFND..,,,,,

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
For the man who buys fine suits and refuses to

K(MKI.AM)
45-57

spoil the efiect by wearing a shirt of lesser
quality, our shirts by Hathaway will please the

MILLER'S

most discriminating.
Our Hathaways make you look younger and

more distinguished, because of the way Hatha

GARAGE

way cuts collars—low-sloping and with shorter

The Best Place Te

points. A more generous cut makes the u hole

Bay a

shirt more comfortable. Buttons of mother-ofpearl—big and masculine. In a wide selection
of colors and fabrics.

From

$5-95

GOOD
• ■ 81

USED

CAR

Rankin Street

34-Th4L8-tl

Ellery T. Nelson, Inc.
DODGE-PLYMOUTH

COMPLETE REPAIR SERVICE

name
CLOSED MI.D.NLSDAYS AETE.R 1Z..KI P. M.

First Choke Used Can

RtHKIJ.VD
615 MAIN ST
TEL. JM
104-tf
WWWWMWMMMVMMNU

The heavy snow cover in Northern Maine is melting
beneath the impetus of a warming sun and heavy rains
with the result that the Great Northern Paper Company
may soon have its huge plant at Millinocket again running
at capacity.
The overall shortage of newsprint is gradually yielding
to the all .inclusive law of supply and demand as the great
producing companies make the long and costly preliminary
surveys and studies which must precede the erection of
new units. A cheering despatch comes from far-off Arkan
sas where the International Paper Company is to build a
57 million dollar plant producing 130,000 tons of newsprint
annually.

A&P STORE IN ROCKLAND OPEN FRI. NIGHT 'til 9

MORE fowfl/ucetM’ MORE

JIA MV
,TO SAVINGS!
Come see . .
You’ll save at A&P!

JANE PARKER -REGULARLY 65c

From time to time budding young poets send in their
verses, especially in the Spring, and once in a great while
appears a real long hair effusion like the following:
I would I were beneath a tree
A-sleeping in the shade;
With all the bills I’ve got to pay,
PAID!
1 would I were beside the sea,
A-sailing in a boat.
With all the things I’ve gotta write,
WROTE!
I would I were on yonder hill,
A-basking in the sun;
With all the work I’ve gotta do,
DONE!

■ 'S'

jane parkep

A lesson which Rockland could well take to heart is
provided by Toronto, Canada, a lesson in progressive muni
cipal government.
Its government, composed of the city proper, plus three
neighboring villages, four towns and five urbanized town
ships, is now entering its third year of successful operation.
Before this government consolidation, there was little
co-operation among these thirteen municipalities. The
residents of the smaller towns used Toronto facilities with
out paying for them. The population of the smaller towns
increased faster than facilities such as sewers, schools and
water eould be provided. Now such problems are handled
co-operatively.
The consolidated government has adopted a 10 year
water program to take care of those areas where the supply
is short. An area-wide sewage disposal plan is being de
vised. Highways are planned and built for the entire metro
politan area. By next year the thirteen communities will
have a metropolitan police force.
Toronto's success provides a clear beacon for many
arras in the United States.

Once in a long while a man takes an action which lifts
and inspires a whole community. Such a man took such
a step yesterday when Walter V. Wentworth of Old Town,
gone from Rock tend some fifty years, proved his affection
for this, his native home, by contributing securities to the
value of $10,000 to Knox County General Hospital. It was
not so much the large size of the gift. Rather it was the
spirit which prompted it and the example it sets for others.
The writer of these lines has never personally met
Mr. Wentworth but through boyhood heard him extolled
by our late father and during our mature years have been
in occasional communication with him over editorial mat
ters connected with this newspaper. We have never had
occasion to change the picture set up in our youthful mind.
There is something inspiring in contact with a man who
over the years keeps his interest green in his native town.
It is in character that this man, vice president and operat
ing head of a great pulp concern, should as a matter of
policy insist that all the young executives of his company
be Maine boys, born and trained, when so many firms
looked outside Maine for their top men.
It is also in character that Mr. Wentworth should keep
in touch through his home town newspaper with the splen
did work being done under grave financial handicaps by
Knox County General Hospital, and should make a generous
bequest to the institution as a memorial to his late parents.
“By his works shall ye know him.’’

rr>

Due Pilled—Reg. 35c

Jane P.n.e

’-~“c"29'

SUVtkbPOOK FRESH CREAMERY
BUTTER
I LB ee.NY 59'SUNNYbROOK FRESH GRADE A
LARGE EGGS

CHIESE

™ 59

PROCESS AMERICAN

’”27'

Z

CHEESL PI-GCEC '
MEL-O-BIT

RIC'M

'”27'

X

ChEtSE LONG AGED
SHARP CHEDDAR

“ 73'

DOMESdC
SWISS CHEESE

“ 69'

Mild, /Zellow Coffee 3 lb bag 2.25

EIGHT O'CLOCK - »»«77'

RICH I FULL-BODIED 3
RED CIRCLE

lb boa

l.SS

(AC

87'

COFFEE

• 07jan29c

PRESERVES

16 07 CANS 45'

All the time we can save in a life
time of hurrying is unimportant
compared with the life of a
child.

JAR
QUART
BOT 53c
9 OZ
JAR
> 20 OZ
■ PKGS 29c

All purpose salad oil

ir

SUNNYFIELD

WHOLE or
IN PIECE LB

tgC
75

>

CENTER

slices lb“3

Super-Right O
Bologna Large
Sliced

B°Z 45
PKGS
or Piece LB
NEW 1956 CROP
Ducklings TENDER, YOUNG
READY-TO-COOK
LB
TOP ROUND er BOTTOM ROUND
,
Roasts
HEAVY CORN FED STEER BEEF
FANCY PLUMP
Broiler Turkeys READY-TO-COOK LB

SLICED

Chuck Roast

BACON
1 LB PKG

Hamburg

43c

65c

59c

LB

33c

LBS

77c

SUPER-RIGHT PURE PORK LB

59c

BONE IN BLOCK STYLE

FRESHLYGROUND ALL BEEF

Link Sausage

39c

»

THICK-SLICED
BACON

YELLOW RIPE

2 e“ 85

BANANAS

ALL GOOD " «

39c

Fresh Corn

2

29c

LBS

6
w

GOLDEN KERNELS

Navel Oranges

30c

EARS

59c

DOZ **
CELLO OCC
Celery Hearts CRISP, YOUNG 6TALKS PKG
1 LB4 0Z AQC
Spinach
WASHED and TRIMMED
PKG
CELLO
Tomatoes
PKG
SELECTED RED-RIPE

«« 38‘

EVAP. MILK 3

A&P’S OWN

PURE

VEGETABLE

CALIF. SIZE 176

A&RS OWN FROZEN

ORANGE JUICE 2 X29

SHORTENING

RELIABLE CUT
JUST REDUCED!
WHOLE KERNEL CORN
Niblets
JUST REDUCIDI
A&P Apricots JUSTHALVES
REDUCED!
A&P
Fruit Cocktail JUST REDUCED!

I l5’/aOZ CQC
► CANS
12OZ CQC
CANS
U OZ
2 1 LBCANS
1 LB I OZ
2 CANS 69c
OZ
All Green Asparagus A&P 14CAN
39c
15VjOZ
Whole Green Beans A&P CAN 27c
16 OZ
A&P Sliced Beets
CANS 29c
1 LB 1 OZ
Cream Style Corn
CANS 49c
WHITE HOUSE 9.6 OZ
Instant Dry Milk NON-FAT SOLIDS CAN 23c
2OZ
A&P Instant Coffee
JAR 49c

Green Beans
| dlnoeuee* 1

5ex«
1 LB TIN

3 LB TIN

31c

83c

*SuPer

4

2

3

Markets r

Prices shown in this ad auaranteed thru Sat., Apr. 21 & effective in this
community and vicinity.

a
B&M BEANS

10 cents OFF REGULAR PRICE

LIBBY!

✓
CORNEO BEEF

OVEN-BAKED—CALIF.
PEA or RED KIDNEY

OUR OWN TEA
p«6ofioo|3c

BAGS

drive with care . . . everywhere.

a*p

Pancake Flour

HAMS

. . . costs you lessl

on Highway Safety cautions us to

402 28c

instant coffee cream

BONELESS SMOKED - Super-Right

Thi1 vigorous objections raised in many quarters of the
country Io the candidacy of Vice President Nixon, es
pecially in the large cities, mystified many persons at first
but the reason for the attacks and smears is becoming
apparent.
It was hiought to the attention of the nation, largely
through (he controversial appearances of Alger Hiss at
Princeton that Vice President Nixon more than any other
public official was responsible for the exposure and convic
tion of Traitor Hiss.
Mr. Nixon should be commended and rewarded for his
persistent search for the truth.

He observed that needed gym
and auditorium space could Are ob
tained for the school system and
city through this method at a very
considerable saving.
The City Council is to study the
possibilities and work with school

'alb b<c
PKG »»

A&P Salad Mustard

S 21 oz cans 47c

BEANS

Equal to the best

officials and civic groups on the
proposition.
Final action on the matter will
come with the session of Legis
lature next winter. Rockland now
He did not see Rockland need stands at th-e head of the list of
ing as elaliorate an establishment Maine communities scheduled for
as that in the Aroostook County armory construction.
community, hut suggested a one
story unit designed to fit the needs
Children should be seen and not
of the city and the Guard.
hurt. Our Governor’s Committee

Pream
dexola

ANN PAGE RASPBERRY

4

1.29

ja°p

Our Own Tea

BOKAR COFFEE ^BfcAi89c

A REASON FOR THEIR OPPOSITION

90 feet, plus stage, with the
bleachers being over loom provid
ed for office space, National
Guard supply rooms and vehicle
storage.

A&P Instant Coffee

VIGOROUS & WiNfcY 3 lb bog 2.61

SUPER-RIGHT

"BY HIS WORKS SHALL YE KNOW HIM"

"•

Luncheon Meat

,Lt“"l5c

COFFEE CAKE

ANN PAGE

A MATTER OF UNITY AND STRENGTH

12 OZ
29c
SUPER RIGHT
CAN
A&P
** I QT 14 OZ
47
Grapef't Juice Swt or Unsw.
CANS
16 OZ
OUR FI Nt-1
A&P Applesauce QUALITY
CANS 29c
3 LB
Crisco
CAN 95c
CANISTER PACK
4OZ
c
Black Pepper
■
ANN PAGE GROUND CAN 29
»oz
FROZEN-FRESH
Potatoes
PKGS 27c
A&P FRENCH FRIED
12 OZ TftAgen Strawberries FROZEN 3 PKGS 79
10OZ oec
Broccoli Spears AGEN FROZEN 4 PKGS 85c
7 OZ "»gC
Tuna Fish DIE TE 1IC CHICKEN OF-IHE SEA 2 CANS 75c
I 8OZ
Apple Sauce
» CANS 25
DIETETIC
1 LB 1 OZ
Fruit Cocktail
31c
CAN
DIETETIC
i lb i oz i-rc
Grapefruit Sections DIETETIC CAN 17c

GIANT JELLY ROIL "T 49'

MEL-O-BIT

"A JUG OF WINE ..."

Enjoy the key io extra saving^. and open the door to heartier,
taste-tempting meals. Millions have found that A&P is the key
to both problems. Always with an eye to quality and sound
more
es on more item* more often. Come
see. you’ll save ... at A&P!

ItMt PARKER REGULARLY 53c
APPLE PIE
«* E‘CH 39

WHITE BREAD

r

1 tinkui 27'

13 W CAN 47'

GREEN GIANT

RINSO

PABLUM

CREAM STYLE CORN

BABY CEREAL

AN ALL-PURPOSE SOAP

1*(CCPKc31C

2 1 Li t M CANS 35'

2 8 07 ntes 39C

EDUCATOR

SUNSHINI

PALMOLIVE SOAP

Vienna Fingers

Saltines

25'

A Colgate-Palmolive Product
4X35‘

Paper

■

■

■ ■

,l"w25‘

•NOW CROP FROZEN

CUT-RITE

2“k?s25c

SIMT PKt 75'

Orange Juke

2i.L\Fi,47c

■—

4“«79‘

1

Tuosdoy-Thursday-Soturdoy
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The Kiwanis Cluib paper and
scrap drive Sunday will open the
week long clean up and paint up
campaign sponsored by the city.
Kiwanians will collect waste paper
and magazines placed outside
homes from 1 o’clock in the after
noon until 6 p. m. Those who wish
paper removed from the home
may call the sheriff’s office. Rock
land 706. and the work will be
done. Scrap metals of all kinds
will be accepted for the drive,
the funds from which are used
to Anance scholarships given
Rockland High graduates.

TALK OF THE TOWN
Coming Events
TSocial and community events
are solicited for this calendar All
are free and space here cannot be
purchased. Strictly commercial
affairs, sales, suppers, dances,
cannot be accepted. The decision
of the editor is Anal ]
May 30—Memorial Day.
April 26—Country FaJr at Community Building, aaspices Knox
Hospital Auxiliary.
April 26 — Rockland High School
Operetta “Waltz Dream”, 8
p. in.. High School Auditorium.
April 26
Emblem Club social
meeting, Elks Home at 8 p. ni.
April 27—Golden Roti Chapter. No.
8, OES. meets .at Masonic
Temple. 6.30 p. rn.
April 2ft Daylight Saving Time
begins.
April 30- Rubinstein Club Spring
Concert at Congregational
Church.
May 4—At Appleton, annual ii vot
ing of the Lincoln Baptist Asso
ciation.
May 5—Fashion Show at Thorn
dike Hotel, benefit Hyde Home.
May ft Composite Band Concert,
Community Building. Rockland,
8 p. in.
July
13 14 Broiler Festival at
Be Hast.

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hupper of
Wheelbarrow Farm in Martins
ville completed a six week vaca
tion tour Saturday. The trip took
them by ship from New York to
West Coast ports and then a tour
of California and the South by rail
enroute home. Their poultry farm
was cared for by Mr. and Mrs.
Lester Shibles of Rockport during
their absence.
Mrs. Hupper is
president of the Knox County
Poultry Improvement Association
Mr. and Mrs. Casper Ciarvino
and Mrs. Shibles the 4-H Club
and children of Owls Head re
agent for Knox and Lincoln Coun
turned Saturday from a week's va
ties.
cation in New York during which
The 45 foot Ashing dragger they were guests of Mrs. Ciara"Jerry Hall", owned by Hugo vino's mother in Brooklyn.
Lehtinen of St. George, was towed
into Tenants Harbor after radioing
the Coast Guard’s Burnt Island
station for help Tuesday morning
when its engine broke down six
miles southeast of Metinic Island.
Operator of the boat, Floyd Watts,
told the Coast Guard the trouble
originated with a faulty ignition.
The motor lifeboat was dispatch
ed from the Coast Guard station
to do the towing.

BORN
The Baby Show at the Country
Seaman—At Boston, April 18, to
Fair today at Community Buildinf will he at 2 o’clock. Bob Uzzell Mr. and Mrs. Charles Seaman,
formerly of Rockland, a daughter
will have a photography booth at -Sandra Marion.
which individual pictures <will be
Davis—At Gould’s
Maternity
taken all through the day.
Home, South Hope, April 20, to
Mr. and Mrs. Vaughn Davis of
R. Waldo Tyler will present a South Union, a son—David Allen,
Sturbird — At Maine General
colored slide nature lecture Fri
Hospital, Portland. April 10. to
day evening to the 46 Cub Scouts Mr. and Mrs. Harry Starbird, Jr.,
til Pa.dk 203 at their monthly (Barbara Stevens formerly of
meeting at 7.30 p. m. at the Uni Roekland). a daughter.
Emery—At Wytopitloek, April
versalist vestry. Cubmaster Allied
-, to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Emery,
L. Benner and Assistant Cubmas
(Miss Evelyn Peck of Orffs Cor
ter John A. Staples, Jr., will be ner), a son—Bruce Arthur.
in charge ol the meeting. Fami
Perry — At St. Luke Hospital,
lies and friends are always wel New Bedford, Mass., April 25, to
Mrs.
Douglas Neil
come each month, and a special Mr. and
Perry, formerly of Rockland, a
invitation is extended to all in
daughter.
terested persons to hear Mr.
Tyler.
MARRIED
Nash-Gushee — At
Camden.
A Main street accident early March 29, Lawrence F. Nash of
Camden and Roxanna Kay Gushee
Tuesday
evening
between
a
of Appleton, by Rev. Carl W.
Staples Bus Company bus and a Small.
pick up truck resulted in minor
Thornton-Morse—At Waldoboi o.
damage to the truck. Rockland April 21. John William Thornton of
police reported. Driver of the bus Thomaston and Miss Una Paige
was Percy Fisk. 24. of Rockland. Morse of Waldoboro, by Rev.
H. W. Carpenter.
Operator of the pickup truck was
Raymond Desy. 37. of Rockport.
DIED
The bus was pulling away from
Hannan — At Union. April 22,
Miss
Wilma
D.
Hannan, age 32
the curve when the accident oc
curred. Some damage to the right years. Interment was in Fair View
Cemetery. Union.
rear fender of the Desy vehicle
Keating—At Rockland. April 24.
was reported.
Mrs. Mary M. Keating, widow of
Peter Keating, age 84 years, four
We now have Men’s Sporting months and seven days. Funeral
Boots. Grass Green, light weigth services Friday at 2 p. m. from
at only $12.95. Endicott-Johnson Russell Funeral Home with Rev.
Charles R. Monteith officiating. In
Shoe Company, 346 Main Street, terment in Achorn Cemetery.
Rockland.
50-lt
Beverage—At
North
Haven,
April 16,
Mrs. Ruth Leadbctter
Applications are being received Beverage, widow of Samuel Car
at the office of the City Manager, ver Beverage, age 92 years. Fun
City Hall, Rockland. Maine, for eral services held April 19 in
the position of Areman in the North Haven with Rev. George R.
Merriam officiating. Interment in
Rockland Fire Department. Appli Fuller Cemetery.
cations may be obtained at the
Averill—At Monmouth. April —,
above office and should be re Mrs. Ida Eastman Averill, widow
turned to the office bv Wednesday, of James Averill, formerly of East
Funeral
May 2.
50-lt Liberty, age 85 years.
services held April 21 from Bragdon and Flanders Funeral Home
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
in Monmouth. Interment in GlenMixed group meets Wednesday side Cemetery. Winthrop.
and Sunday, 8 p. in., GA.R. Hall,
Limerock St., P. O. Square. For
Information write P. O. Box 711,
Rockland, Me.
138-Th-tf

Sergeant William Reichenstein,
USMC, showed movies of the re
treat from Chosin Reservoir by
the Marines during the Korean
War at the Monday evening meet
ing of the Kiwanis Club. A most
interested spectator was Kiwanian
Allen Brown who was a sergeant
with the Leathernecks on that fa
mous, bitter and bloody march to
the sea with Red hordes on their
heels all the way. Brown’s com
ment on the movie made by
Marine
Corps
photographers—
"They’ve cleaned it up a lot from
what it actually was,’’ was indi
cative of his memories of the re
treat in sub-zero weather and the
loss of thousands of troops along
the way.
Engine 2 of the Rockland Fire
Department. the Ford tank truck,
underwent repairs in Woodville.
Mass., Wednesday.
The
unit,
which had developed a leak in the
600 gallon water tank, was driven
to the manufacturer’s plant by
Assistant Chief Louis Phillips who
left the station at 2 a. m. Wed
nesday and returned the following
night.

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.
Llewellyn Oliver has returned
to his teaching position at Monhegan after a week’s vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
ton Oliver and brother, Ira Oliver.
Adrian Butler of Appleton was
recent guest of Gwen Winchen
paw over the weekend.
Mrs. Susan Condon who spent
the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Lawry in Melrose, Mass,
has returned to her home for the
summer.
Mrs. Thomas Delano who has
been a patient at Knox Hospital,
has returned home.
IN APPRECIATION
To The Parents of The Seniors of
Thomaston Hig<h School:
We wish to compliment you for
the good behavior of the boys and
girls while on their class trip.
They were praised lor their con
duct by Mr. Greene, by the bus
driver and even by the negro
lady who ope rated the elevator in
Washington.
So you see their
politeness was noticed and appre
ciated. We fe-el very pleased to
have been asked to join them and
enjoyed each and every me of
them.
Joseph and Virginia Robinson.
50-lt

Well Suited for!

PUBLIC PARTY
EVERY FRIDAY AT 7.30 P. M.
Tower Room - Community Bldg.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
47-TATh-tf

DAVIS

Lightweight Suits
for Young Men

HOMES FOR FUNERALS

ROCKLAND
558 Main St.

THOMASTON
22 Knox St.

For the young grad's proud
est moment, choose here a
suit truly worthy of the
occasion!

Leah Davis Brooks
Serving Knox County alnce

1876
68-tf

Wide Selection of Fabrics,
Colors and Patterns

rnr

BARRETT M. JORDAN, Prop.
Established 1830

TEI. 390
IN LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

iBUii ■ ^IBIHII

STUDENT SUITS
$32.50 up

HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
$75.00 up

BURPEE
Funeral Home
AMBULANCE SERVICE

"mduatiM

I
I

i

_
"
■

COFFIN OBSERVES THAT MUCH HAS

Hospital Treats

YET TO BE DONE TO IMPROVE

Breaks, Sprains

Waldoboro Legion Municipal Court
Two speeding charges
And Auxiliary
heard
Court

were

in Rockland Municipal
Wednesday morning to

MAINE'S FISHING INDUSTRY

And Cuts

meeting of for a co-operative effort on the
the Rockland Lions Club on Wed- part of both government and
ne.*day noon. Frank M. Coffin of private organizations. In connec
tion with this point he cited the
Lewiston. candidate for the Demo
recently organized Maine Lobstercratic nomination for representa men's Association as an illustra
tive from the Second Congres tion of the type of organization
sional District of Maine, stated which can do much to aid the in
his belief that a representative to dustry.
Congress should be devoted to a
The need for a unified program
general program. able to think dealing with research, storage,
creatively and be an active leader processing, marketing and promo
and representative of his state. tion was pointed out. The speak
Speaking specifically of the er brought out the fact that as a
fisheries industry. Coffin charac nation the U. S. eats a smaller
terized it as only having made a proportion of fish than most other
small start on the job of gathering nations. H« also pointed out that
the information relating to its the fishing industry in New Eng
problems and their solution. He land now has about the same
outlined the broad general prob number of employees as it did
lems affecting the industry as many years ago while the general
being those of development of port labor pool has more than tripled
facilities, methods of processing, Indicating that much remains to
storage, marketing and promotion be done in the expansion of the
and the problem of foreign im market.
ports.
The talk by the Democratic
He stated that a solution to the candidate was followed by a short
problems of the industry cal’ed question and answer period.

*A Spruce Head man. Delbert
Charles Lilly Post. American which both respondents pleaded
Philbrook. 36. was treated at Knox Legion, of Waldoboro has elected quilty and paid fines.
Alan Bruce Simmons, 21. Ol
County General Hospital Tuesday Phillip Creamer as commander.
Friendship paid a line of $20 for
afternoon for a laceration of the
Other officers include: first vice
right foot suffered when he cut it commander. Joseph Moyes; sec driving 70 miles an hour in a 15
while chopping wood near his ond vice commander, James mile xone on New County road In
home. He was discharged follow Wood: adjutant. Ralph Hoffses; Thomaston Tuesday.
William J. Knowlton, 19, ot
ing treatment.
finance officer, Hector Denomme. Rockland, paid a similar fine for
A 73 year old Vinalhaven wo
Chaplain. Arthur Chute; his
man. Mrs. Inez Page, was hospi torian. Ralph Pollard; sergeant- driving 70 miles an hour at thtalized Tuesday after she had re at-arms. Carl Creamer; service same time on New County road
Thomaston police were com
ceived a fractured right hip in a officer. Maurie Durrell; Ameri
plainants.
fall at her home Monday evening. canism. Hector Denomme.
She was taken to the hospital by
The Auxiliary elected for presi
NOTICE
boat Tuesday morning.
The Annual Meeting ot the Cot
dent. Alice Hanrahan; first vice
A three year old girl. Elizabeth president, Annie Genthner; second porators of the Rockland Saving
Quinn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. vice present. Theresa Chute; sec Bank will be held at their Banking
Albert Quinn of Rockland, was retary and treasurer. Rose De- Rooms, Wednesday. May 9. 19 V
at 10 o'clock A. M.. for the elec
treated lor a possible fractured
nomnie; chaplain, Rena Chisam; tion of Corporators for the en
collar bone received in a fall from sergeant-at-arms, Ruby Eugley.
suing year, the election of not Icsthe sofa at her home. She was
A joint semi-public installation than five Trustees and the trans
brought to the hospital Tuesday. will be held May 2.
action of such other business as
may propertly come before thOn Tuesday. Wilhelmina Brad
meeting.
ley of Owls Head suffered a
Most of the troubles people have
Rockland Savings Bank
sprained left ankle when she fell are over things they can’t have.
By Sidney H. Pierce,
in the yard at her home. She was
Clerk
treated at the hospital Wednesday
Slow Down And Live! The life Rockland, Maine
April 25, 1956.
50-1'
and released.
you save may be your own.

Speaking before a

To Install May 2

Get In the Parade to

PERRY'S MARKET
Where You Get S. & H. Green Stampsll
PLUS - LOW, LOW PRICES EVERY PATH

HAM

READY TO EAT-ARMOUR'S
BEST CENTER SLICES

lb.

19c

Ham Butts lb. 49c - Club Steaks lb. 65c

AI

NATIVE AT ITS BEST—

Episcopal Church Photo

GERMAN REFUGEE FAMILY sponsored In the Ilf. Rev. Henry
Knox Sherrill, Presiding Bishop ol the Protestant Episcopal Church,
and Mrs. Sherrill, visit nations! ( hiircli headquarters on their arrival in New York.

From left te

Leg or Rump Roast lb. 39c
** “"“"Steak, center slices lb. 89c

right. Gerd Muller, Rcnate, 5,

VEAL SHOULDER CHOPS
lb. 19c — VEAL LOIN CHOPS

Mrs. Sherrill, Mrs. Jutta Muller. • iid I' ilf. 1.

STEWING VEAL

111. 55c
lb. 69c

er. Samuel Collins, Jr., Meredith

Rotarian Actors

Dondis. Lloyd Allen. Stanley Tay

Entertain InterClub Audience

PENOBSCOT BAY—FRESH

lor. Albert MacPhail, Cleo God-

Haddock

erre. Kennedy Crane, Jr., Lloyd

Fillets lb.
American Spread

Tuesday' evening featured by a

KRAFT MIRACLE

49*50

GOOD Sized Jersey Cow for sale,
straight and right, due to freshen.
$140; also two large white Chester
DR. DANA NEWMAN'S
brood sows, both for $75.
Also
DENTAL OFFICE
pigs for sale, all ages. EDWARD
GRINNELL. Burkettville, Tele
Will Be Closed from
phone Washington 12-3.
50*51
April 27 to May 12 Inclusive
WAITRESS
wanted.
Apply
50-51
PARAMOl ’ NT
RESTA1IRA NT.
Main Street. .
50-lt
Strawberry plants
lor sale,
Howard 17. Catskill and Sparkle
RUMMAGE SALE
from virus free stock, also, Maine
G. A. R. HALL
55. Monmouth and Orland.
All
plants State inspected. $2.50- 100,
Saturday, April 28
$18-1000.
Postpaid.
LEROY
9.30 A. M.
LUCE. Washington, Tel. Washing
Sponsored by RI.IIS Guild
ton ft-14.
50’68 KYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYYW

2 lbs. 69c

Frankforts

Daniels and Barrett Jordan.
An inter-city Rotary Club meet
The Barber Shop Chorus was
ing between the Rockland and the directed by the Rev. Christy
Damariscotta-Newcastle
groups Schreveland and presented several
selections.
was held at the Thorndike Hotel

IN MF MORIAM
In Loving Memory of Ronald M.
playlet presented by the IocpI
group and a barbershop chorus Lindsey, who passed away April
made up of several of the Dam* 29. 1947.
Mummy, daddy and sister.
ariscotta-Newcastle Rotarians.
Warren.
50-lt
The skit, entitled "Accept With
Regrets” and presented by sev
CARD OF THANKS
eral Rockland Rotarians. illus
I would like to thank the doctors
trated the four points of the Ro and nurses of Knox Hospital, espe
tary test. The skit was arranged cially Dr. Robert Allen and Dr.
Howard Apollonio for the care
by Dave- Bicknell with electrical
given me during my recent acci
work done by Edwin Jones.
dent. I would also like »o thank
Members of the cast included: all my family, friends and towns
Charles Bicknell, E. Clifford Ladd, people for the cards, flowers and
William Bicknell, Cleveland Sleep gifts. Special thanks to Rev. John
Fitzpatrick and the Wed-Co Club.
Douglas Young and Family.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY Hyler Street, Thomaston, Maine.

ALL
BEEF

HAMBURG

Minced Ham

Cheese

2

69c

qt. 53c

WHIP

Beef Liver
Sausage
FULL SLICES
SUGAR CURED

BACON

lb. 23c
16 OZ.
TINS

* SPAGHETTI & MEAT BALLS, Libby's
’APPLE CHIP CAKE MIX

IT S NEW —
IT’S DELICIOUS

pkg. 29c
SPAGHETTI
With Tomato Sauce * Cheeae

21 lb. tin 29c

KETCHUP
Magazine

Redeem your

LIBBY'S — 14 OZ. BOT.

Carnation Instant coupon here.

• TOMATOES
• ORANGES

• ORANGES
• SPINACH

2 for 39c

4 RISE
2 cello
RED
FLORIDA
TEMPLES
( ALIFORNIA
2
NAVELS
4 LEAN
LARGE LEAF

pkgs. 29c

CHOC. SYRUP

doz. 49c

HERSHEY—16 OZ. TINS

doz. 69c

peck 39c

2 for 37c
COFFEE
Perry's
lb. 77c

DROMEDARY CAKE MIXES
White Cake Mix — Yellow Coke Mix — Devil Food Cake Mix

16 TEA BAGS 1c

2 packages 63c
ANGEL CAKE MIX pkq. 39c - POUND CAKE MIX pkg. 37c

SMALL'S
EveSw
astride

TfaaC Scwt/naJ
UPPER PARK SI

ROCKLAND, MP.

CORNED BEEF 39c lb.
Slices.

Well Trimmed

* Fresh Cucumber Pickles

I QT.
BOTS.

* Baby Food, Libby's

jars 35c

* Krispy Crackers

SOUP
CAMPBELL’S TOMATO

LIBBY KOSHER

* Baked Apples

LEAN, BONELESS BRISKET

$1.00

READY T<»
SERVE
SUNSHINE
1 LB. PKG.

57c

4 tins 45c
FLOUR

tin 29c
25c

PEERLESS

25 lb. sack $1.89

OAKITE
HOUSEHOLD CLEANER

S1IOIT.IIFK CUTS

11 OZ.
PKG.

ARMOUR HAMS LAMB CHOPS
lb. 89c
|
lb. 49c

16c
ZIPPY

LIQUID STARCH

LEAN. All BEEF

qt. bot. 19c

Hamburg 29c lb.

NEW INSTANT

PREAM
Boneless — Well Trimmed
Ready To Eat. Best Center

RUMP STEAK
lb. 79c

jar 28c

VEAL CHOPS
lb. 39c

FOR YOUR MAY BASKETS!

Full Assortment of
Marshmallow ComRos

CHICKEN LEGS AND BREASTS

lb. 55c

OLD FASHION

ITSFREE!
COME IN AND GET YOUR ENTRY BLANK TODAY!

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT UNTIL NINE
50*lt

TAFFIES

21c

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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I
School senior/; were waiting to de and Mrs. Niilo Gronros. April 20,
derson, of Spruce Head.
Discretion may be a brilliant
the 50th birthday of Mr. Gronros.
characteristic, hut indispensihle to
Attending the Mario Braggiottl part.
WARREN
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hamilton
ON RT. NO. 1.
Attractive sucess.
concert. Monday evening, were
colonial home for sale, suitable
MISS DORIS HYDER
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver Holden. Mrs. were weekend guests of Mrs.
INEXPENSIVE - EFFECTIVE
for home or guest house. 12 rms..
Correspondent
Many people condemn them
Hamilton’s brother and family.
NORTH HAVEN
nice ground-, close to shore and selves by revealing the faults they Telephone CRestwood 4-2121 office Dana Smith. Sr., Mrs. Charles
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Perry, Sr.
K
’
gel.
Gail
and
Jean
Kigel,
Mrs.
shopping. Reasonable Offer will be
HERE'S HOW I.ITTLE IT COSTS
Telephone CRestwood 4-2038 home
ETTA F. BEVERAGE
Miss Helen Perry is a patient at
Advertisement. Id thia column not to exceed throe line. Inserted
given full consideration. SECUlft- find in others.
Edgar Lemke. Mrs. Fred Perkins,
Correspondent
once (or SO cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
TY REAL ESTATE CO. Dorothy
Telephone 16-4
and Carolyn Perkins. Mrs. Roland Knox County General Hospital.
cents for each line, hail price each additional time used. Five
Dietz. Camden 2117 or 8897. 50-It
Mrs. Lillian Simmons had as
REAL ESTATE
Berry. Louise Lord. Nancy Nor She will later enter Central Maine
small words to a line.
-allers Sunday. Mr. and Mrs. EdSpecial Notice! AU “blind ads” so called, I. e„ advertisements
wood. Mrs. William Towers and Sanatorium at Fairfield for treat
FOR SALE
The North Haven Health Coun
;ar Hallowell, and daughters Mrwhich require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
ment.
Perhaps you may be interested
Miss Doris Hylcr.
cil. being in freed of funds, will
office for handling, cost J5 cents additional.
ha
and
.Mary
Jane
of
Rockport
in one of these farms:
Arthur Perry of Thomaston was
Tuesday evening. Mrs. William
A name should appear on aU classified ads to seenre best reanlta.
hold a rummage sale Saturday aft
(No. 1) Is an estimated 47 acre and Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Krono
Comfi rtable Tl»oui.»ston Home*
honor guest at a birthday party
Those with phone or street number only are not advised
Payson
was
guest
of
honor
at
a
overlooking lake and mountains. of Stoughton. Mass., and Carl Anernoon, April 28 in the Knights of
A livable homey house for a
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
surprise stork shower, at her at the hom^ of his son. Benjamin Pythias Hall -at 2 o’clock.
small family, has 5 rooms and The buildings are all in perfect
No classified ads will be accepted without the rash and no book
Perry.
Sunday,
the
occasion
being
A purchaser could Im
home, the co-hostesses being her
keeping will be maintained for these ads.
bath, a new forced hot air-oil fur repair.
“Martin Luther" Here Sunday
WANTED
ALL MIST BE PAID FOR
nace and electric hot water heat mediately occupy this property
mother. Mrs. Curtis C. Busby and his 93d birthday. Also included in
The film,‘•‘Martin Luther” will
as received except from firms nr individuals maintaining regular
er. Tlie lot siz
is 102 ft. wide and without spending a penny. Puce
the
celebration
were
his
grand

PART Time Bookkeeper and her mother-in-law, Mrs. Merrill
be shown at the North Haven Bap
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
310 ft. in depth. House was built $10,000.
(No. 2) Is an estimated 150 tvpist wanted. A. T. Thurston. 21 Payson. The gifts were arrang-ed son. Richard Perry, who was 13 tist Church, Sunday evening, April
in 1934. Hits Rusco storm sash,
I
m<
©ok
Street,
Tel.
1376.
80
52
Monday
and
granddaughter.
Debo

i n a prettily decorated tabic, over
screens anti doors. Attic is in acre farm borders salt water.
29. The hour will be 7 p. m. Please
DO You Need More Money? which was suspended a gaily rah Conary, who would be 5. April note the change of time. Every
sulated. Taxes are only $88 and This one very suitable for a cattle
farm as the barn is extra large, You can add $35-$50 a week to
the selling price is $9,500.
FOR SALE
decorated umbrella, with kewpic 24. Present to help celebrate the one is invited to see this outstand
FOR SALE
For a larger family. 7 rooms all in good condition. Price $13 000. your income by devoting 15 hours
(No. 3) Is a lake front farm or niori a week supplying Con dolls at each corner of the table. birthdays, were: Mr. and Mrs. ing picture. “Martin Luther”, the
TWO Studio Couches for sale. and bath. Steam heat with oil.
’47 HUDSON Coupe for sab . Un
Charles Hamilton, Boston, Mrs. man who changed the world for
$20 and $25; also overstuffed Located on a lot with long front borders a '.veil traveled highway. sumers in City of Rockland with Invited guests were Miss Ivernc
usual utility value. TEL. 1620.
49-51 chairs. $10 and $15:
bed. box- age and beautiful pine trees. Can be seen any time by appolnt- Rawb'igh Products. Writ' RAW- Weston, Mrs. Philip Robinson. Emma VVineapaw, Glen Cove; ever.
LEIGKS
Dept.
MED-161-308. Mrs. David White, Mrs. Robert Mrs. Hazel Brewster and Mr. and
soring and mattress, $25. com Home has all conveniences includ ment.
WHITE Porcelain Bathtub for
(No. 4) Is an estimated 45 Albany, N. Y.
ing town water, electricity, etc.
•rin
Beattie, Miss Judy Weston, Miss Mrs. Robert Roberts and son.
sale, 30” x 64”. Extra good quality. plete; 3 pc. living room set. over Also a small garage and a poultry acre farm now used as a hen
SERVICES
stuffed. $55. Bureaus, chiffoniers,
FRANKLIN Stove wanted, tpen Tobe.v
TEL. 968.
farm.
All
buildings
in
perfect
re

Messer.
Miss
Janice Robert, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs.
odd chairs, tables, etc., reason house. Taxes re $128. Silling for
hearth. Call CAMDEN 3088 any
$100
TO
$2,500 FOR HOME im
pair
Very
modern
dwelling.
Ask
Ralph
Perry
and
four
children.
SAND, Gravel and Crushed able. 9 Pot PMlco refrigerator, $10,500.
evening.
50-51 Kinney. Mrs. Richard N. Overlock,
provements. Yes. now under Sut
The Ca<pt. Janus Creighton for inspection.
Coopers
Mills;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fran

stone. TEL. 223-W, City.
48*50 like new. $85. ('HESTER R. WAL
Mrs. Emerson Crockett. Mrs.
ton’s home improvement plan you
(No. 5.) We have listed several
RELIABLE Person wanted as
LACE. Warren. CRestwood 3-2551. property has been reduced in
I( I
cis Jones and son, Cushing; Rev. can start on the major improve
salt water front properties with companion and helper to live in Henry Wuisanen. Mrs. Faye Dauprice
effective
immediately.
This
Platform Service at our Plant
Sterling Helmer. Mr. and Mrs. Ar ments or repairs to your home
beautiful s- a captain’s home has nice buildings, if interested call with family of 6 in farm home. cettc Rockport, Mrs. Carolyn Em
Saves You Tim11 And Dollars
KITCHEN Cab. with glass doors 8 rooms, it is not too large, just us at any time.
Young or middle aged person con ery. Rockland. Mrs. Verna Bean. thur Perry. Lewis Wincapaw. Mr. that you’ve been planning and
NORTHEAST ICE CO.
for sale, also crib, bassinet, chests
Thanks for reading.
sidered. Write or call OTTO BEN East Union. Lorraine Weston and and Mrs. Edgar Bowman, and make low monthly payments the
Harc*.vood
floors,
Route 1 Warren Call GR.4-2800 of drawers, dishes, bookcase, comfortable.
same as buying a new car. You
FREEMAN S. YOUNG
NETT. Hope. Maine. Tel. Lincoln
children; Mr. and Mrs. Henry can borrow up to $2,500 for hom<
44-Th-tf chairs. 4 posted bed with mat automatic heat, two fireplaces,
163 Main Street
ville 3-4506.
50-55 Eleanor Busby.
two car garage and hobby shop.
Conary and Deborah Mr. and Mrs. impr oVenrerrt* materials (ar.d labor
TWO Male Collie type puppies tress and spring, tables, buffet, Grounds are well landscaped.
Rockland. Maine
Schools are in session again
COOPER wanted to build bar
found in Rockland.
Under dog commodes and
stands.
MRS. Price reduced from $14 000 to
Willis Moody, Sr.. Ernest. Willis. if needed) even though your home
Tel. 730
rels
for
lobster
plant.
Good
pay
after
the
week's
vacation.
dog law. CALL UW
BESSIE LEACH. 120 Washington
50-lt and steady work for reliable man.
James, Richard. John and Mary isn't completely paid for. at low
$12,000.
COTTON Skirts and Dresses, 12- Sti ct, Camd< n, Tel 2718. 80-lt
At high school, baseball for the Perry, and Willis Moody, Jr. Mrs. bank interest rates without addi
Another line home comparable
PRICED TO SELL
1
ROCKLAND^ 1878._______ 50-52
14, for sale, good condition. TEL.
WING-BACK Arm Chair loi to the above and at the same
boys and softball for the girls, as Mildred Perry, made and present tional mortgage or other red tape.
If you have children why not
Add that room, build a garage, re
WOMAN wanted to help with
502-K from 5.30 to 7.30 p. in
sale. Fine cond., slipcover in price. Also others at lower and live near schools, parks, churches,
well
as track practices will soon ed one of the cakes and during the model your kitchen now!
SUT
care of sick person (not bed pa
48*50 cluded. $35.; also Wardrobe trunk. higher asking prices.
theatres, stores, etc?
be the order. This year track is afternoon punch, cookies and ice TON SERVICE. Camden 478. 50-lt
$7. w ARD T. I C <m<b n 71L 50
CLEARANCE SALE
This is a Duplex. Five rooms tient) and housework in small all
Farm Dwellings
elec. home. Two in family. Must new in high school athletics.
Welding equipment and supplies
E5LDC. Stove, Washing Machine
cream were served; 29 members
An excellent farm stand con and bath and six rooms and bath,
for sale, save up to 30%. Act now. for sale; also, eight piece dir..ng taining 194 acres. 30 acres of flood size lot for garden, lawn live in, private room and bath.
Mrs. Mamie Beal has returned were seated for the family din Almost all Electrical Household
Reply
giving
age.
wages
expect

BICKNELL MEG. CO., Rockland.
Appliances Can Be Repaired by
CALL 1888 op 7(
which are producing blueberry and play yard, live in one side, ed and references. Write ABC. c/o after spending the school vaca ner.
4.8-if
_________________________
IIOUSE-SHEKMAN, INC.
THREE H I’. ’ Johnson Mot< • land.
The home has five rooms collect income from the other. THE COURIER-GAZETTE. 50*52
tion.
at
her
home
in
Lisbon.
Dr. Perley Damon, is now at
“Your Crosley-Bendix Dealer”
PIGS and Shoats lor sale also for sale, used 10 hours, also 12 ft. with space to finish additional Easy to heat, low taxes, always
BABY
Sitting
Job
wanted.
As the Warren seniors arrived home from Knox Hospital. He re
It! Hl Mate St.
Rockland
loose hay for $15 ton. GREEN boat in excellent cond. Call rooms if desired. There is a large rented. Worth $7520. been asking
LAW FARM. Lincolnville Avenuo, CNION 50-22.
poultry house 70x26 with two $6500. can be bought for $5500. A Write KA c/o THE COURIER-GA at the Maline Central station Fri mains a bed patient with callers
Phone 721
ZETTE.
49*51
Belfast.
47-tf
50-EOI-tf
mr? FORD Reach Wagon fox floors ,and a barn 60x40 with tic- bargain hunter’s chance to pick up
day afternoon the Union High limited.
50 to 100 USED Lobster Traps
home at a ridiculously low
“STRAWBERRY’ Plants lor sale. sale, also 1952 Hvdr. Oldsmobile. up for 12 head. To be sold com
j
.
_____
_______________________
The anniversary of the Order
State inspected, virus free stock; Call at PLEASANT STREET plete with all equipment, including price. Needs some minor repairs. wanted. Reply condition and price
j Oil Burner Service and Installation
TO LET
Howard 17, Robinson. Senator BAKERY. TcL 15":;.
was observed at the meeting of
» . Ferguson Tractor, household fur Pleasant downtown central loca to P. O. BOX 531. R >cklanU. 49*51
LLOYD M. BRANN
nishings, 2000 ft. dry pine boards, tion. Grace Street.
P.ABY
Sitter
wanted
to
live
ir,
Dunlap, Catskill. Sparkle. VermillMystic Rebekah Lodge Monday.
Tel. 312-J
GRAVELY 5 h. p. Tractor and
ROOMS to lit. MRS. MABEL
stoves. and
farming AUSTIN NELSON REAL ESTATE Mon. through Sat., care for one
lion. Also, Temple. Orland. Maine equipment for sale including. 2- brooder
49 51
Due to the storm, the rehearsal for
Phone 928
child. Parents work nights. TEL. BLETHEN. 13 Holmes St.. City.
55. Monmouth. Eden; 100-$3.50; 42” sickle cutters. 1-30” reel mow equipment. Taxes are $289 -which
50 -1‘ tableaux and drill staff was post
1000-$23.Otb Gem Everbearing. 100- er. plf.v, harrow, riding sulky indicates a good farm, not a run 11 Limerock St. Rockland. Maine TE 2-9417 before 4 p. m. 49 51
down lemon. Priced extremely
50-lt
$6.00. Postpaid. Folder free.
FOR rent May 1 first floor apart poned to April 30, at 7 p. m. Mys
tiailer. (loading
bed
approx.
low to sell at $10 .000.
SYLVESTER & SKINNER
ment Lauriettc, one room and tery Circle which was to have met
5O”x30”). A real bargain for
P L U M B IN N G
A 50 acre farm with 30 acres in
kitchenette suitable, for one only.
Tel. 849-W4
Belfast. Me. “gentleman”
farmer.
Priced
with Mrs. Marion Manner, on
blueberries, the dwelling has 9
and
HEATING
4.- 81
COPPER
KETTLE,
405-W.
Mrs.
about 1/3 of new value. TEL. 1995.
CROSS
rooms, complete bath, and new
French.
50-tf April 30. is postponed to a laterAKC Regi stored Cocker Spaniel
50-52 hot air-coal furnace. The convert
by SEARS
Refreshment
committee
ATTRACTIVE. 3 rm. 7 un Hirn date.
Puppies for sale, all colors and
Camden Village Home in good
KIIXIIIIIE MOTORS
PHARMACY
Free Engineering Service
ed barn accomodates 1000 layers repair having water view and
apt. to let, quiet, fine loc.. bath for the May 14 meeting, will be
sizes to choose from.
REED S
BOATS. BOAT TRAILERS
No
obligation.
and there are two brooder houses, choice location. 6-rooms, bath,
COCKER KENNELS. 61 Pearl
h&c water, eah. sink, gas stove. Mrs. Ellen Waisanen. Mrs. Adelle
“A Boat Show Every- Day"
also
a
tie-up
for
cc*.vs.
Excellent
LI(
ENSED
PLUMBERS
PRESCRIPTION
SERVICE
Street, Camden, Tel. Camden
Adults. 87 NORTH MAIN ST. 50*52
porch, hot air heat, garage and
At W. IE HEALD
Stanford and Mrs. Marion Man
Guaranteed Installations
water supply is piped to dwelling good sized lot. $8,000.
3093.
39-tf
TWO
Five
Room
Apts,
with
“Next To The Village Green"
DRUGS
SUNDRIES
(ALL
and outbuildings. Taxes are $279—
ner. This meeting will be the
Rockland Home Site 15-aeres
NATIONALLY Famous Eagle- Tel. 460
bath to let. one furnished.
61
Camden, Maine and the selling price is $9 500.
official visitation of Miss Ellen
field and tillage land, good loca
Picher Aluminum Combination
MAIN
ST..
Thomaston.
49
o'
50-tf
TEL. 1204
A small farm home overlooking tion for house with mountain and
SEARS, ROEBUCK & CO.
windows and doors for sale.
3 and 4 ROOM Furn., Heated Tobey of Kittery, warden of the
1950 PLYMOUTH Sedan for sale. a salt water bay has 25 acres
IKM Kl,AND 1770
(Awnings by Youngstown ! Alumi CALL 763-W ait, r 5 p. m. 49-lt mostly open field. Private trout lake view. $1,600.
$73 MAIN STREET
Apts, to let, elec, stove and re Rebekah Assembly of Maine.
38-Th-tf
Cape Cod Farmhouse, new barn,
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
num insulating siding. Estimates
frig..
also
2
and
3
room
furn.
or
Mrs. Marion Manner returned
KALAMAZOO " Oil Range-for brook flows through the property. 120-acrcs fertile lpnd. 2/3-acrc
92-Th-tf
|
without obligation and up to 60
unfum.
apts.
F.
E.
PRIEST.
UK
The dwelling has 6 rooms com
Monday from several days’ visit
months to pay. Call HOWARD M. sale, white enamel, priced rea plete with bath, running water, strawberries. 1/2-aerc raspberries, ’’^jzrarcrajzrejzjzrejzrararcjajzrtS Park St.. Tai. 1024 .
49-53
Carpenter A Builder
Fully rcKENNISTON, 1430-W.
44-tf sonable. Tel. CAMDEN 8694. 48 50 electricity, furnace, and electric 12-acrcs blueberries.
in Massachusetts.
Repairs-Remodeling-Foundations
TWO Rooms to let. 75 BROAD
ROADSIDE Stand with 2 build
stored. the 8-rooms and bath hay
RE1JABLE Cook wanted for
Mr. and Mrs. Widar Sladey, Mr.
Free Estimates
49-54
ings lights and. running water, domestic water heater. Tax $59.— all modern conveniences plus a .summer tea room. Arrange inter STREET.
CLAYT BITLER
Price $8,500.
GEORGE IJTTI.E. Thomaston
and Mrs. Arne Laukka, Mr. and
FURNISHED
Apt.
to
let
until
parking
for
20
cars.
Between
most
abundant
water
supply.
view by writing to BOX 26 New
Wants To See You About
Tel. 178-11
Apartment Dwellings
Rockport and Camden. Phone
Lovely view from its high eleva castle, Maine,
49 51 Aug. 1st. First floor, living room Mrs. Arne Johnson. Mr. and Mrs.
>
47 52
Dwelling with two completely tion site. $10,000.
dining room, bedroom, kitchen Henry Laukka, Mr. and Mrs.
CAMDEN 734 after 4 p. m.
MAN
wanted
to
work
on
Poul

48‘50-tf new’ apartments including r.« w
Rockland House. 5-rooms, mod try farm. Apply in person. I., B. ette and second floor bedroom Charles Lunden, Henry Tirri, Mr. -SEPTIC_TANKS~CESSI,OOI.S_
CLEANED BY MAI H1NE
baths, new kitchens, hot water ern kitchen, full bath, central beat,
COPPER-KETTLE. Mrs. French
SEA HORSES
1951 CHEVROLET 2 Dr. Sedan
Entire house extra lot or garden land, priced ROKES. Cobb Road. Camden.
FOR DEPENDahIIITV
Tel. 405-W.
48-5C and Mis. Leo Laukka, Friendship C. E. Fenderson Sanitary Service
model deluxe, for sale. R&H. with heating with oil.
43
tf
TWO Room Furn. Apt. witl and Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Sorsa, 21 Hr., 7 Day Service to Rockland
DAVID completely r< finished and appoint for quick sale. $6,800.
_______
45-57 accessories. Price $550.
MASON work wanted, chimneys
See F. H. WOOD. Court House,
flush to let. 34 FULTON ST.. Tel Union, were dinner guests of Mr. Only State of Maine Operator in
BENNER. Nobiet'oro. Maine. Tel. ed. Roof just shingled. 3 fireplaces.
fireplaces,
eellur
floors,
block
OARS 4'-/ to 9 fL for sal. $2.95
this locality. Bonded and Insured.
50-51
1379-11.
47-tf
Damariscotta 105-14
47 52 Venetian blinds at all windows. Rockland. Maine.
foundations, also asphalt roofs and
up. NORTH EASTIJtXD TRAD
Priced at $12,500.
Dial Old Orchard 6-2031 or
South
Hope;
Route
17.
4-room
“
FURNISHED
Apt.
to
let.
7
MA

general
carpentering.
ALFRED
ING POST. Thomaston.
41-tf
Four small apartments, two
Rockland 1311
EGGS & CHICKS
house,
well
constructed
and
in
SONIC
ST.
PL..
Adults.
No
phone
NICKLES.
Mason.
Tel.
969-M.
have three rooms and two have
50*55
COTTAGES
GREATLY reduced prices on
very good condition. Cemi nt eel P. O. Box 493 .
calls.
47-tf
44*57
two.
There are three complete
SEX-LINK Chicks
for sale,
complete installations of oil, coal
WE repair and service all
lar,
new
forced
hot
air
furnace
COTTAGE on fresh •water lake baths, automatic heat, two car
ATTRACTIVE 2-room furn apt
laine U. S. Approved Pulloium makes of sewing machines and
ANTIQUES wanted. Old painted
and wood furnace systems. No
shed, garage, room for garden.
pine commodes of all kinds in to let on Camden St., with bath Typhoid Clean. Bred for high pro- vacuum cleaners. SINGER SEW
down payment.
36 inns, terms for sale, fishing and hunting in garage. Income is $195 — per $5000.
season.
C.
J.
BOWLEY,
85
Granite
and
elee.
refrig.
Adults
only
month. Taxes are $184. To sell at
luction. Very low mortality. All ING MACHINE CO.,
good condition. I will pay $10 each
starting July. Take advantage be
395 Main
Tenants Harbor:
4 acres near
48-50 $13,500.
46-tf ireeders bought from the coun- street, Rockland. Tel. 1724. 8-tf
for the lift top type. Will also pay TEL. 1219 or 939 .
fore season rush.
Write today, St.. Tel. 1976 .
water
with
big
shore
frontage.
A two family home with two
top prizes for old U. S. coins, anti
SUPERIOR HEATING CO., 351
THREE Room Unfum. Apt. to ry's best breeding stock. All eggs
Cape Cod house with ell and fair que firearms, old dolls, church
Sherwood St., Portland.
42 62
let, H&C water. Can be seen any latched are produced on my farm.
MISCELLANEOUS five room apartments complete. sized barn.
flood
cellar
under
New beating system, new baths
Small lots of started chicks avail
benches and settees. Any quantity
OXYGEN and Acetylene Cylind
house and good foundation under Write or phone W. J. FRENCH time. 91 NORTH MAIN ST.. Tel
BYRON MILLS,
76.3-.1
46-tf tble at times.
ers for sale. Why lease or pay de
BOARDING Home for the A -' d. and kitchens at $8,500.
barn.
7
rooms.
2
baths,
picture
Another simlar to the above at
10 High St., Camdin, Maine. 33-tf
murrage? The best deal in town lie*
<1 home, reasonable rate3.
SECOND Floor Sjwce to let, •Valdoboro.Maine. Tel. TEnrple 2windows over water. $9000
$9
000.
>334
.
_
35.tf
PAINTING and Paperhanging. newly renovated, thermostat heat
on vases, equipment and supplies good food. TV. BEATRICE GRIN
Thomaston: Near Route 1. Big
In addition to the above we have
Inside
and
out,
all
work
posltivelj
CLEMENTS
C1UUKS
••
Rugged^
Can be financed. MORRIS GOR NELL. Sargentville, Maine. 49-61
ng,
execeilent
location
427
Main
cottages on lakes and also land lot. good family house with 4 bed guaranteed. Will furnish material
Maine-Bred” to live better, proDON & SON, Rockland.
41-tf
<?l SfiSl V '■ V. Il -Klin : ic t H
street. Phone 98 of contact E. C.
for building purposes on fresh and rooms, plenty of closet space, onn Work accepted Warren to Catnden
MORAN COMPANY INC
46-tf luce better. Red-Rocks (Black
PROMPT Relief — Piles, Psoria Old County Rd., will reopen Kun- salt water as well as village complete cedar closet.
4 rooms
lex-Link Pullets),
White Leg
VAN E. RUSsis, Eczema, Chap. “Roberts Re dmy. April 22, with old and new building site; .
and tunporch downstairs. in, Estimates free.
MODERN' Furn. Studio Apt. tc
SEIJi. Phone 676-M, Post Offici let. kitchen and dining area, elec horns. Rhode Island Reds and
liable Salve”, Effective 65 yrs treasures. A complete new line of
Photographs ol the above are baths. Hot water heat with Oil. Box 701 Rockland.
Jolden Crosses for laying flocks.
73-tl
Satisfaction Guaranteed, 3-1 oz items for collectors of glass s’ip- available upon request, and an ap Garage. $11,500.
tove and refrig., private bath
Vhitc Rocks for broilers and
cans.-$l 00. Postpaid. ROBERTS pers. hats and George It ashing- pointment may be made at any
TWENTY-FOUR HR. Photo Ser hot water: heated. 30 HIGH ST.
Thomaston:
Beautiful
older
hatching eggs. Maine — U. S. Ap
PHARMACY, Lisbon Falls, Maine ton booae hotties, wrought iron time on short notice.
style house carefully maintained. vice. Ask for it at your local stop Tel. 262 or 1425.
45-tf proved Pullorum Clean.
Prices
17*61 kettles and pine bureaus etc. Aft
Big rooms, handsome hall and or at GIFFORD'S, Rockland, Me
ALBERT B ELLICD
A Good 4-Room Furnished and -easonable — Write CLEMENTS
l-tl
er Sunday.
open dally from 9
tairease. fireplaces, modern bath
39 Wad; worth Street
heated apartment to let. ideal fo: CHICKS, INC.. Route 33, Wi.itera. in. to 12 noon and evenings
DON T Discard You Old Or v couple. LAWRENCE MILLER oort, Maine.
big verandas, widow’s walk, 1 bed
Thomaston. Maine
(D
GENERAL ELECTRIC
5.30 p m. to 8 p. m. BETTI Office Tel. 5
rooms. hot water heat with oil antique furniture. Call H. JOHN '’hone 438 or 692.
Home Tel.
44-tf
S1BISK1, Prop.
48-50
Ash Point: School house on main NEWMAN for restoring and re- T
49-54
AVAILABLE at once, 'e (lupie;
road, approx 2X acres of land, a finishing. 48 Masonic St., Tel house to let. 7 mis. and bath. In
A business of your own Hours
1-ti
good house setting. Good building 1106-M
to suit your convenience. We will
COTTAGES
1
sulated. oil luruacc, in fine condi
HOMfS
36x24. maple floors narrow l>oard .
train you for this pleasant, lucra
IRON. Stud. Metal. Rags anc tion. Good location. CALL 278
cement
foundation.
electricity. Batteries
tive work. AVON COSMETICS.
wanted.
Call
123 ____________________________ 50-52
$1500.
WRITE Mrs. Russell Johnson,
MORRIS GORDON & SON. Cor.
THREE Rm. Unfum. Apt. to let
Rockland:
45-50
Leland and Tea Sts., Rookland.
sS^S%
Sales and Service
1 Augusta Rd.. Waterville.
private bath, heat, elec, stove and
Central. Duplex of 9 room.- a id
38-tf
SAW Filing and Tool Grinding
refrigerator. TEL. 1568
35-tf
1
baths. Newly shingled, very
0*
R. F. BLAISDELL promptly done. All work guaran
k
FIVE-Rootn Unfurnished Apart
good condition. $6000.
teed R F and JD R. EATON.
V"
ment to let, hot and cold water
Central West: 5-room bouse ■ ith
Tel. 361-W, Rockland.
35-tf
Picture Framing j supplied.
& CO.
fxjcated in
Bicknell
modem kitchen and bath, near
Rockland. Maine
MARY CUNNINGHAM. Modern
ROCKPORT, Ml
Block.
Not heated. CHARLES E.
main highway. Cement cellar, oil
1647-W
School of Dancing. Ballet. Tap, 2
“Licenaed HectrlelMtt”
11
HCKNELL, II. Realtor, Plione
floor furnace, electric hot wat
to 5 p. rn. and Ball Room 6 to
CO/MMfRC/At
1647-W.
32-tf
fARMS
healer. Asking $12,000.
7 p. m. every Monday at the Tow
Near
New
County
Road:
8-room
FURNISHED
Apartment
to
let
FOB SALE
er Room, Community Bldg.. Rock
NEW Homes for sale!
Three house, good lot. desirable location
idults.
Inquire In person at 11
Pistols shotguns, rifles, lelc land; Ballet and Tap 2 to 5 p. m.
bedroom
inodern
home
s
with
view
$4200.
I AMES STREET.
147-tl
seope sights, mounts, ammunition every Wednesday at the Wey
1$arge lots at Penbay
North End: 3 rooms and bath
handloading suppiirs. and olh" r mouth Grange Hall in Thomaston of harbor
HEATED and Enhcated Furn
Ac
re
Oak
floors,
plastt
red
walls
garage. City water, sewer, elec
shooting accessories. CAMDEN and Ball Room every other week
»pts. to let. from $7 to $15 a week
and • iling; modern kitchen and
SPORTING GOODS. (Allan N. ____
Fully equipped with bath, free hot
17-tf bath FILA financing $1600 down. tricity. $3000.
North End: Main Street, variety
Forsyth), Sherman's Point. Phon,
md cold water, some with elec
WELL! WELL! WELL!
Monthly j»aym< nts $63.14. See our store, good location, excellent pos
GET
Camden 2675.
1-tf
doves, rubbish removed free. V
If it is water you need, write model
home.
MORGAN
C. aibilfties. Requires faithful atF STUD1.EY, 77 Park St., Tel
9x12 LINOLEUMS for sale; reg R W. DRINK WATER. Well Drill ELMER. Contractor
Telephone tendance.
8060 ond 172 Broadway, Tel. 1234
ular $10 95 for $6 95. NORTH ing Contractor. P. O. Box 135, Rockland 319 or Camden 3130
mni t*so,4V
o ob '
^Fxo
!7o&
Central: Nursing or rest home
1-tf
EASTLAND
TRADING
POST. Camden. Tel. 2768. Installment (ev ningsr.
41-52 ill very good condition, new hot air
Thomaston.
l-tl plan also available, no down pay
furnace, all aluminum windows.
PIPE FOR SALE
merit necessary. Member of New
8 rooms. 1'-.- baths, new kitchen
Black and galvanized. All sizes, England and National Association
very modern. All floors on 2nd
Cousens' Realty
low prices. BICKNELL MFG. CO..
1-tf
covered with inlaid. Good lot in
Lime St
1-tf
convenient locution.
Business Opportunities
BABY Parakeets (or sale, loll
Cottages:
3 excellent ones at
( ottages. Lots and Dwellings
PLUMBING and HEATING
line ol parakeet foods and mineral
Crescent Beach and several new
I REE ESTIMATES
21 EIMEROCK ST.
health grit. GRACE'S GARDENS.
ones on the lakes.
Mrs. Charles A Swift. 9 Booker
ARTHUR CULLEN
Route 1: Handsome estate pres
St. Thomaston. Tel. 374
1-Lf
LICENSED PLUMBER
TEL 1538
ently us'ai for tourist business
Thomaston. Ms
Hl.MMfll SHADES and BUNDS 12 V.rlh St.
Large acreage, extensive shore
Across from Post Office
Tel. 234
for sale, custom mad' Call u152-tffc frontage. Very large house with
74 -tf
A sharp, well-adjusted mower will ease the chore of grass culling
frec installation. Tel 60,
SEA
finest accommodations, separate
INQUIRE ABOUT OUR
COAST PAINT CO., 410 Maia St.
... and Sears Service can put your Craftsman or Dunlap mower
cottage.
4-ear
garage
with
over
SPRECHliN SIE DEUTSCH?
Rookland
1 -tf
ATTRACTIVE House Hnd Cot
10 YEAR GUARANTEE
in perfect condition now. You’ll find Sears Service is fast, depend
Translations and private German tage lots at the seabhore lor sale. head apartment. 2 Artesian wells
Ix-Kaons. Contact CHARLOTTE $100 down, balance $10 per month. all equipment for maintenance
able and low cost. Let expert servicemen using factory methods
Veterans: The busy season for
NO MONEY DOWN
UPTON ''am,h n 2069.
(i7-ll
- LARGEST Write RC c/o THE COURIER GA GI Loans has started with a rush
ond genuine Sears parts do the job for you.
Fly Northeast Airlines, connec ZETTE.
Up To 3 Yrs. To Pay
linoleum Selection In Town
43-tf To occupy a new- house by sum
w
tions made for all llnee Olfforda
• Ft - » Ft. - 12 Ft Widths
C9AFTSMAN AND DUNLAP LAWN MOUTHS ARI SOLD ONLY BY SIAAS
mer
you
will
need
to
start
process

Rockland Me
89tf
Ube hears Easy Payment Plan
Expert Mechanic For
ing now.
or no money down on FHA
cSNfifiinli'M TfiuWiTT'^nZ rmof
Store Hoars: 9 to 5.3h
Installation If Desired.
COUSENS REALTY
CESSPOOLS AND SEPTIC TANKS! IFOR REAL ESTATE
TcL 939 For Free Eslimutes
D
yot*
ADMp'
"
James S. Cousens
Cleaned, repaired and installed.
Store Hours: 9 to 5.86
and Saturday, 9 to 5.30
1 Austin D. Nelson
UNITED HOME SUPPLY CO.
Licensed Read Estate Broker
DC Mon.-Thurs.;
Automatic cleaning equipment.
9 to 9 Fri.
Where Willow and Rankin
21
Limerock
Street
Free inspection and estimates. 1
TELEPHONE
1776
ROCKLAND.
MAINE
and
Saturday
9
to
5.30
CAUL 928
cryoM, >riMuy iaci
jLHIXJ
Street* Meet
Across From Post Office
SANT SEPTIC SERVICE, locally j 11 Limererk M.
Rockland
(71 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
ROCKLAND, ME.
Tel. 1538
TEL. 1770
owned and operated. Tel. Camden
148-tfM
43-Tb-tf
47-Th-50
2687.
.. . ' .THL 1
50-lt

REAL ESTATE

Johnson
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Orffs Comer
MRS. ALBERT ELWELL
Correspondent
Telephone Temple 2-0464

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Itooley
of Camden visited their aunt, Mrs.
Rosa Hall on Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Pendextcr
and children of Chelsea spent Sun
day with her parents Mr. and Mrs.
Ouy Kennedy.
Mrs. Alice Picinlch, Mrs. Roland
Brag^ and daughters Linda. Debo

rah and Dianne of Nobleboro were
guests on Thursday of Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin Bragg.

Announcements

have

been

re

ceived of the birth of a son, Bruce

Arthur, to

Emery

of

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Wytopitloek.

Mrs.

Emery will be remembered as the
former Evelyn Peck.

Extension Association will meet
this week on Thursday at the
home of Mrs. Vellis Weaver. The
subject “Slick Tricks For Home
Sewing" will be in charge of cloth
ing leader, Mrs. Hazel Hall.
Mrs. Calvin Elwell is the solici
tor for the cancer drive in this
community.
Mrs. Guy Kennedy and daugh
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ter Valeda were in Groton, Conn.,
Several days last week, guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Mank and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. William McNaugliton. Mrs. Lida Creamer and Mrs.
Nellie Jackson were Rockland
visitors on Friday.
Mrs. Horace Smith is seriously
ill in a Greenwich. Conn., hospi
tal. Mrs. Smith is a former resi
dent of this place.
The Dorcas group of the W. S.
C. S. met with Mrs. Frances Cur
tis on Tuesday evening. Those
present included:
Mrs. Jean
Hutchins, Mrs. Edith Bragg, Mrs.
Margaret Merrill, Mrs. Doris
Prock. Mrs. Hannah Flagg. Mrs.
Leona Elwell, Mrs. Marian Osier,
Mrs. Rowene Orff and Miss Eliza
beth Elwell. After the business
session, the social hour took the
form of a shower for the new baby
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Curtis.

MATINICUS
Sandra Philbrook of Thomaston
ha.R been visiting relatives during
her vacation.
Mrs. Wilmer Ames and children.
Sonny and Elizabeth, went to
Rockland Saturday on business.
Sonny, later, visited his grand

parents in Tenants Harbor return Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bunker, Mr.
ing home the following Saturday. and Mrs. John Mitchell and son,
Wayne Philbrook has bean visit
ing hia uncle Ivan, in Thomaston.

Mrs. Bertha Gehrmann and chil
dren were in Roekland on business
recently.
Mrs. Glennis Pratt and son
Jimmy have returned from a few
days in Rockland.
Keith Ames was a business call
er in Roekland the past week.
Mrs. Jane Ames and Ronnie of
Spruce Head spent their vacation
here last week.
Miss Henrietta Xmes returned
home Tuesday after spending the
winter in Camden.
Mrs. Frank Ames has returned
from Indiana, where she spent the
winter with her son. Austin, and
family.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Philbrook
and Mr. and Mrs. Milton Philbrook
of Westbrook came Saturday. Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Philbrook will re
main for tre summer while Milton will resume his teaching in
Westbrook next week.
Ervena Ames has returned after
spending a week with relatives in
Albion.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Philbrook.
children Verna and Wilma-Jean,

Edwin, have been been on the
mainland foT several days.
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Ripley spent
several days in Rockland the past
week, after which Mrs. Ripley
went to Fairhaven to visit Mrs.
Fred Arnold.
Monday’s snowstorm made us
think our summer was of short
duration.

bins. returned home Sunday with
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Carroll Frost, who were dinner guests
of the Robbinses.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor of
Rockland called on the TaylorHarris family Sunday.
School began Monday with Mrs.
Ruth Pease of North Haven, the
teacher.
'
Merle Robbins of Washington
called on his brother, Ralph Rob
bins Tuesday.

South Hope
JOSIE ROBBINS
Correspondent

UNION
tfRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOl
Correspondent
Telephone 10-34

Miss Betty S;>rowl and friend of
Appleton visited Mrs. Chloe Mills
Tuesday. Marilyn Harrison and
Friday at 9 30 a. m.. immuniza
three girl friends of Massachu
setts were callers at the Mills tion shots will be given at the
school building. Dr. Arnold Walk
home Tuesday night.
er and Mrs. Ada Ames, R. N., will
Mr. and Mr.s. Charles Chase of
be in attendance.
Roekland were guests of her sis
Orient Chapter, O.E.S. holds a
ter. Mi's. Chloe Mills. Thursday.
practice meeting Friday at 7.30
Mrs Mildred Thorndike visited p. m Past matrons and past pa
he] mother. Mrs. Annie Webster, trons who are to fill the chairs on
at Cooper's Mills, Saturday.
May 4 arc requnested to be pres
Elaine. Marjorie, Randall and ent on Friday evening.
Ralph Frost of Lincolnville, who '
May meeting of the PTA is
spent a few days with their grand- I scheduled for Wednesday, May 2.
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Rob Refreshment committee is Mr.

CAPTAIN HID STUPP
(OR...JOHN'S MISTAKE)

in was growing up. (He shaved. He drove a

He became another "highway cowboy.
He purposely drove fast... didn t use chains

on snow or ice .. . skidded.. . took chance,

car. He wanted to impress girls.)
But John was impatient. He wanted to be more

-up. He wanted a grown-up reputation^
hart, he wanted to make a name for himself.

That's natural. Most young men
his age feel the same way.
an made a mistake. He expressed his impatience

raced on crowded streets.
He thought this would make him seem more
grown up. But the gang could see■ througn his an •
They gave him a name all right- Captam K.d Stuff.

They were smart enough to know
Careless Driving is Kid stun.

„d his ambition behind the wheel of a car.

and Mrs. Alex Hardle, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Farrle, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Richardson Miller, Mr. and
Howard Hawes. Mr. and Mrs.

Grevis

Payson,

Mr.

and

Mrs.

Harry Stewart, and Mr. and Mrs.

VINALHAVEN
PATRICIA DUNCAN
Correspondent
Tel. 172

Ernest Cunningham.

program will be "Junior Nature”
by Esther Dearborn. HostMsea
are Mrs. Frank White and Mrs.
Joseph Headley. The Garden Club
also has a new slate of officers:
President. Edith Poole; vice presi
dent Bertha Slaughter; secretary,
Dorothy Hadley; treasurer, Gwandolyn Greene. The following are
committee
chairmen;
Becky
White, civic betterment; Addic
White, birds; Esther Dearborn,
junior nature; Mora Thomas, con
servation; Betty Roberts, flower
show; Edith Grimes, hospitality;
Cora Peterson programs; Gladys
Dyer, publicity; and Cora Miles,
horticulture.

Bert Smith of Portland was
guest over the weekend of Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Clayter. Sr.
Garrath Oakes of Gorham State
Teachers College is home on a
week's vacation. Mr. Oakes has
been student teaching in West
brook and will graduate from
Gorham in June.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Geisler of
Waltham, Mass , are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Gosta Skoog.
Miss Valerie Orcutt has re
The Legion Auxiliary will hold
SOUTH WALDOBOR0
their installation Tuesday evening turned home after visiting with
Mrs. Stanley Wallace and daugh
relatives
in
Roekland.
May 1 at the Hall. Past President
ter Arlene and mother Mrs. Cleve
Mrs.
Ethel
Doughty
returned
Artel Leonard will be the install
land Winehenbach of the Cove
home Saturday after visiting with
ing officer.
were in Roekland Saturday.
friends in Scituate. Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Main have arrived
Mrs. Inez Warren suffered a
Before accepting a favor be sure
from Florida where they spent the
broken
hip
on
Sunday.
She
was
to look at the price tag.
winter.
taken to Knox Hospital and was
Much Sympathy is extended to
accompanied there by Mrs. Mae
Mrs. Doris Winchenbaugh and
Davis.
family of Rockland in the loss of
The seniors returned home Sun
SEA HORSES
her only daughter. Mrs. Winchen
• •>« DEPEND,......
day evening from their class trip
baugh used to live here before her
to Washington. D. C„ and NewBITIER CAR & HOME SUPPLY York City. They mere brought to marriage.
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Stineford
North Haven by the J. O. and
48-37
of Bath were dinner guests of Mr.
came down from the thoroughfare
and Mrs. W. G. Wallace Sunday.
by car. Everyone had a wonder
Mr. and Mrs. Loris Little of
ful time and it was agreed the
Georgetown, Mass, were weekend
week went too quickly. Accom
guests of their daughter and sonpanied by their chaperone, Mrs.
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Floyd De
Ada Stordahl, they visited many
lano.
places „f Interest in both cities.
Frank Knowlton spent last week
In Camden visiting his brother
Friendship
and sister-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
HELEN FALES
Hollis Knowlton.
Correspondent
Ralph Brown was overnight
Tel. Temple 3-9964
guest Tuesday of Mr. nnd Mrs.
Clarence Bennett.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wiess
Mrs. Margaret Adams and have returned to their home in
daughter, Nancy, visited with rela Springfield Mass., after spending
tives on the mainland last week.
few days at Mayflower Ir.n.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Lane left
Mrs. William Gilehre.it. Mrs.
Saturday for Portland and Boston, Woodrow Verge, and Mrs. Frank
They visited with their son, Tim. Hatch, accompanied Mr. and Mrs.
over the weekend.
Robert Beale to Portland on Mon
Alan Simmons has returned day.
after spending his school vacation
Woodrow Verge was in McKin
with relatives in Bangor and also ley on Tuesday.
his parents. Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Mrs. Emma Davis has returned
Simmons in Winchester. Mass.
home after spending the winner
The Industry Committee met at at The Elms in Thomaston.
the home of Mrs. Walter Geary on
Tuesday night.
Slow Down and Live!
Mrs. Vera Johnson visited last
week in Rockland at the home of
her daughter and son-in-law, Mr.
NEW ITEMS
and Mrs. Albert Knowlton.
ARRIVING DAILY
The Union Church Circle will
— ANU —
serve a public sup|>er tonight at
530 in the vestry. Housekeepers
PRICED RIGHT
are Ida Libby. Beulah Drew, Cora
Petorsou, and Mary Wentworth.
G. H. ASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Donnie Oakes are
now occupying the rent in the
& SONS
upstairs of Mary Wentworth's
5c - 10c to $1.00 STORE
house, on Atlantic avenue.
ill) MAIN 8T.
litX KI.AND
The second inoculation of the
36-EOT-tf
polio vaccine was given to chil
dren under school age at Dr.
Earle's office on Wednesday.
FILMS DEVELOPED
Two boats were launched one on
Sunday and the other on Monday,
Enlarged
a
at Veli Holmstrom's boat shop
ex Jumbo Prints
The boat launched Sunday was a
In
I. Albums
Alk._e
25 ft. lobster boat for Frank Os
12
exp.
60c - 16 exp. 80c
good. and built by Mr. O>guod,
20 exp. $1.00 • 36 exp. $1JS
power-d by a 60 It. p. Kermath
Please Remit with Coin
Sea Jeep engine. The othor boat
launched on Monday was for
DELUXE PHOTO SERVICE
P. O. Box 646, Dept. A.
Harry Young and built by Mr
BAB HARBOR, MAINE
Holmstrom. It too Is 25 ft. and is
119-tf
powered by a 25 h. p. Gray Sea
Scout. Both boats are equipped
with Bristol Pet Haulers.
* g/unzj -tU Pm&j

Friendly Circle dinner will he
served Tuesday May 1 by a com
mittee composed of Lilia Morton,
Mae Burnham and Edna McKin
ley. Ladies of the circle arc
asked to come by 10 o'clock in or
der to put the vwatry at rights, by
washing windows and hanging the
drapes. The vestry recently was
cleaned and a great Improvement
is noted. Contributions for help
on the work would be appreciated.

Johnson
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Garden Club

The Garden Club will meet Fri
day at 2 in the church vestry The

!A

to

Wtato (W

LOCATION

in BOSTON

A
YT
t

HOTEL

THE SIX RULES OF WINTER DRIVING
OTIIkOOKMO BOSTON COMMON

handy to

}UR RISRONSISIll
’T
I. ACCIPT TOUt
tt!

■our power >0 d'iv* *nth°ut
Io do all In your pot
accident. Don'tI blame
blame the weatherman lor
an accident.

Till" Of
J. OIT THI "MU"
« THI ROAD.

while d”vl“3
Try brakes occasionally
occasio
way from
slowly and away
Iroi trallic. Find out just
how elippeiy the
the road
roc is and adjust your
conditions.
speed to road1 and
and weather
W'
I WINDSHIIID CtlAR

». KIP THI WIND

ot sr.ow. ice. log
log and
an ‘rost. Be sure headetrostcr. are in top condition
lights and delioster
eld wipers
don’t streak.
and windshield
wip

than normal speeds ate a must on snow

and ice*

al public Mrvic*
« prepared by

The Ad.ertieng
in
»'* *•
National taletr Caane.1

SHOPPING • THIATI1S
SUBWAYS * HISTORIC
SITSS - IUSINISS J
DISTRICTS

Mo Gtac-fit

MODERN • COMFORTABLE

a■’dangerous skid. A little .kidding can
carry you a long way.
.

tOLLOW AT A SAFE DISTANCE*

Cffl-«'«“■ >»>••RiSS

careless driving
is KID STUFF!

ACCOMMODATIONS

Reasonably

Priced!

CHILDIIN UNDER 14 . , . NO CHAI6I
MAKING AVAItAllI

«. USI TIM CHAINS
CHAIN AMO GOOD TIMS.

Don't rely on worn

Contributed as a public service

The friendly Manger Hotel is just
a hop. skip and jump from
BUNKER HILL • OLD NORTH CHURCH
THE WARSHIP CONSTITUTION
AT THE NAVY YARD
Welcome to Boston's newest, most
convenient hotel. Birret entrance
from North Nation, adjacent park
ing. Every one of the 300 light,
airy rooms has its own bath and
radio.

I ROM

$3.50 Single • S8.00 Double

til—n SvfAorJond at tho

■ORTH BTATION BOSTON
FOR RISMVAY1OW

Telephone Capital 7-2600
or write or wire
Frank J. Hanley, Gen. Mgr.

4

TRIMONT ANO BOYLSTON STRUTS
mowAS A waum. Oemal Akaa

Other Maopsr ItMeb Io:
New YeA. N. Y. • W<ekin«Sa>. R. C.
*
w, «... • C1e».l«vt. Okie
a. N. Y. . *
’
‘

Tuosdoy-Tliunday-SaturdoY
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PROBATE COURT NEWS

THOMASTON
Newi and Social Items, Notlcei and Advertisements may be eent

Narrow Escape
From Death By

Sea Scouts Advanced In Rating

[This Is Not a Legal Advertisement]

Monoxide Gas

or telephoned to

MRS GEORGE NEWBERT, HIGH ST., TEL. 156-d
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Demmons
have returned home after spend
ing the winter in St. Petersburg,
Fla. Enroute home they visited
their son-in-law and daughter, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert B. List, in Madi
son. N. J.
Mrs. Edith Fales. who has been
a patient at Knox Hospital, is con
valescing at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Foster Fales in Warren.

Miss Dorothy Brennan has re
turned to Boston after spending a
fe*w days at the Knox Hotel while
visiting in town.
The St. James’ Women’s Catho
lic Club will hold a cooked food
sale at Donaldson’s Paper Satur
day afternoon at 2 o’clock.
Joey Stackpole of South Port
land is visiting his brother-in law
and sister, Mr. and Mrs. Colin
Mitchell for the week.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Nicholas,
formerly of Temple, are occupy
ing the Lawrence Carroll house
on. Kossuth Street.

Thirteen couples attended the
supper and meeting of the WeTwo Club at the Federated Church
Monday evening. Serving supper
were Mr. and Mrs. Richard Wood
cock, Mr. and Mrs. Roger Jame
son and Mr. and Mrs. Colin
Mitchell.
On the entertainment
committee were Mr. and Mrs.
Forrest Grafton and Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Connon.
The paper drive held by the
Senior Class last Saturday netted
the sum of $139.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Black and
daughters, Marian and Eleanor,
have returned home after a
week’s visit with Mr. and Mrs.
Everett McFarland in Holden
Heights, Holden, Mass. They were
accompanied on the trip by Mrs.
Black’s aunt, Mrs. Lillian Keller
of Rockport, who visited her
niece, Mrs. Lillian Clark, and
nephew, Edgar Carver, also in
Holden Heights. While there, they
enjoyed many sight seeing tours
and visited, Mr. and Mrs. Donald
Wheeler at East Douglas, Mr. and
Mrs. Lee MacFarland in Madison.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Carver in
Princeton, Mr. and Mrs. Robert,
Jr., in Jefferson. Mass. On return
ing home called on Mr. and Mrs.
Owen Hutchinson at Portland and
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kelley in
Bath.
Bridal Shower

Miss Kay Keizer was guest of
honor at a surprise bridal shower
Tuesday evening given by Misses
Kathleen Libby, Louise Jones and
Donna Rogers at the latter’s
home at West Main.
A color
scheme of pink and gray was
used. Many gifts were presented
the honored guest in an umbrella
of pink and gray crepe paper. She
also received from the group a
corsage of red roses.
A buffet
lunch was served by candlelight
with a floral centerpiece of snaps
and candles being used. A three
tiered cake iced with red roses
on white was made by Mrs.
George Rogers.
Invited guests were:Mrs. Jean
Brooks,
Mis. Donna Reynolds,
Mrs. Elsie Martin. Mrs. Marian
Martin, Mrs. Vivian Mansfield,
Mrs. Katherine Clukey, Misses
Marilyn Benner, Jane Ifemey,

SEED

HEADQUARTERS
GARDEN SEEDS

FLOWER SEEDS
WOODRUFF GARDEN SEEDS
AM. SEEDS IN
SEALED l'A< KAGES
Yog receive the correct amount

GARDEN TOOLS
LAWN MOWERS
TWIN BLADE (18 tn.hl

STUDLEY
HARDWARE
TEL. 20
50-51

THOMASTON

the softest shoes

Cornelia Keyes. Elaine Roy. Mar
garet Feyler, Pauline Keizer, Rae
Clark. Diane Clukey. Maida Jen
kins, Gwendolyn Thornton and
Gwendolyn Sawyer, all of of
Thomaston. Mrs. Catherine Swarb
fo Port Clyde, Mrs. Bernice Dodge
of Rockport, Mrs. Doris Radcliff
of Spruce Head.
Mrs. Patricia
Stone of Tenants Harbor,
Miss
Janice Putnam of Ogunquit. Mrs.
Emma Simmons of Friendship.
Mrs. Tessie Peters of Cushing.
Mrs. Barbara Hooper of Rock
ville,
Mrs. Valerie Bogg, Miss
Marianne Pellicani and Miss Sally
Norwood of Warren.

Petitions for Probate of Will al
lowed: Lettie A. Bagley, late of
Camden, Harold L. Bagley of
Rockport, Exr.; Inez Mabelle
Carleton, late of Rockport, Theo
dore Simmons of Orono. Exr.; Al
vin H. Hurd, late of Owls Head.
Annabelle Hurd Bay of Abington,
Mass., and Harland H Hurd of
Rockland. Exrs.; Peter F. Chis
holm, late of Camden, J. Augusta
Chisholm of Camden, Exx.; Gloria
D. Wallace, late of Thomaston,
Vernal C. Wallace of Thomaston.
Exr.; Elizabeth Orcutt, late of
Rockport. Carleton E. Orcutt, of
Rockport, Exr.; Sarah W. Littell,
late of Rockland, Alice Lovejoy
Davis and Elmer C. Davis, Exrs.;
Gilford B. Butler, late of South
Thomaston, Clifford H. Sinnett of
Portland and Louise V. Butler of
South Thomaston. Exrs.; George
Thomas, late of Union, Elsa S.
Thomas, of Union, Exx.; James
G. Thompson, late of Rockland,
Hoyt G. Thompson, of Niagara
Falls, N. Y . Exr.
Petition , for
Administration
granted: William Hill, late of
Appleton, Karl Johnson of Appleton. Admr.

late of Union, first and final ac
count filed by Maynard H. Hills,
Admr.; Christian J. Grassow, late
of Hope, first and final account
filed by George H. Thomas, Exr.;
John Henry Freeman, late of Rock
land. first and final account filed
by Mary A. Freeman, Exx.; Leon
B. Stone, late of North Haven,
first and final account filed by
Leon D. Stone, Admr. c. t. a.; Ed
win B. Hall, late of Rockport, first
and final account filed by Alice S.
Hall, Exx.; Harriett E. Abbott,
late of Rockland, first and final
account filed by Mary A. Stone,
Exx.; Ethel J. Day, late of Friend
ship. first and final account filed
by Edith L. Neal, Admx.

Wills filed for notice: Estate
Clara W. Johnson, late of Rock
land. Charles T. Smalley named
CAMDEN
Exr.; Eudora J. Ellis, late of
MRS. KENNETH HERRICK
Rockport. Virginia L. Ellis of
Correspondent
Rockport named Exx.; Howard F.
Telephone 2197
Phinney. hate of St. George, Flor
Taking some well deserved enneratulalions is Lowell Bridges, recipient of the Ordinary Badge, along
ence P. Phinney, named Exx.; with six oilier members of the Sea Explorer Ship Bed Jacket of Rockland who received their apprentice
Mrs. Pearl G. Willey and Mrs.
Charles C. Atkins, late of Camden, cards from file ship's skipper. Jasper Akers of Rockland. The awards were made Wednesday evening al
Narieta Wipht returned Sunday
S. Margaret Atkins of Camden, the Reil Jacket Ship hall on Main street following ail Explorer-parents supper. Also present were John
from a trip to Natchez, Miss., and
named Exx.; Minna E. Tucker, I’erry, Oliver Curtis and Dale Patcheil, mutes. Above, left to right, Iront row. are: Harland l.unt, Rich
ard Freeman, It. rnard Lacroix, Bridges and Skipper Akers. From the left, hack row, are: Edward
New Orleans. La.
late of Camden, Richard Derby Grover, t harles Carr and George Earl. During the meeting merit budges in swimming and rowing
Mrs. Charles Burgess has re
Tucker of Camden, named Exr.
were awarded to Douglas Kaye, Steve Dunean. Fred ( arey, ( harles Carr, l.owell Bridges, James
turned to her home on Mechanic
Petition for Guardian granted:
Petition for Administration filed Karnes and Richard ( onucll. Skipper Akers gave a short talk on a model of a Chinese junk that he
street after spending the winter Ira C. Whitmore, of North Haven, for notice: Estate Lewis H. Bur brought hack with him on a trip to the Far East. Guest speaker at the supper was William Lockwood
of Wiscasset, district Scout executive.
Photo by McKeon
with her daughter in Portland.
Mary Brown of North Haven, Gdn. gess, late of Rockland, presented
Mrs. Astrid Gautesen returned
Petiton for Confirmation
of by Stuart C. Burgess, Admr.
NORTH SEARSMONT
home Sunday after visiting with
ROCKLAND'S FIRST RADIO STATION
Trustee granted: Estate Lucy E.
Accounts filed for notice: Es
her daughter and son-in-law. Mr.
Recent callers at the home of
Robbins, late of Camden, Nobel tates Lettie A. Bagley, of Camden,
and Mrs. Charles Wadsworth, in
Clarson Earl, Jr., of Ridgefield, first and final account presented Milton Blake were Mr. and Mrs.
Portland.
Conn., Confirmed as Trustee.
by Harold L. Bagley, Conservator; Howard Blake of Unity, Mrs.
There will be a meeting of the
Sadie S. Lyon, late of Camden, Charles Berry of Thorndike, Earle
Petitions
Tor
License
to
Sell
Real
Cub Scout Pack on Friday eve
first and final account filed by J. Marriner. Camden, Mr and Mrs.
ning at the Congregational Parish Estate granted: Estate Daisy
Maddocks, late of Owls Head, pre Herbert Gould, Admr. c. t. a.; Ev Norman Cross ol Boston and Mi s
House.
erett M. Cunningham, late of Phoebe Cross of Belfast.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Erickson sented by Lillian M. Lindsey of
Warren, first and final account
Mrs. Elden Mad-dot ks was a pa
and son of Hartford, Conn., have Owls Head, Admx.; Mildred M.
filed by Grace E. Cunningham, tient at Knox Hospital for a few
Havener,
late
of
Rockland,
pre

been recent guests of Mr. and
sented by Fred T. Spaulding, Rock Exx.
days this last week.
Mrs. Gilbert Harmon.
Petitions for License to Sell Real
The Auxiliary to the Sons of land, Admr.; William L. O'Brien,
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Fuller of
Union Veterans will meet Friday late of Rockland, presented by Estate filed for notice: Menora Union visited his mother, Mrs.
night at the Meguntieook Grange Gladys L. O'Brien, of Rockland, Ulmer, late of Cushing, presented Agnes Fuller on Saturday.
by Virgil R. Young of Thomaston,
Hall.
A picnic supper will be Admx.
Miss Gladys Gove has been
Accounts
allowed:
Estates
Mary
Admr.
served at 6 o’clock.
spending
a week with Richard
Winslow
’
,
late
of
Rockland,
first
Wills Allowed: Eudora J. Ellis,
Mr. and Mrs. Vernard Wads
and final account filed by Jerome late of Rockport, Virginia L. Ellis, Merriam and family.
worth have moved from their
C. Burrows, Admr.; Harold P. Exx.; Clara W. Johnson, late of
Miss Christine Norwood of Win
apartment on Elm street to an
Blodgett, late of Rockland, first Rockland, Charles T. Smalley of chester. Mass., has been a guest
apartment in Rockport.
and final account filed by Maude Rockland, Exr.; Delia B. Robin of Mr. and Mrs. Elden Maddocks.
Miss Bessie Bowers and Mrs.
E. Blodgett. Exx.; Grace G. John son, late of South Thomaston, Rob
Joe French left Wednesday morn
ston, late of Rockland, first and ert Robinson of South Thomaston.
ing from Rockland by plane for
EAST FRIENDSHIP
final account filed by Anne E. Exr.; Katherine S. Dow, late of
San Diego. Calif., where they will
Mrs. Roy Vose and the three B’s
Johnson Admx. d. b. n. c. t. a.; Rockport, Francis P. Dow of Ken
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Georgie A. Harkness, first land fi nebunk. Exr.; Percy A. Luce, late Betty. Beverly and Brenda of
Henderson and daughter Suzanne.
nal account filed by Vinton O. of Camden, Minnie L. Luce of Pleasant Point, visited her par
The Jolly Eight Canasta Club
Harkness, Sr., Exr.; William C. Camden, Exx.; Howard F. Pljin- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller
met recently at the home of Mrs.
Lufkin, late of Glen Cove, first and ney, late of St. George, Florence Sunday.
Ruth Brewer. The prize for high
final account filed by C. Clifton P. Phinney, of St. George, Exx.;
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Morton and
score was won by Mrs. Bessie
Lufkin, Exr.; Flora E. Hahn, late Victor J. Uomaki, late of Warren, Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Jameson were
Robinson and the consolation
of Rockland, first and final ac Hilda J. Uomaki, of Warren, Exx.;
callers Sunday evening at A. G.
awarded to Mrs.
Mary Mc
count filed by Flora H. Hary, Exx. Florence C. O’Keefe, late of Cam
Donough.
Others present were,
Jameson’s.
Alfred Heller, late of Owls Head, den, Arthur A. O’Keefe of Cam
Mrs. Mae Lcadbetter. Mrs. Stella
Mrs. Luther Lee is ill.
first and final account filed by den. Exr.; Charles C. Atkins, late
Lenfest, Mrs. Gladys Young. Mrs.
Mrs. Frank Miller who was at
Sally A. Heller and Norman R. of Camden, S. Margaret Atkins of
Ernestine Buzzell and Mrs. Lu
Hodgson, Exrs.; Dana A. Chapin, Camden, Exx.; Charles E. Rhodes, Knox
Hospital.
has
returned
cille Poland.
late of Camden, first and final ac Sr., late of Rockport, Charles E. home.
count filed by Alexander R. Gill- Rhodes, Jr., of Rockport, Exr.
Miss Norman Davis was home
mor, Exr.; Charles A. Harmon,
Petitions
for
Administration from Waldoboro a few days last
late of Camden, seventh account granted: Estates, Theodore Jahn, week.
WALDOBORO
filed by Helen R. Harmon and late of Union, Samuel W. Collins,
MRS. RENA CROWELL
Alan L. Bird, Trustees; Charles of Rockland, Admr.; Willis M. account filed by Anthony Smalley
Correspondent
Bain Hoyt, late of Camden, fifth Pitcher, late of Camden, J. Her Trustee.
Telephone Temple 2-9291
and final account filed by The bert Gould of Camden, Admr.;
Petitions for Probate of Will
Second National Bank of Boston, Lucretia A. Richards, late of Cam tiled for notice: Carl F. Cole, late
Rockland’s first radio station, WST, came into being in 1921 under
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Hilton and Trustees; Genevieve Hanley Frye den, Charles F. Dwinal of Cam
the sponsorship of the ill fated East Coast Fisheries. The scene above
of
Camden,
Harriet
E.
Cole
of
daughter of Ellsworth were guests of Thomaston, first and final ac
is the site of the station which was on Juniper Hill near the Sam Doe
den, Admr.; Lewis H. Burgess late Camden,
named Exx.; Nellie
Sunday of Kervin L. Deymore.
count filed by Anne H. Gillchrest of Rockland, Stuart F. Burgess of Myrtilla Rideout, late of Camden, quarry. Operators of the five kilowatt station were Austin Sherman
of the present day firm of House-Sherman, Inc., and Walter Bay of
Mr. and Mrs. Ruel Eugley were of Thomaston, Gdn.; Fred L. Bar
Rockland. Admr.;
Mildred E. Eva M. Rideout of Camden Ash Point who later set up radio communications for the governments
in Lewiston Friday.
ker late of Vinalhaven, first and Phinney, late of Rockland. Evelyn named Exx.
of Central American countries. The station, which had two 150 foot
Mrs. Celia Gloss, who has spent final account filed by Joseph F.
masts, erected by Fred Blackington of Rockland, often worked mes
Burnett of Rockland, Admx.; Har
Petition for Administration filed sages with ships as far away as Gibraltar and in the English Channel.
a week with her sister, Mrs. Headley, Admr.; Edna E. French, riet Vinal, late of Vinalhaven, Mil
for notice: Estate Vincent Nuccio, The station was designed to work with trawlers of the East Coast fleet
Georg*' H. Coombs, has returned late of Rockland, first and final dred V. Hopkins of Vinalhaven,
late of Camden, Louis Nuccio out of Rockland.
to Gorham.
account filed by Crosby F. French. Admx.
named Admr.
Mr. I. Stanley Bailey of New Admr.; Harry T. Gushee, late of
Petition for Distribution grant
York is visiting her aunt. Miss Camden, first and final account ed: Estate, Alice A. Bowe, late of
Dora Gay.
filed by Helen Packard, Exx.; Le Thomaston, presented by Frank
Mrs. Ida C. Stahl and Mrs. Elsie roy M. Jipson, late of Rockland, D. Elliot. Exr.
Mank were in Portland last week. first and final account filed by
Accounts allow’ed: Estates, Alice
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A. Ander Edw’in M. Jipson, Admr.; Levi F. A. Bowe, late of Thomaston, sec
son of Thomaston and Miss Celia Keizer, late of Thomaston, first ond and final account filed by
equipped for HI-FIDELITY STEREOPHONIC SOUND
Eugley were dinner guests Sun and final account filed by Clayton Frank D. Elliot, Exr.; Raymond
day of Mr. and Mrs Ruel Eugley, Keizer, Exr.; Sarah C. Linnell, C. Vinal, late of Warren, first and
Jefferson street.
late of Thomaston, first and final final account filed by Helen B.
NOW PLAYING THRU SATURDAY
Mrs. Mary Elwell of Warren account filed by Ruth Creighton, Overlock of Warren, Exx.; Sadie
(Excepting Saturday Matinee)
was calling on friends last week. Exx.; Annie R. Black, late of Vi- S. Lyon, late of Camden, first and
MATINEE at 2.00 - - EVENINGS fi.30-H.30
nalhaven. first and final account final account filed by J. Herbert
filed by Hope B. Lewis, Exx.; Gould of Camden, Admr. c. t. a.;
PORT CLYDE
pulls no punches I
Clifford W. Morton, late of Rock Willis M. Pitcher, of Camden, first
Workers on the Cancer Drive
port, first and final account filed and final account filed by J. Her
are: Mrs. Eisie Hupper, Mrs.
by Joseph E. Morton, Exr.; Ed bert Gould, Cons.; Merle F. Mil
Charlene Field, Mrs. Verena And
ward R. Neal, late of Friendship, ler, late of Camden, first and final
erson and Mrs. Barbara Hupper.
first and final account filed by account filed by Ralph L. Miller,
Rev. and Mrs. Chester Cooper Florence C. Neal. Admx.; Grace
Admr.; Lettie A. Bagley, of Cam
and family of Framingham, Mass., B. Brown, late of Appleton, first
den, first and final account tiled
were at their cottage this week. and final account filed by Floyd
by Harold L.
Bagley Cons.; Ed
COLUMBIA
Gushee, Admr.; Herbert S. Hills, ward W. Bok, late of Merion, Pa.,
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
PICTURE
first and final account filed by
Co->Urrinf
f-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- A Mary Curtis Zimbalist, William
Curtis Bok, Girard Trust Corn
For a useful basement
SlilEti-lIH
S1EBHHC
Exchange Bank Trustee; Arthur
in your new home —
*,»
MIKE
LANE
as
Toro
Moreno
•
MAX
BAER
• JtRSEY JOt WALCOTT • EDWARD ANDREWS
S. Smalley, late of Rockland, first

Mrs. Carlton Thurston, wife of
Patrolman Carlton Thurston of
Rockland and their daughter,
Nancy Lee, 4, escaped death by
carbon monoxide gas in Lincoln
Friday by minutes.
They were passengers in a car
operated by Glenville Crowell of
Dow Air Force Base and were
enroute from Limestone AFB to
Rockland. With the party was
Crowell’s wife, the former Shirlene E. Lord of Rockland and the
couple’s two children.
The car was involved in a mi
nor accident a short distance from
Limestone at the start of the trip.
Sometime later, they felt ill and
pulled into a filling station near
Lincoln. As they stalled to alight
from the car, they collapsed,
one by one.
The filling station attendant
summoned medical aid and all six
were rushed to the hospital where
they were treated for monoxide
poisoning and later released. All
have recovered from their experi
ence.
It is thought that the muffler
and exhaust line of the car be
came loosened in the accident
and allowed fumes to enter the
car.
>

Battery D Going

To Wellfleet For
Summer Camp
Battery D of the 703d AAA
Maine National Guard of Rock
land will undergo summer train
ing at Wehfleet, Mass., again this
year.
Capt. Winfield Chatto, com
manding officer of the unit, said
Wednesday that the unit will
leave Rockland by truck convoy
on July 7 and will be away for
a period of 15 days.
The battery will ship both Its
90 millimeter anti-aircraft guns
by rail several days prior to de-*
parture of the troops.
Battery D presently has a
strength of 70 men and two offi
cers and is open to recruits until
camp time.

Keep Maine Green!
better that way.

It looks

Johnson
SEA HORSES
io. DEPEND.,,.,.,

BITLER CAR & HOME SUPPLY
ROCKLAND
45-57

Camden Theatre
Tonite and Friday, 7.15 p.m.
••TECMNlCOt

WU.

b, BiMHY GQQOHM

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
1.30-6.15-7.45

KI WAN IS

BOGART

HUMPHREYf,

BOGART

M

you ever set foot in !

n Pin tv PHILIP YORDAN. Bised on a novel by ?UDO SCHUL8ERG- P;oduc «• / PHILIP YORDAN .Directed by MARK ROBSON

insist on a

LOSE
UGLY FAT

J£
WTAIKES

SUNDAY

I to 6

Kiddie Show

STEVE

III

SHERIDANCOCHRAN

Come next
Spring
TRUCOLOR ty ComoMatod rum

WALTER BRENIUN • SHERRY JACKSON
RICHARD ETER
. . EDGAR BUCHANAN • SONNY TUEIS
HARRY SHANNON

« ft WMTEOMCRT RTTMM

»««aftR « IMHMbSTtn

-------- A REPUBLIC PRODUCTION-----------------

Plus 2nd Hit

SATURDAY MATINEE
(See Ad Front Page)

PM.

IN 10 DAYS OR MONEY BACK
Come along with us to a
delightful Spring in these

new

JETT-AIRES

Eenie
•if"

that follow

the rai) way! Leathers are the

softest kind—all the new
textures. Colors are the

happiest kind —all the new
shades in gay combinations.

The prices are the tiny
kind —only $8.95 and
$9.95 a pair!

Other Stylet et

’8's,.t‘9’s

O|wn Satnrilays Till 9 P. M.

CAMDEN - TEL. 478

HASKELL & CORTHELL
DIAL 484

CAMDEN, MAINE

*

SUTVOH SUPPLY

1 mii

m«i a f

Now you can stop wishing and actual
ly lose pounds of excess weight, see
Inches of ugly fat melt away from hips,
waist, arms and legs without danger
ous drugs, diet or exercidb. be as slim
and trim as you like. For these are the
reports of sensational success in loss of
excess weight following the use of this
wonderful new product, celled BENA
TROL. And best of all with BENATROL.
you eat all you want yet lose weight
naturally, fast. For BENATROL inhibits
your appetite, curbs your craving for fat
tening foods . . . supplies essential vita
mins and minerals to sustain your energy.
That's the secret of its amazing success
. . . that's why so many users are simply
amazed with results. No matter what
you have tried before, let BENATROL
prove how many pounds of ugly fat it
can help you get rid of. You have nothing
to lose but excess weight for the SJ perkage of BENATROL is sold with strict
money-back guarantee by

GOODNOW’S PHARMACY
Main A Parle St*.
Kocklaml
Mail Order* Filled

SrMiSS

CALL 1 3 7 1 • for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

MARITIME OIL CO.
FSHELL3

14-tf•“

SHELL

^SONITOR
K1WAN I $

Healing oil storage lank
rugj inhibitor

ENDS THURSDAY
THE KILLER IS LOOSE'
Also
"STEEL JUNGLE"

FREE TO OUR CUSTOMERS WITH
SHELL FURNACE OIL

SCRAP

A. C. McLoon & Co.
'TEL. BI
T0A72-Th-O

also $Ta«»»h*c

SALE GORDON • don porter

corrosjon

MoIjOON’8 WHARF

Brooks'?
9o« Warner Bros

» SUNDAY
SUNDAY

I

TO fc

P «

GUYS ANO DOLLS"

Tuosday-Thursdoy-Saturday

1BITUARY

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Thursday, April 26, 1956
Wednesday at the Flanders Fun
eral Home in Waldoboro with Rev.
Robert Plummer officiating. Inter
ment was in Fair View Cemetery,
Union.

RUTH L. BEVERAGE

Mrs. Ruth Leadbetter Beverage,
widow of Samuel C. Beverage of
North Haven, passed away early
Monday morning. April 16. at her
home on the Middle Road at the
MRS. MARY M. KEATING
Mrs. Mary M. Keating, 84, age of 92 years.
She was born in North Haven,
widow of Peter Keating, died
Tuesday in a Rockland nursing July 6. 1863. the daughter of Mary
home.
Ann Calderwood and Lewis LeadShe was bom Dec. 18. 1871, at better, being the oldest of four
Newport, R. I., the daughter of children, two girls and twe boys.
John and Ellen Scott McManus. Joseph C. Leadbetter. 89 years old.
Mrs. Keating is survived by one of Oswego. N. Y., survives her.
son. George Keating of Camden;
Her girlhood days were spent
two daughters. Mrs. Charles D.
on Burnt Island, Little Thorough
North, Rockland, and Mrs. Grace
fare, in the family home which
Weeks. Providence, R. I.; one sis
has been gone for a good many
ter, Mrs. Grace Kaler of Los
years.
Angeles, Calif., and several grand
At an early age she married
children and several great grand
Samuel Carver Beverage, and of
children.
Funeral services will be held this union 12 children were born,
Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock from all of whom survive her but the
Russell Funeral Home with Rev youngest. Alma Marie, who died
Rev. Charles R. Monteith officia in infancy. Her husband passed
ting. Interment will be in Achorn away 51 years ago leaving her
w’ith a great responsibility.
Cemetery.
She has been a member of the
MBS. IDA EASTMAN AVF.RII I. j North Haven Baptist Church for
Burton A. Eastman of Liberty ' 67 years, being at the time of
received word last week from her death the oldest woman mem
She always felt it her duty
Monmouth of the death of his sis ber.
to cast her vote, especially at a
ter, Ida Eastman Averill. 85.
She wa.s the daughter of Wil Presidential election, and at the
liam and Mary Davis Eastman last election, not being able to go
and the widow of James Averill. ' to the polls, she cast an Absentee
She was born at East Liberty.
Ballot.
She was a nurse and mary
Mis. Beverage was taken ill on
years supervisor of the female di- j March 9. 1953 and for the most of
vision of the state hospital in Nor- ' that time has been confined to her
wich, Conn.
bed. being given the best of care
Her nearest living relatives arc I by her daughter. Mr.s. Nettie
a brother. Burton A. Eastman of Crockett, and son Hiram. Through
Liberty and a sister, Winnie East- , all this' time she was most pa
m<n Rolerson of Monmouth.
tient and uncomplaining.
Funeral services were from
Surviving are four daughters,
Bragdon and Flanders Funeral
Mrs. Florence Brown, Mrs. Olive
Home in Monmouth at 2 p. m
Gregory, Mrs. Nettie Crockett.
Saturday. Interment was in GlenMr.s. Edith Mills; five sons. Ches
side Cemetery, Winthrop.
ter. Hiram, Albert, George and
Wilson all of North Haven, also
MISS WILMA I). HANNAN
Miss Wilma D. Hannan. 32. a Marston of Camden and Elroy of
beautician, died Sunday night at Hope; 19 grandchildren and 39
Her
20th
Union after a long illness. She great-grandchildren.
was born in Union. April 25. 1923. grandchild and name sake. Ruth
the daughter of Malcolm and Leadbetter Beverage, daughter of
Jennie Miller Hannan. She was a Mr. and Mrs. George D. passed
member of Seven Tree Grange.
away in 1942 at 3’2 years of age.
Surviving besides her parents
Funeral services were held in
are, one sister. Mrs. Muriel Tab- North Haven Baptist Church April
butt of Manchester, also several 19, with Rev. George R. Merriam
nieces and nephews
officiating. Bearers were Alton S.
Funeral services
were held Calderwood. Vernon Beverage.
Frank Sampson. Lloyd Crockett,
Sherman Cooper and Edward Bev
SAVE UP TO 40'v OF YOUR
PRESENT FUEL BILL!
erage. Interment was in Fuller
Give Yourself Year-Kound
Cemetery.
Comfort! With
Those from out-of-town who at
FIBERGLASS INSULATION
For Free Estimate—By
tended were: Mr. and Mrs. Mars
Appointment, Write to
ton Beverage of Camden, Elroy
ALLEN INSULATION <0.
V Beverage of Hope. Gerald G.
Newcastle, Me. - Or phone
Beverage of Augusta, and Samuel
Damariscotta 242 Collect
Residential and Commercial
H. Beverage of Saugus. Mass.
Applications 50-Th-tf
Mrs. B-everage gave her life to

When making out your will re
member your church and your
hoftpH&l.

SPRING CLEARANCE PRICES at
THE WOMAN'S SHOP

her home, serving cheerfully and
willingly yet always mindful of
friends and relatives elsewhere.
“Peacefully sleeping, resting at
last.
The world’s weary troubles and
trials are past.
In silence she suffered, in patience
she bore,
’Til Gold called her home, to suf
fer no more.”

All Sizes

By Ralph Bartlett

Banks and. industries close du
tifully, most merchants, however,
only see in it a day when fami
lies can shop and where public
opinion in general, is not offended
by failure to observe the holiday.
Massachusetts, which originated
this patriot’s Day, is suffering as
well as Maine.
I differ with The Courier edi
torial on one implication. I hold
that there was unanimity of mer
chants support of the majority
vote announced by the Chamber.
There always will be a minority
who will remain unpersuaded that
their vote was not for the best
thing, the holiday opening of prac
tically every store on Main street,
therefore, was testimony to the
sincerity of Rockland merchants
in their attempt to keep this I
100% unified city to their custom
ers.
The editorial title “Neither Fish
Nor Fowl’’ however, has plenty
evidence to justify it to too many
Rockland customers. Lack of ad
vertising or public notice, by in
dividual or collective action., cre
ated a “neither fish nor fowl” at
mosphere among our trade, de
spite the merchants mutual loyal
ties to each other.
A loyalty
which few cities can equal.
From my position it seems that
the background of local uncertaintj’ which led to this serious
omission of “Due Public Notice’
should be killed forever, by the
solid front our merchants showed
and that from now on this office
should get fewer calls just before
Holidays on which their merchants
committee has reported the gen
eral intentions of the majority of
store operators.
In the long run, our Rockland
customers suffer when confidence
among our store operators is not
strong even though basic uniform
ity of action is assured.
I join with John Richardson in
hoping that in the future when the
die is cast everyone will have the
courage to plan ahead and say so
I believe no group of merchants
have more sincere interest in
their mutual customers than those
here in Rockland. Therefore, I
believe this city eventually will
be the first one of its size to lick
the April 19 jinx w’hich this un
celebrated, celebration-day has
brought into every Maine city.

Now
Now
Now

32.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
42.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
49.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

INFANTS' AND CHILDREN'S COATS
Sizes 18 Mos. to 4 Yrs., 3 to 6x and 7 to 14.
Good Assortment of Fabrics and Colors.

.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .
. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .

Now $ 6.39
8.79
Now
12.59
Now
Now
13.39

CHILDREN'S SUITS
Sizes 4 to 6x and 7 to 14.

Linens, Tweeds.

Reg. price 6.95 Now S5.59 • Reg. price 8.95 Now $6.89
CHILDREN'S NYLON DRESSES
In a Large Assortment of Colors and Styles.
Size Range: 1 to 3, 3 to 6x, 7 to 14.

Reg.
Reg.
Reg.
Reg.

price
price
price
price

3.95
4.50
5.50
6.95

.... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

Now
Now
Now
Now

$3.19
3.59
4.69
5.39

ONE LOT OF SUB-TEEN DRESSES

MRS. KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 3108

In small gardens, make every plant climb that can do so.
Garden fresh vegetables, say
Tomatoes grown on a fence,
the experts, are so delicious or staked, will outyield all
that unless you have eaten other crops for the ground
them, you cannot believe they space occupied. When pruned
actually exist.
to a single stem, plants may be
You can grow all the average set 12 inches apart; with two
family of four can eat during j stems. 21 inches. Tests have
the summer, on an area 20x40 keen made that show single
feet, provided you make use of' 5ttm plants give earlier fruit
your garden air rights, some- ialld a heavier total yield,
thing which you may not have
A
tomato plant naturally
realized that you own.
starts with one central stem.
The smaller the vegetable!?!' leader As soon as the first
...
hmc c/.rv, v
Vs *s. , o
n ,sr.z... ../..J
♦
plot, the more important it is blossoms have appeared, at
that plants which climb be re each joint (axil) where a leaf
quired to do so, leaving more joins the main stem, a branch
begins to grow. If these are
ground space for other crops.
allowed to mature, branches
Tomatoes, cucumbers, mel glow from them, and the typical
ons, pole snap and lima beans mass of tangled stems will
and tail peas, all thrive up in result.
the air if they are given correct
To prune the plant, the side
support.
branches are removed before
One way to provide for they are 4 inches long. If the
climbers, is with a picket fence plant is to be pruned to two
built on the east, west und i st'^'s,’the centrafslem and one
north sides ol the vegetable ,, lt. slde branehei aic alk)Wtd
area. To a garden 20x40 feet in to grow, al) branches develop
area, a 5-foot ft nee will add the ing from these two being re
equivalent of 400 bquare
feet , ni(,ve(j
fur climbing crops.
I T(„(ialo plants ghouW be ,itd
A picket fence allows air In to the fence al intervals, using
pass freely through plant ia loop around the stem with
leaves, preventing mildew. The soft material which will not
climbers are rooted in a row at 1 cut the stem. Cucumbers will
the foot of the fence and take I ding to tile fence, when they
no more'ground space than a are started in the right direcsingle row of carrots.
I non. Beans and peas support
Fruits and pods borne by ll>eir own growth,
climbers are held above the ' Only melons bear fruit so
dirt and cannot be reached by | large that it may sometimes
animals. It is easy to spray or require support to prevent it
dust them when necessary, j falling from the vine. A net bag
While not early yielders, once such as markets use for nuts
vines continue to bear the rest , and oranges serves this purot the summer.
J pose.

plants may be damaged in stor

Postmaster Connel-

age

lan Has Word For

at the Post Office Express or

freight station; if a neighbor can

not accept delivery, contact the
Post
Office or transportation
agent, and leave instructions as to
where the plants can be delivered.
A cool basement, garage, or shad
ed porch is always better than a
mail room or On-Hand Depart
ment for storage of dormant
plants and nursery stock; best of
all. if you are home, have the
ground well prepared, and make
your planting as soon as possible
after delivery.
Early planting,
liberal watering, and following the
sender’s instructions will insure
best growth of all plant materials.

Home Gardeners
Postmaster James Connellan
advised Roekland home gardeners
today that for the safest delivery
of their shrubbery and plants dur
ing the current spring planting
season they should take certain
steps to aid postal authorities.
“Wc have been informed by the
Gardening Council of New Yoik
that this is the shipping season for
nursery” stock orders’’ he said.
“Much of the stock is perishable,
and without the co-operation of the
purchasers, and delivering agen
cies, best results cannot be ex
pected.”
There are three steps that pur
chasers of nursery stock should
take: If away or on vacation,
make arrangements to have a
neighbor accept shipments. Keep
moist and in a cool location until
planting time.
Otherwise, the

"Watch out when kids are out!"
That’s the life-line of the month
from the Governor's Committee
on Highway Safety. If there is
the slightest
possibility
that
youngsters are near where you
are di iving —Watch Out!

IS FOR URINALYSIS
Just gazing into his crystal glass, the doctor can some
times tell

U

When there is something wrong with you, ond what will
make you well.

Copyright E. Blethen

Blethen'H Alphabet in booklet torm will be ready for gale shortly
and will eontain all the sket<*bes on hospital life done by Everett while
a Knox Hospital patient. Copies may be reserved by mailing 541 eents
Io Everett Blethen, star Kuute 1293. Roekland, Maine.

FAMILY RELATIONS SPECIALIST TO
BE HOME DEMONSTRATION SPEAKER
TAKE A TIP FROM ME

National Home Demonstration
Week is to be observed from April
29 to May 5. State Day. May 1, is

1’u a lud(c nirmber and It
tlwayz (alls to mr to serve on a
committee. That mean* work
tnd lots ot It. but I have all the
necessary form, and letters
printed at THE COUR1EKGAZETTE which hrlpa on time,
to my nothing of the wear and
tear on me.

the day the University of Maine
will be host to all homemakers.

Ralph G. Eckert, professor of
family relations. University of
Connecticut will be the banquet

speaker on Tuesday, May 1, in the

Memorial Gymnasium at the Uni
“They have a new automatic
versity of Maine.
prrw down there and can turn
■
Dr. Eckert has had wide experi
uut work in jig time. I recom
ence in the field of family life and
mend it.”
personal adjustment as a teacher,
PRINTING OF QUALITY
consultant in parent education
By
and marriage counselor. During
the past 15 years, he has been
asked to speak in some 10 states
The Courier-Gazette
and Hawaii, his audiences ranging
from parents and teachers, social
Job Department
Dr. Ralph G. Eckert
workers, physicians, service clubs,
RICHARD P. LUFKIN. Supt.
to elementary, high school and
TELEPHONE 770
college students. As consultant in Dr. Eckert advised with varied
22-af-tf
parent education for the California and numerous groups throughout
State Department of Education, the west on different aspects of I

SAMPSON’S
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Chiuclk R(>ais1

Values to 10.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Now $4.89

WOMEN'S SPRING HAT SALE
Reg. price 3.50 .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Now $2.39
Reg. price 3.95 .. .. . .•.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Now 2.89
Reg. price 5.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Now 3.99
WOMEN'S SPRING HANDBAG SALE
Many Styles and Colors.

Reg. price 3.50 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Sale Price $2.49 plus tax

CLEARANCE PRICES ON CHILDREN'S
CORDUROY SUITS, SLACKS, OVERALLS AND PANTS

CHILDREN'S FLANNEL UNED DUNGAREES
Sizes 2 to 6, Reg. price 2.50.. .. .. .. .. .. .. Sale Price $1.93
Sizes 7 to 14, Reg. price 3.50.. .. .. .. .. .. . Sale Price 2.49

HASKELL & CORTHELL
DIAL 484

lb. 5Slc

Legs & Breasts

1
■ VI II

STEER BEEF

■

Cancer Crusade
Mrs. Stuart Farnham and Mrs
Willa Stevens, co-chairmen of the
Cancer Crusade have announced
the following solicitors: Miss
Elinor Ausplund, Mrs. Howard
Jones, Miss Elizabeth Daucette
Mis. Parker Colby. Mrs. Robert
Hall, Mrs. Edgar Barrows. Mrs
Melville Welt. Mrs. Robert Dean
Mr.s. Stephen Lawton, Sr., Mrs
Emil Erickson, Mrs. Raymond
Dow, Mrs. Evelyn Wheeler, Mrs
Donald Joyce, Mrs. Fred Kimball
Mrs. Erwin Sprague. Mrs. Russell
Upham, Mrs. Lee Hawkins, Mrs
Harold Bagley, Mrs. Frank John
stone. Mrs. Russell Staples, Jr.
Mrs. John May, Mrs. Shirley Bar
hour and Mrs. Clara Kelsey, Glen
Cove.

ROCKLAND

U. S. NO. 1

OUTER PARK STREET

, two

■ DRESSED AS DESIRED

1 WHOLE HADDOCK

HEAVY WESTERN STEER BEEF
CUT AND
PREPARED
TO FIT
YOUR BUDGET

4A

II

FRESH

lb. 19C

PORK LIVER

lb. 15c

49c lb.

RIB ROAST

te*'

■ WHOLE or HALF

MINCED HAM

A/k

lb. 29C

FAMOUS FIVE STAR BRAND-ALL MEAT

4

SuhdlG#,

Make yourself beautifully

Skinless Hot Dogs

foot-flattering, foot-pampering

SHOP AND
SAVE HERE

3 lb. Bag

OUR VALUE PEAS

Sweet, Tender

7 for

BURNS' WHOLE BEETS

303 fan

8 for

VALOR DOG FOOD

If,'.. Or. < itn

comfortable. Slip into these
Starglow shoes by’ Sundial.

The man who works hard to get
to the front places himself in a
good position to get kicked.

Soft, supple leather puts

your feet at ease while
they gain admiring

ORDINANCE NOTICE
Notice is hereby given that the
following Ordinance had first read
ing at the Regular Meeting of the
City Council held April 9. 1956,
and hearing thereon will be held
in the City Council Room on May
14. 1956, at 7.30 P. M
The Council of the City of Rock
land hereby ordains:
“Amendment to Chapter 28 of
the • Revised Ordinances (Zon
iilg)”
Section 203 is hereby amend
ed by transferring from Com
mercial Zone C to Industrial
Zone E that land lying be
tween the Thomaston Town
Line and Limerock Street and
between line of land of Small
and extensions thereof in both
directions and the abandoned
quarry.
G. U. MARGESON.
City Clerk.
50-lt

12 for

OUR VALUE GR. BEANS ~ c..

attention.

Nylons, Taffetas, Cottons

CAMDEN, MAINE,..

ROCKPORT

V

FRESH NATIVE < Hit KEN

$12.69
16.59
26.69
34.89
39.69

Reg. price 14.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Now
Reg. price 19.95 .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. Now

Reg. price 7.95
Reg. price 10.95
price 15.95
price 16.95

Expand Vegetable Yield

The Courier-Gazette editorial, in
the April 21 issue, regarding April
19 again called attention to the
serious effects of a legal holiday,
which is accepted’ only as another
day off. rather than as the tribute
it is intended to be.

For Children and Sub-Teens

MISSES' AND SUB-TEEN SHORTIE AND FULL LENGTH COATS

family life education.
He is the author of an educa
tional bulletin 'Home and School
Work Together for Younger Chil
dren”. a parent education hand
book. and two pamphlets for
teen-agers, "So You Think It's
Love", and "What You Should
Know About Parenthood”.
Dr. Eckert's topic for the pro
gram is "Enjoying Our Families
More".
“To be happy we must love and
be loved, feel important, be a
successful man or woman, have
a sense of humor, and a mature
faith." says Dr. Eckert. He will
attempt to help us learn ftom our
children how to better achieve
these goals.
Dr. Eckert ia the
father of two teen-age boys and
a teen-age daughter.

Blethen's Alphabet....

Chamber Chat

Coats, Suits, Dresses
Coats, Hats, Handbags for Women

Climbers on Garden Fence

GRAPEFRUIT SECTIONS Monnkist Broken

*

EGGS

£

CHASE &
SANBORN

$8*5

CELLO PKG.

flood's Shoe Store
SUNDIAL SHOES
.Corner Main and Winter Sts.

Tel. 1121

Rockland,

TOMATOES

doz. 49c
COFFEE • 95clb.
LARGE

UNGRADED

2 for 35c

CARROTS

onions
CELLO
PKG.

6 lbs. for 25c

10c
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Pogo BgH

Tueiday-Thuriday-Saturday

RECEPTION TENDERED NEWLYWEDS

CAROL CASH TO WED IN JUNE

WALDOBORO COUPLE ENGAGED

Social Matters
The Shore Village Gals met at
the Congregational Church Tues
day night for a covered dish supoer. A business meeting followed
the supper with the Sunbeam Mis
sion
being
discussed.
Mrs.
Charles Lassell and Mrs. Arthur
road.
Kinney will be hostesses for the
Miss Elvira Powell has returned next meeting.
from Orono, where she has been
Zig Sikorski. James street, is a
visJHng ht»r sister f^nd family.
surgical patient at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Tweedie.
Miss Betty NeLson, a member
of the editorial staff on the Ports
mouth Herald, has returned to her
home In Kittery Point, after being
a house guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Hofacker, West Meadow

There will be a social meeting
of the Emblem Club tonight at the
Elks Home at 830. Miss Barbara
Morse will show slides and talk
about her experiences on her re
cent trip to Europe.
Refresh
ments will be served by the hos
pitality committee.
Miss Gail Rowling and Sister
Mary Jean spent last week with
Mr. and Mrs. Elif Johnson in
Portland.

The Odds and Ends will meet
tonight at 7 30 p. m. in the Con
gregational Church.
Hostesses
will be Mrs. Nancy Lamb. Mrs.
Jean Jewett and Mrs. Jean Hodg
kins.

t

Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Epstein
and children have returned from
New York where they have been
visiting with relatives. Mrs. Ep
stein’s mother. Mrs. Helen Frantz
made the return trip for an in
definite visit.
Mrs. Thomas Watkinson was
honored at a stork shower Mon
day evening at the home of Mrs.
Chares Duff. Traverse street. Mrs.
James Economy, co-hostess, made
a very attractive floral arrange
ment for the refreshment table.
Invited guests were: Mrs. Guy
Nicholas, Mrs. R. Morton Estes.
Mrs. James Moulaison. Mrs. Gilber Barker Mrs. Irvin Blackman.
Mrs. Douglas McMahon. Mrs.
Maynard Ingraham. Mrs. Carl
Carlson, Mrs. George Staples,
Miss Ellie-Lou Leighton and Mrs.
L. E. McRae, Jr.

Golden Rod Chapter. No. 8, OES,
will meet Friday night for a reg
ular meeting. The degrees will be
exemplified by the new officers.
Alan Kuncsh, son of Mr and
A 6.30 supper will precede the
Mrs.
Alois Kunesh celebrated his
meeting.
ninth birthday by entertaining a
Committees who served meals group of Els classmates in the
at the recent State Youth Rally at rumpus room of his home on
Ronald Lufkin
the First Baptist Church were as Lovejoy street.
follows: for the Thursday night and John Economy were prize win
dinner Mrs. Marion Lindsey was ners in the games. Refreshments
chairman and Mrs. Albert Mills, were served with a large decorat
co-chairman, assisted by Mrs. ed birthday cake being the main
Mary Hoffaes,
Mrs. Nellie Ma- attraction.
Classmates invited
gune, Francis Sherer. Mrs. Claron were: Allen Fogarty, Alison NoShaw, head waitress, assisted by vicka, James Richardson. John
Mrs. Laurel Shaw. Mrs. Pauline Gardner. Alan Turner, Clinton
Saunders. Mrs. Elva Johnson Young. Stephen Lewis, Scott Wil
Mrs. Mildred Cric. Mrs. Dorothy lett, Ronald Lufkin and John Econ
Crie, Mrs. Elizabeth Davis, Miss omy.
Janice Stanley, Miss Carol Elwell,
Misa Helen Skinner, Mrs. Lucy
World War Widows will hold a
Rankin and Mrs. Emma Hill. ! meeting Thursday night at 7.30
Those who served breakfast were: at the home of Mrs. Bernice
Mrs. Alfred Young, chairman, and iJackson.
Mrs. Charles Mitchell Mrs. Carle
ton Wooster, and Mrs. Roland VINALHAVEN
Phllbrook. Mrs. Richard Emery
Mrs. Blanche Cummings cele
was chairman of the Friday noon brated her 82nd birthday on Mon
luncheon, assisted by Mrs. Kath day. A smarter lady would be
leen Harriman. Mrs. Luther Bickhard to find, even at 50.
Mrs.
morc, Mrs. Richard Stoddard, Cummings lives alone, does all
Mrs. Hilton Ames, Mrs. Dorothy
of her own work, even repair
Sylvester, and Mrs. Florence
work on her home and surround
Pinkham.
j ing grounds, and is spry and chip1 per as can be. She says she feels
as smart as she did at 40.
WE ARE NOW READY

Mr. and Mrs. Elin Meklin

Uzzcll photo

Miss Carol Ann Cask
Mr. and Mrs. Louis W. Cash of Woodie Kelley of Belfast.
Miss Cash attended Rockport
Pleasant street, Rockport, an
High School and Mr. Kelley is a
nounce the engagement of their
graduate of Crosby High School of
daughter. Carol Ann, to Richard Belfast.
Jerald Kelley, son of Mr. and Mrs. \ A June wedding is planned.

MISS ROXANNA KAY GUSHEE WEDS
LAWRENCE F. NASH IN CAMDEN
Miss Roxanna Kay Gushee, suit with red accessories while the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Carle bridegroom's mother chose a gray
ton J. Gushee. Appleton, became dress with white trim.

the bride of Lawrence F. Nosh,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence L.
Nash. Camden, at the home of
the bridegroom’s parents on the
Hosmer Pond Road March 29, at
8 o’clock. Rev. C. W. Small per
formed the double ring service in
the presence of the immediate
families.
The bride wore a navy suit with
pink accessories and a corsage of
roses and gardenias.
Miss Nellie I. Gushee. sister of
thv bride, was th** maid of honor,
wearing a blue d.ress with white
accessories and a corsage of red
roses.
David Hopkins, cousin of the
bridegroom, served as best man.
A reception was held immedi
ately following the ceremony at
the Snow Bowl IxxLge with Mrs.
Jackelyn Gushee circulating the
guest book and Mrs. Helen Hop
kins and Mrs. Frances Nash in
charge of gifts. Dipping punch
TO RECEIVE PATIENTS
were Mrs. Marion Mink and Mrs.
The
only
way
people
can
have
Call, or Phone Union 12-12
Nellie Gushee.
Servere were:
self-rule is to get out and vote.
MOODY'S NURSING HOME
Mrs.
Frances
Nash.
Mrs.
UNION. MAINE
Slow Down And Live! The life Helen Hopkins, Mrs. Fiances S.
40-51
you save may be your own.
Nash and Mrs. Natalie Gushee.
The bride’s mother wore a navy

The couple both attended Cam
den High School and Mr. Nash is
member of the National Guard.

They will make their home on •
the Hosmer Pond Road. Camden. |
Out of town guests were Mr '
and Mrs. Basil Gushee. Mr. and
Mrs. Mayo Carleton, Miss Valerie
Burke, Larry Gushee Mrs. Floyd
Gushee, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Gushee, Sr.. Miss Selma Sherman.
Lehr Sherman. Miss Fern Hagen,
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Gushee, Mr.
and Mrs. Leslie Hall, Mr. and
Mrs. Keith Mink. Mrs. Ivan Mink.
Stanford Gushee and Freeman
Gushee all of Appleton: Mr. and
Mrs. Wendail Butler, Mr. and Mrs.
Sehuyler Hawes, and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Hawes of Union: Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Gushee, Jr. and Mr.
and Mrs. Howard Proctor of
Rockland; Mrs. Freda Caldcrwood of Warren; Mr. and Mrs.
Raymhond Desy of Rockport and
Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Yattaw of
Friendship.

There is nothing new under the
sun—even the mistakes we make
have been made before.
Don’t be a dead speeder! Slov
Down A ml Live!

"SEir AND SJf'E"

A wedding reception was held Randall and daughter. Pammy,
recently at the home of Mrs. Elin Mrs. Nick Korhoncn, Mr. and Mrs.
Matti Korhoncn, Mr. and Mrs.
Meklin in Thomaston, honoring
Forrest Hooper, Jr.,
Mr. and Mrs. Kurt Meklin. Re
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Butler, Mr.
freshments were served and the Mrs. Arvo Salo,. Mr. and Mrs.
couple received many nice gifts. and Mrs. Cecil Dennison, Mr. and
Those attending were: Mr. and Carlton Wood, Mrs. Laura Norton,
Mrs. Emil Rivers, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Virginia Kennedy, Walter
Herbert Staples, Jr.. Mr . and Carlton Mrs. Betty Williamson,
Mrs. Harry Richardson, Mr. and
Miss Norma Carlson, Miss Judy
Mrs. Simon Hamaiainen, Mr. and Young. Miss Janiec Bickford,
Mrs. Kusti Nuppula.
Gene Harjula. Miss Cuta Smith,
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Newhall, Mr. Miss Sylvia Maki, Miss Julia Bar
and Mrs. Forrest Hooper, Sr.. Mr. ter. Oke Meklin, Mrs. Elin Meklin
and Mrs. Peter Surek, Edmund and Mr. and Mrs. Gustav Carlson.

Fashion Show
May 5 At the
Thorndike Hotel

Cynthia Douglass Sargent,
noted fashion commentator

mous fashion expert-commentator
shown above, Miss Cynthia Doug
lass Sargent and a group of the
Powers’ models.
The public is cordially invited to
this unusually interesting display
of the latest in fashion and the
proceeds will go to the Pine Tree
Society for crippled children.
Following the show Miss Sar
gent, personable and charming,
will be pleased to discuss fashions
and other subjects with those at
tending the affair. She is recog
nized as one of the top fashion
commentators of the country. Her
young beauty and charm is such
that she has been featured on
Broadway and on television.
The show was made possible
through the co-operation of Sen
te r-Cran e Company.
1 For your reservations call Mrs.
Ruth Fogarty at 19 or Mrs. Kath
erine Akers at 1392.
Thc man who expects to get
something for nothing must also
believe in open accounts.

On the evening of May 5 at the
Thorndike Hotel, a Fashion Show
This is open season for prema
will be staged, featuring the fa- ture political fumbles.

Photo by Gonthncr
Miss Alcy Mae Jameson
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah O. Jame
son of Waldoboro,, announce the
engagement of their daughter.
Alcy Mae, to Arnold W. Achorn,
son of Mr. and Mrs. A. Wallace
Achorn of Waldoboro.
Miss Jameson was graduated
from Waldoboro High School in

1953 and is employed by the Clar
ence F. Joy Agency in Rockland.
Mr. Achorn was graduated from
Waldoboro High School in 1950.
served tw0 years with the U. S.
Army and is employed by the
Waldoboro Lockers. Inc.
A June wedding is planned.

MISS UNA PAIGE MORSE IS

MARRIED TO JOHN WILLIAM

THORNTON IN WALDOBORO
A quiet wedding was solemnized mented by a corsage of yellow
at the United Baptist Parsonage, Iris. She was attended by her sis
ter, Mis. Donald Flagg as matron
Waldoboro, on Saturday afternoon.
of honor, who wore a dress of
April 21. at 2 o'clock, when Miss
blue faille, blue hat and white
Una Paige Morse, daughter of shoes. This was complemented by
Mrs. Villa Morse of Waldoboro, a corsage of yellow Iris.
and Frank Morse of Friendship,
The bridegroom was attended by
was united in marriage to John the brother-in-law of the bride,
William Thornton, son of Mr. and Donald Flagg.
Mr.-». Thornton is a graduate of
Mrs. Janies Thornton of Thomas
Waldoboro
High
School.
Mr.
ton.
The double ring service was Thornton is a graduate of Thom
read by the pastor of the church. aston High School.
Rev. R. W. Carpenter.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Thornton are
The bride wore a ballerina employed at the Sylvania Electric
length gown of pink nylon lace Products plant in Waldoboro.
over taffeta with white hat. shoes
After a brief honeymoon, they
and gloves.
This was comple will reside in Jefferson.

SeiUefc-C’wwe'o
*
has the gayest, newest
most delectable fabrics ... to

make the clothes that make the woman
with McCall's printed patterns

YARDGOODS CENTER
COMPLETE LINE OF

WOOLENS - VELVETS • YARNS
DRAPERY AND UPHOLSTERY FABRICS

The perfect

MAIL ORDER SERVICE

summer fabrics ever.'. .AND those delightfully young-in heart

5 SILVER STREET
Woterville, Maine

MOTHER’S DAY
Our

Inr

guaranteed

storage gives jou
protection

against

moths, heat, humidity, fire and

PLEASANT WORK
u
°

make you the talk of the younger set...come running to our fabric
department where you'll find the newest and freshest Spring and

SAMPLES ON REQUEST

Across STATE THEATRE
Tel. TRinity 2-2118

for fashions (hat make you look wonderful... for fashions that

theft.

Nysila

Asst.

Nylon and Acetate, Washable

Fabrics, Values to

Washable Cottons

1.29

69c

$1.79

Nylomist Dot 98c
Permanent Nylon Sheer

STANDARD LOW RATES

Coll 1995 for Information

AVON COSMETICS

SENTER-CRANE'S

MRS. EDMOND LEBREN

McCall's

STORE HOUKS:

43-54

Wash Goods 59c

Goldtone

Insured, full value.

In Your Own Neighborhood. 3 or 4 Hours a Day Can
Mean An Excellent Income. No Experience Necessary.

HAMPDEN HIGHLANDS, MAINE
Phone Bangor 7598 or Hampden 18-12

McCall’s Patterns that are designed to make you look wonderful!

J

3573

» to 5 — FRIDAYS 'TIL 9

The Smiting Cm

»

. Your Mother will love these

wonderful

VISION

Nylons... so beautifully

OPENS FOR THE SEASON - Sat. April 28

made... fashion-right

colors, and there is a

We've painted, redecorated, moved the furniture around and refilled our shelves
with a completely new stock of bright ond sparkling ideas, with emphasis on suggestions
for Mother's Doy.

J
J*

$

You'll find not only just what you hod in mind but also a collection of unexpected
pleasures you never thought of—oil the results of a winter's poking about, questing the
new, the unusual, the exciting.
We have the best of the new offerings in Arts, Crafts and Decorative Accessories,
from Maine to the far corners of the globe.

Luxury sheer to service
and daytime sheer . . .
Won't you come in todoy and

make your selection for
MOTHER'S DAY...
mt

5

$1.35 to $1.65

Sente’i-C’wnte'6

THE SMILING COW
CAMDEN

style for every occasion ...

BAR HARBOR

I
STORE HOURS: 9 Io 5.

FRIDAYS ’TIL 9.

’TIL 9.

TueMtay-Thunday-Sflturdoy
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START CLEAN-UP WEEK OFF RIGHT - PUT OUT YOUR WASTE PAPER
MAGAZINES AND SCRAP METALS SUNDAY AFTERNOON FROM 1 TO 6

O’CLOCK FOR THE KIWANIS CLUB SCRAP DRIVE WHICH WILL EARN :
FUNDS FOR ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL SCHOLARSHIPS
COLLECTIONS OF ALL OTHER RUBBISH WILL BE MADE BY CITY TRUCKS
FROM TUESDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
Collections Of Rubbish Placed At The Curb Will Be Made South Of Limerock Street Tuesday

Wednesday And Thursday. Collections North Of Limerock Street On Friday And Saturday.

WASH DAY PROBLEMS ?

HOW CLEAN UP PAYS YOU

PRESENT A

KIWANIS

With the New

You may have thought of the cost of fixing up and decorat
ing your home during the coming Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-Up pro
gram. But do you realize that a small outlay of time and money
is going to actually pay you large dividends.

BENDIX DUOMATIC
WASHER-DRYER

A house and yard that have been thoroughly cleaned, re
paired, and planted will give you added realty value should you
wish to sell. Clean premises will considerably reduce the chance
♦hat you will ever stand over a rubble of what was once your
home and your cherished possessions, gutted by fire.

Solve Your Wash Day Problems

DRIVE

Does the Wash ... And You're Free!

AMAZING WASHER-DRYERS at

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.
442-444 MAIN ST.

TEL. 721

and Fix-Up Week

• WORK CLOTHES
• SPORTSWEAR

A//en Brown

Your children will learn the thrill of working together for
a common goal in contrast to challenging society as juvenile de
linquents. And you will have increased enjoyment from living
in clean, attractive surroundings.

SEE THESE

"YOUR CROSLEY-BENDIX DEALER"

During Clean-Up, Paint-Up

Your family will enjoy better health as mosquitoes, flies and
rats lose their favorite homes of filth. There will be fewer
chances of accidents to toddlers and elderly persons since you
will have followed Clean-Up safety suggestions.

While You Are Busy Painting, Cleaning or Fixing-Up,
The DUO-MATiC Follows Your Directions . . .

NEAT APPEARANCE

So, you see, you can't afford
Up, starting right now.

SUNDAY
I to 6

not

MEN'S CLOTHING
304 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 1782
ROCKLAND, MAINE

to Clean-Up, Paint-Up, Fix-

P M.

ROCKLAND

a err
—=3 el
WHEN PURCHASING YOUR

Wetherill's |
rfstlEU/r..iti

NEEDS FOR CLEAN UP,

PAINT-UP, FIX-UP WEEK,

NALPLEX

Take Advantage ot

CARRS

new Acrylic Latex
flat wall finish
• ODORLESS

ANNIVERSARY

SALE

• DRIES FAST

During the Remainder
ot This Week

• EASY CLEAN-UP WITH WATER |

• LOVELY COLORS

on a Quark of

DuRmt

'51
• 1322 Lovely Colors

V7

• Odorless

§

■k

Mt’*

i (IN GLOSS or SEMI-GLOSS)
ideal for kitchens, baths, every room in the house.

One quick coat of “Duco" Gloss or

USE TH/S COUPON... SAVE 1/3!

Semi-Gloss Alkyd-base Enamel on

Regular $ O Ql
■rice
I

your walls, woodwork or furniture

makes them bright, new, and beautiful.

• Any finish
• No intermixing
Fi

Come in and see the tremendous
range of colors offered only in
Colorizer Paints. 1322 lovely, ex
citing colors. You’ll find just the
colors you want—perfect har
mony for any drape, wallpaper,
Moor covering or upholstery.
Available in fiat, semi-gloss, full
gloss.ena mel and ext erior finishes.

7s adve^'sE0

VOOK

POST

coupo"
K °n
purchase of
atquart (or morel of "Duco" Enamel. One eon fo a
customer, on this offer. Good for two weeks only.

RIOUlAlt $64.50

“Duco” resists dirt, hard wear, grease.

escyfo apply!

~ ’ 1.96

Odorless during application. Wash

ROTARY
TYPE

able. Try it now and save!
Cash value:

CARR'S WALLPAPER

1/20 ef a cant

AND PAINT CENTER

SAVff SSING COUPON TO:

I

H. H. CRIE CO.
205

328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

FREE DELIVERY

AT T1IE BEGINNING OF NORTH END ROTARY TRAFFIC
PLENTY OF FREE PARKING

Thrifty-<
18-inch MOWER

HARDWARE - PLUMBING - ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
PHONE

Especially note the low,
low prices and the FREE
GOODS. Next Saturday
night we will again give
awoy two (2) 5-gallon
cans of Dutch Boy Outside
House Paint. Every night
one (1) gallon Dutch Boy
Nalplex Inside Flat Paint
given away. Also, wall
paper at one-half price, as
stated in previous adver
tisement. And 10 single
rolls (our choice) of wall
paper free.

PHONE
206

Dependable 2-cycle engine. Trimj
right up to walls and trees. Cuts
from l%" to 2%” high.

Sea Coast

Kl WA N I S
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5CRAp
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Fogs Ten

KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Warren Seniors
Had Enjoyable

PARENTS AND TEACHERS TO FETE

Appleton High To Graduate Five

TIGER LADIES COURT SQUAD WITH

Washington Trip
The

much looked

Washington

forward

McLAIN P. T. A. ELECTS STAFF

BANQUET NEXT THURSDAY NIGHT
A group of 32 Rockland High
School girls, members of the
schools’ basketball squad and
managers, will be feted at a ban
quet given them by the school’s
PTA at the Thorndike Hotel on
Thursday evening. May 3.
The PTA wishes to honor the
team in recognition of their ex
cellent teamwork and good sports
manship throughout the basketball
season.
Invited as speaker for the eve
ning is Germaine Bonney. Bath
Junior High School teacher and
referee of many of the girls’
games this year.
The PTA committee in charge
of the banquet arrangements in
cludes Mrs. Lawrence Miller, Mrs.
Howe Glover and Mrs. Mario
Grispi.
The girls basketball squad won

to

trip of the Warren

senior class came to an end. with

their return Friday afternoon, on
the 4.15 train.
This year the group went by
train to New York, where they
spent one day and one night. They
left New York Sunday morning,
going to Philadelphia and to Val
ley Forge, staying at York Penn..
Sunday night.
Monday they toured Gettysburg,
and then over the Sky Line Drive,
visiting the Skyline Caverns, ar
riving in Washington that night.
One of the highlights of Wash
ington was being personally con
ducted to their hotel by a motor
cycle officer who stopped all traf
fic,
letting
their bus
have
priority.
In the bus with the Warren
group were schools from New
Sharon, Maine and Swampscott,
Mass.
In Washington, they spent three
nights and two days and then back
to Now York, where they had an
other afternoon and night.
All
agree they had a wonderful time.
Gloria. Marjorie. Phyllis, Janet
and Alton, enjoyed Washington the
most. Gloria enjoyed the Wash
ington Monument, but she admit
ted she didn’t walk up the steps.
Marjorie and Dana thought Mt.
Vernon was wonderful, and Janet,
also, she mentioning the beautiful
gardens there.
Marjorie liked
Annapolis.
Dana said it was as cold as at
home, he liked Gettysburg and
Valley Forge the best. Alton men
tioned the Statue of Liberty as be
ing one of the sights he enjoyed.
Janet and Phyllis enjoyed the boat
ride on the Potomac with a stop
over at the amusement park.
There were still some cherry
blossoms to see also. Janet also
mentioned the pleasant and agree
able bus driver they had.
Mr. and Mrs. Lemke and Will
iam were able to visit the Su
preme Court Building this year.
Needless to say. “Bill” took in
everything but we rather surmise
that the Lincoln Memorial will
remain the clearest in his memo
ries of the trip. The rest of the
school will be able to enjoy the
trip with the seniors, through the
beautiful post card and booklets
brought home by the group.

Ericson Named

To Recreation
Advisory Board
Rockland Recreation Director
Edward Ericson was named to
the New England Advisory Board
of the National Recreation Asso
ciation in a notice received Mon
day.
Naming Ericson as a member
of the board to represent the
Maine Recreation Association for

Kenneth Fuller

Richard Sprowl

Richard Sprowl. valedictorian of
the Class of ’56 at Appleton High,
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Sprowl.
He is class president,
president of Student Council and
editor-in-chief of the annual. He
has played both baseball and
basketball his whole four years,
and this year is captain of both
sports.
Kenneth Fuller, salutatorian. is
class representative to Student
Council and business manager of
the annual. He is a member of
both baseball
and basketball
teams and i9 manager of basket
ball.
Clifton Fuller, third honor part,
is a member of the annual board
and class treasurer. With his
brother. Kenneth, he resides with
Mr. and Mrs. Roland Edgecomb.
Dycal Esancy, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Esancy, is a
member of the glee club and the
annual board.
Valerie Burke is the daughter of

Clifton Fuller

BENNETT OF CAMDEN TO BE
INTRODUCED AT ALUMNI DANCE
The 10th annual Maine Maritime
Academy
Alumni
Association
Dance will be held in Portland on
Saturday evening. April 28, it was
announced today by Lt. Samuel
Gamache, USNR, of Camden,
president of the Alumni Associa
tion. The dance, which is in
formal. will be held at the main
ballroom of the Lafayette Hotel.
Members of the Alumni Asso
ciation. the Academy Board of
Trustees and Board of Visitors,
Dycal Esancy
Valerie Burke
officers on the Academy staff, past
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Burke, She board. She has been on both soft- Academy instructors, and friends
is claas secretary and secretary ball and basketball teams and
of the Student Council, a member was chosen as this year's DAR
of the glee club and the annual Good Citizen.
Thomaston Sets

TO BE HOUSED IN REMODELED

May 4 As One
Act Play Date

Friendship Girl

In Chorus of

PURCHASE STREET SCHOOL THIS FALL N. E. Conservatory
School

Board course, as presently proposed.
house The building will house six eighth
eighth grade classes in the Pur grades drawn from the other three
elementary schools in the city,
chase Street School build'ing be- |
North. South and McLain.
ginning this fall following a meet
Transportation of students to
ing of the board and a small
group of interested parents held the school seemed the chief prob
Monday evening at the offices of lem to those parents present. They
Bruce Kinney, superintendent of were told by Superintendent Kin
ney that as far as could present
schools.
The vote followed an hour long ly be determined the two buses
discussion between the board and now running to North and McLain
parents on the several points in Schools would continue to the
volved in the plan. Seven parents Purchase Street School area where
were present. The small turnout classes would probably start a few
was somewhat disappointing for minutes later than the other
schools.
the announced public meeting,
Board Chairman C. Maxwell
school board members comment
Ames told the group of par
ed.
A teacher-principalship will be ents that he felt the plan of
set up at the school this fall term, utilizing the school for eighth
six teachers assigned to a teach grade classes with each teacher
ing principal. Classes will be set conducting one course with some
up on a departmentalized basis teaching possibly two classes
with one teacher conducting each would insure a better education
for the students. It would be pos
which Ericson serves as secre sible for the teacher to concen
tary, was Joseph Pcndergast, na trate on her special field of study
without having to hold down
tional director.
classes in six or seven subjects,
Ami's comniente-d.
The

Rockland

unanimously

to

On May 2 the New England Con

servatory Chorus will give its an

nual spring concert in Jordon
Hall. Boston. The program will

include works by Schutz. Byrd,
and Vittoria and will culminate in
the Schubert “Mass in Eb major'*.

The New England Conservatory
Orchestra will assist the Choi us
in the performance of the latter
work.
Judith Armstrong, daughter of
Mrs. Eleanor R. Armstrong of
Friendship will sing with the New
England Conservatory Chorus in
th-e presentation of this concert.
She is in her sophomore year at
the Conservatory and a regular
member of the Chorus.
In addition. Miss Armstrong will
sing with the NEC Chorus May
6 when it has been invited to give
one of the exclusive Sunday aft
ernoon concerts at the Isabella
Stuart Gardner Museum in Bos
ton. Much of the program is de
voted to religious music and in
clude.. kvo “Psalms’’ by Mozart,
three IGtli century Motets, and a
group of Latin American songs
A hot lunch program of a one and Negro Spirituals.
course meal would be held at the
school that will undergo extensive
Radio Clubbers
renovations beginning in a week
or two.

A tentative date of May 4 has
been set for the three one act
plays to be presented by Thomas
ton High School's freshmen, sopho
more and junior classes, Principal
Carroll Wallace announced Tues
day.
The junior class will present
“No Greater Love" directed by
Leonard Osier with a cast of five
that includes Connie Keyes, Paul
Barnes. Mildred Young. Peter
Mclgard and Judith Connon.
The sophomore class presenta
tion will be “The Ghost Wore
White" and will be directed by
Seth Snipe. Participating in the
sophomore cast are: John Minot,
Eleanor Brooks. Joan Kangas,
Mary Bodman, William Gay. San
dra Stetson. Shirley Niles and Ma
rion Smith.
“Take A Letter" will be the
freshman one act play and its
cast will include. George Elliot,
Melinda Mills. Betsy Gay, Joan
Monroe, Irene Saari. Jean Melgard and Patsy Davis. No fresh
man director was announced.

Daniello and Belle Jackson.
Decoration:
Eleanor Jackson,
chairman; Earlene Sayward, Pris
cilla Smith, Mary Soule, Mary
Cole, Gail Ladd, and Louise West.
Advertising:
Anna
Coughlin,
chairman; Norma Levco, Carolyn
Bird. Mary Cole, Sandra Sleeper.
Door committee: Janice McIn
At RHS To Sponsor tosh.
chairman; Donna Small
wood. Alice Walker, Joanne Hud
Spring
Fever
FI
Rockland High
son. Belle Jackson, Margo Guay
The radio club is sponsoring a and Adele Grossman.
G. B. Club Guests
Spring Fever ^ling at Rockland
High School on Friday evening
People who really have the stuff
Of Dragon Plant
with Eddie Hustus orchestra.
are seldom called upon to submit
The committees include: clean the proof.
The General Business Club of
Rockland High School took their up. Alice Walker, chairman. Gail
A bold front never holds out long
third field trip of the year to the Ladd. Sandra Strickland. Richard
Victo withoqt good backing.
Dragon Cement plant recently. Malloy. Roland Ames.
The purpose of the trip was to see
how the plant operated and to
see how the cement plant aided
in the welfare of the community.
The club memliers visited all of
the major buildings and watched
,fiSE Ei
most of the processes of making
EU
r o
<Ei
cement. The process that was
SEE
most interesting was watching the
trucks unload the rocks and seeing
cd
how the crusher crushed them
and also watching the kilns.
Those making the trip were:
Judith Real. Donna Smallwood.
Helen Colby. Janet Ripley. Elea
nor Wall. Josephine Vasso. Fran
ces
Larrabee.
Judith Smith.
Jeanne Smith Mary Ann WinchinlKieh.
Pat
Kirk. Marela
Mast]
Riekford. Carolyn DeMass. San
dra Rogers Doris Dow. Mary WidAttractive, comfortable, homelike
d'eontbe Sandra Newman. Ann
rooms, suites and kitchenettes—
Ingraham.
Mary Kirk. Barry
near Kenmore Square and Boston
Dlark. Richard Ridgewell, Movita
University. Modern, fireproof
Danielson, Beverly I’errigo. Patty
building.
jrom $6 double
Widdecombe. Jackie Kaler. Bev
erly Davis. Barbara Day.
FAMILY PLAN

ling

N[W ROUND-BOBBIH
4

ELECTRIC CONSOLE
CABINET

Al

Overlooking the Fenway

BOS toil,

ONIY

'-wiUIUjd ittah SWjR Sto»r <MM|

YES-FOR TWO WEEKS ONLY you can buy this
fine Singer Console Cabinet for this low, low

P PAY AS LITTLE

• A Trad* Mark of
fb« Slnrer Mfr- C<

AS$132aWEEF

Available ol your nearest

f After m"nniun»
down payment.

SINGER SEWING CENTER

Special rales for permanent guests.

People rolling in money usually
object when it comes to the churn
ing process

luted in your telephone book only under $INf»R SEWING MACHINE (A

395 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND

OPPOSITE BELL SHOPS
49-51

Team managers arc Dorinda !
Coughlin and Ann Savitt.

NEW M. M. A. SONG BY ALBERT

ALL CITY EIGHTH GRADE CLASSES

voted

all but two games this season
taking second place in the KnoxLincoln Girls League.
Members of the squad are:
Mary Grispi. Connie Gray. Jeanne
Stewart, Dot Naum. Madonna
Fogg. Lynne Duncan. Roberta
Boothiby, Belle Jackson. Alice
Walker. Anne Peteison. Margo
Gay, Agnes Kent. Harriet Ladd,
Phyllis Smith. Priscilla Newbert.
Joanne Grispi. Hortcnse Micue.
Sherry Hooper. Barbara Staples.
Marie Gardner. Judy Smith. Earlene Sayward. Elizabeth Sulid^s,
Faye Billings. Beverly Davis.
Ellen Delano. Joan
Knowlton.
Donna Noyes. Sandra Sylvester
and Mary Soule.
Coaching the team is Miss Betty
Forss, teacher at the high school.

One-half the world is continually
on the alert for a chance to do
the other half.

Hotel

CANTERBURY
14 Charlesgate West, Boston,

of the Academy and their wives
have been invited.
During the evening, the 1956
Maine Maritime Academy training
cruise mov.ie in color, will be
shown, and the proposed new
j Academy school song written by
Lt. Albert Bennett. USMS. of
Camden. Class of 1954. will be in
troduced.
Music for the dance, which
starts at 8 o’clock, will be supplied
by the Academy dance orchestra
under the direction of Midshipman
Robert Merrill of Auburn.

Photo

j
j
|

VINALHAVEN

BASKETBALL SQUADS

GUESTS AT BANQUET TONIGHT
VinaLhaven’s

boys

and

girls

Calls For Education

High School basketball squads will

Of Youth On

be feted at a banquet sponsored by

Alcoholism

McKeon

by

Elected officers of the McLain School Parent Teachers Association
sit a meeting held Monday evening at the school from the left are:
John R. Compton, vice president; Mrs. Clayton Spencer, secretary;
and Walter M. Gay, president. The treasurer, Mrs. Charles Duff, was
absent when tin* picture was taken. Retiring president is Josef Vinai.
Among business concluded at the meeting was a vote to finance the
letters awarded to Junior High basketball players. A film lecture wa.s
presented by Casper Ciaravino. elementary school supervisor.
The
film included various oral and verbal intelligence tests taken by Roek
land school children.

Arthur

Phillips.

Ken

Conway.

Del win Webster and Van Conway.

the Vinalhaven Lions Club to be

Elks To Honor

held tonight at the Union Church

Five Outstanding

vestry.

Letters will be awarded to par

Students Sunday

ticipants playing foi one year and
sweaters will be presented to
those playing three years. The
presentations will be made’ by
Principal Charles Bernc’ston.
Girls receiving letters will be
Nancy Adams. Minnie Ann White.
Georgiana Hanson and Mary Phil
brook. Sweaters will be present
ed to Doris Doughty. Donna Web
ster and Shirley Davis.
Girls attended wtyo have played
for two years are: Martha Lou
Robinson.
manager;
Loretta
Shields and Susan Webster.
Boys receiving letters are: Ar
thur Tolman, Bruce Thompson.
Dean Thompson. Edward Ames,
Charlie Polk. Walter White and
Michael Bunker. Sweaters will be
awarded to Harold Anderson. Neal
Mrs. Clara Emery
Sutlilf and Byley Martin.
Rockland. Maine
Boys playing for two years are:
April 24. 1956
Dennis Tuppcr. Waiter Chandler.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:

The Rockland Lodge of Elks
will honor five high school stu
dents. three from Kncx County
and two lrom Lincoln County., at
a ceremony scheduled for the Elks
Home on Main street on Sunday
afternoon at 4 o'clock. Kenneth Le
Gage. exalted ruler of the l-odge,
announced Wcdnesday.
The students have been selected
for outstanding leadership and
wil’ be presented United States
saving bonds by the Elks.
The five arc: Robert D. Mer
riam of Rockland High School;
Lalia Cook of Friendship. Waldo
boro High School. Olive Wiley of
Warren High School and Alex
ander Gammon and Linda Jane
Pickering of Belfast's Crosby
High School.
The five will participate in the
Youth Leadership Contest at the
Youth Congress sponsored by the
Maine Eiks Association May 5 at
The week of April 22 to 29 has
lcms." He calls for programs in the Slate House in Augusta.
been designated by
Governor
secondary schools, especially in
Muskie as Youth Tcmpcrencc
lh>
seventh and cjghth grades,
Education Wc< k
and he calls
Appleton Junior
junior high schools as well as high
upon all educators of youth to
schools.
Prom May 29
place some emphasis upon the
Surveys have shewn that chil
subject as he feels that our young
dren of parents who do not drink
Appleton High School will hold
people should have a greater
and who refuse to discuss the sub their junior prom Tuesday, May
knowledge of the inherent prop
ject in their homes are often the 29, at the Community Hall in Ap
erties of alcohol and be able to
first victims of alcoholism in later pleton. Principal Ernest Ratten
face the responsibilities pertain
years.
said this week.
ing to it.
Dr. Irvin says, “It is impossible
Arranging for the affair are
Unfortunately this announcement to get any reaction whatever
class officers Kendell Moody,
was made public too late for for from a student who knows nothing
mulating special plans for ob about the subject. A young per president; Beverly Griffin, vice
serving it, and the youth program son in absolute ignorance of a president; Muriel Ratten, secre
of the WCTU had already been topic can make no decisions one tary; and Stanley Stark, treascarried out.
way or another.
We must first
A noted educator, Dr. Leslie W. educate the young person con
Irvin of the Boston School of Edu cerning the subject and then point
cation says, “I believe that the the way to face the challenge."
colleges should consider courses
On this subject wc are quite in
concerning alcoholism as well as agreement with Dr. Irwin.
dealing with other social piobClara Emery.

Classified

brings action

Wie/e in the I\orld

Would YOUlike togo

FREE?
No kidding, the grand prize in De Soto's

exciting new "Winning Ride” contest is
a one month, all-expense-paid adventure
trip... anywhere in the world*... for you,
your spouse and the kids . . . plus a
spanking new 1956 DeSoto Firellite4-door
Sedan. In fact there are 232 wonderful
prizes in all, including four glamorous new
De Sotos. There’s nothing to buy. It’s

easy to win. Your neighljorhood De Soto
dealer has all the details. See him today!
I Curtain Countries excluded

Towdoy-Thurtday-Saturday

DeWinter Guest
At Hot Rod Club
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ROCKLAND SENIORS AID EIGHTH

Rockland High Operetta On Tonight

GRADERS IN SELECTION OF

Meeting Monday

COURSES FOR FRESHMAN YEAR

John DeWinter. director of the
traffic and safety division. Maine

A group of 11 Rockland High
School seniors has visited all the
eighth grades in the city during
the past several weeks.
Their
visits have been made in an at
tempt to acqua:nt the eighth
graders with the courses, the in
dividual subjects, and the extra
curricular activities which will be
offered to them when they begin
high school next fall.
George Johnson, Rockland H’gh
School guidance director, who

State Police, spoke to a group of
11 Rockland Hot Rod Club mem
bers at a meeting held by the
group Monday evening at the
Community Building.
DeWinter told the members that
an organized hot rod club has
great potential and can do for the
under-25 age group what driver
education does for its participants.
By keeping accurate records of
accidents by hot rod club mem
bers on a state wide basis it might
be possible to lower insurance
rates for that age. DeWinter ex
plained.
DeWinter discussed the possi
bility of setting up a standardiza
tion board to keep accurate rec
ords and statistics.
The club members of which
Robert Oxton is president is pre
s-entLy working on a 1939 Mercury
sedan at Bartlett’s Service Sta
tion. A 1937 Ford motor will be
installed in the car.

sponsored the program, stressed
the importance of a high school
education to the eighth grade
pupils.
The seniors who participated in
this program represented all the
high school courses. They were:
John Alden. Connie Gray. Mary
Grispi, Arnold Hunt. Pleasance
Kaufman. Harriet Lcvco, Ronald
Orcutt, Carl Sawyer. Carolyn
Snow.
Fred
Varricchio
and
Yvonne Withington.

UNION AND ROCKPORT SENIORS
ON CAPITAL TRIPS THIS WEEK

Two Knox County senior classes week of their regular spring vaca
got a vacation break this year tion beginning April 16 for the
when school principals decided to trip. Union and Rockport senior
delay the regular Washington trip classes were suspended for both
dates one week because of crowd their spring vacation week and
ed conditions both for traveling and additional week for the Wash
and accommodations in New York ington trip.
City and Washington, D. C.
From Union. 12 seniors left with
The two schools, Union and Principal and Mrs. William P.oj Rockport, left on their annual pil- chon as chaperones. In Rockport,
| grimage to the nation’s capital a group of 19 seniors traveled to
j one week later than other schools, Washington this week with Mr.
MONHEGAN
i They left April 20 and will return and Mrs. Byron Rider accompany
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Meissner have
All dressed up and someplace to go are the members of the Rockland High School operetta cast lor ' Saturday. Other schools took the ing them.
returned from Portland and are “A Waltz Dream'’ by Oscar Strauss. The operetta will be presented tonight at the school auditorium with I__________________________________
the curtain scheduled to go up at 8 o’clock. The tuneful operetta is all about the tiny fictitious king
opening t'heir cottage for the sum dom of Sylvania which is on the verge of bankruptcy and efforts made by the royalty to float a foreign
mer.
loan by maneuvering a marriage between their princess and the Austrian army lieutenant, The group STATE CHAMP BRISTOL ENTERS
multitude of stage hands
Mrs. Leslie Davis and son. Mau ibove is only part of the giant cast that will participate tonight in addition to
front row, seated: Judith Rackliff, MEDOMAK LEAGUE TO CHALLENGE
rice, returned to Portland Tues and property extras. Above, players and their characterizations arc
a duchess; Tim Corey, an American efficiency expert; and Elizabeth Sulides, sister of the king. Second
day.
row, from the left, are: Mabel Foster, Fifi, a singer; Patricia Kent, the princess; Sylvia Sulides, an 10 YEAR REIGN OF ST. GEORGE
Mrs. Bessie Green has returned American artist; and Sheila Brackett, Annerl, a singer. Third row, left to right, are Carroll I*airweather,
Spring snows, muddy fields and Union. In fail season play they
home from New York where she the Count; Frank Merrill, Maxmilian. the King; Peter Corey, the Austrian lieutenant; Charles Cross,
Prince Rupert; Richard Edwards, Sylvania army lieutenant; Dave Barstow, member of the court and fidgety schoolboys have been the won five of their six games.
spent the winter.
Philip Haskell, another court member. Directing the operetta is Antonio Palleria with Bill Small, piano
What
gives
Principal-Coach
Mr. and Mrs. Morton Bernstein accompanist.
Photo by McKeon torv of the Medomak Valley
Lemke so much confidence is the
have returned from the Barba
League school boy baseball teams
dos Islands, where they spent
Vernon and Winnie Burton are hams have been spending the win from a week’s vacation in Friend these past weeks as the first last fall record along w’ith the
promising candidates on this
ship and Boston.
the past winter.
spending a few days on the main ter in St. Petersburg, Fla.
round of competition scheduled for
spring’s squad.
Rev.
Gertrude
Anderson
re

Mr. and Mrs. Isabel Farrell and land.
Monday
afternoon.
April
30.
Fred McLaughlin of Friendship
Lemke’s jack of all trades, Aub
turned Saturday from Newton and
son have returned from Clearwa
loomed over the horizon.
Barbara Marsh has returned to was on the Island two days last
rey
Wiley, graduated last spring,
Boston,
where
she
has
had
two
ter, Fla., and arc getting the
Talks with coaches of the league
the Island after spending the win week.
along with Billy Payson, second
weeks vacation. While in Boston
Island Inn in readiness for the
indicate a possible postponement
ter in Winter Park, Fla.
base mainstay. Eager to fill their
Mr. and Mrs. John Field, newly Miss
Anderson
attended
the
summer season.
of the first round because of the
boots as top dogs of the roster
weds,
returned
to
the
Island
Tues

Opera.
Mr. and Mrs. George Farnham
Clarence and Julia Davis have
muddy fields.
None of the
arc a group of juniors, Roy
Mrs. Henley Day entertained
returned from a week in Tenants were guests last week of Bill Hek- day.
coaches have had their teams out
Llewellyn Oliver has returned the Women’s Club Thursday eve for a field practice. Indoor prac Cousens at third, Donn Wren on
Harbor.
kins at Lobster Cove. The Farnthe mound. Jim Kinney at first,
ning at her home on Lighthouss
tice has been the rule for two of
Everett Waters at shortstop and
Hill.
the schools, Bristol and Union,
pitching, Harland Norwood in the
while Appleton, Rockport. St.
infield with Bobby Payson and
George and Warren have not even
Frank Feylcr out on the far grass.
Rockville
done that.
One freshman, Paul Wood, an
MRS. RONAIjU ABBOTT,
A big change in the Medomak
outfielder who looked good at the
Correspondent
League diamond picture is appar
Tel. 1592-M5
plate last fall, will fit into Lemke’s
ent at this early date. In previ
plans very well.
The Meet Again dub will meet ous years, under the old BuLwcr
Fifteen Out At Union
tonight at the home of Mrs. Ruth League, the Tenants Harbor squad
Jack Vail of Union High School
of St. George High School have
Rytky.
called his squad out as early as
Mr. and Mrs. John Burgess of been king pins of the league, being
possible for some indoor work
Waldoboro called on Mr. and Mrs. undefeated in 10 years of league
with about 15 boys reporting.
play.
Jesse Keller on Sunday afternoon.
Vail’s big problem will be at
Three factors will
possible
Deborah Leonard of Union was a
change this picture for the 1956 catching where the position re
recent guest of Mary Jane Hallo
spring season. First of all, the mains unfilled. Mahlon Linscott,
well.
last year’s catcher, is in line for
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Steele and league has a new entry this year
a fielding job.
since
its
change
from
the
old
East

family have moved into their new
Tentative lineup for the Union
Incredible saving prices — top
home, the former Leonard House. ern Bulwer league last year.
ites
will have Westford Hannan,
Bristol
High,
undefeated
last
year
Mrs. Jennie Tibbetts, Mrs. Edith
quality items fresh from o-rr stock! Save, today!
Walian. daughter Sabra and son and the state’s small school Fred Morine and Burton “Sonny”
Earle of Kingston, Mass., were champs, has entered competition. Ludwig sharing pitching chores
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Alton The Bristol squad is strong for wifh Ludwig doing shortstop work
"Ekcolay" Silver Beauty
Knowlton last week.
this league and is expected to con on the side. The infield will be
Wednesday evening Mr. and tinue its winning ways because composed of John Hanley at first,
Frank Jones at second, Ludwig at
Mrs. Jesse Keller. Miss Marjorie of this strength.
Hunter. Joyce and Glenice Farmer
Second, the St. George Squad short with Ken Caldcrwood hold
STAMPED
attended the Community Concert may not be as strong this year as ing down the hot corner.
at Augusta.
Linscott and Vincent Williams
as in the past. Coach Clayton M.
Mrs. Roy Hunter. Miss Marjorie Hunnewell indicates this in pre will be put to the pastures with
Hunter. Joyce and Glenice Farmer dicting one of the school’s poorest the rest of the first nine filled in
spent Tuesday at Bangor and at years.
ea.
and bolstered with non-regulars.
the University of Maine, where
In the third place the second
Appleton A Contender
they called on Mr. and Mrs. Ver
spot Rockport team of last year,
Way up in Appleton, coach and
non Hunter.
the third place Union and Warren principal, Ernest Ratten, has been
A. Roll & Biscuit Pan
squads, especially Warren, have making baseball noises that have
B. Prepared Mix Pan
shown indications of promising floated down to Rockland which
squads that will prove strong op indicate an ambitious season for
C. Loaf Pan
position for crown seekers.
the small club.
D. 6 Holder Cup Cake Pan
Hurting
St.
George
is
the
loss
of
Ratten has one real problem.
Stamped for embroideryE. Prepared Mix Pan
► Get a Fresh Start by con
its pitcher. Bobby Thompson, who Will Alton “Lucky” Pease be eligi
high quality, lovely cotton
solidating bills and reducing
transferred to Plainsvillc. Conn., ble for play. “Lucky” is the all
material. Perfectly beau
F. Pie Plate
monthly payments with a
last year, and by the graduation around mainstay of the squad and
tiful when made up.
‘
‘
Bill
Consolidation
Loan
”
.
6. 14" Cookie Sheet
of Gerald Hupper and Gary Hv- a good ball player. He carries a
PHONE FOR 1-VISIT LOAN
varinen, both left-handers on the big stick that will prove bother
Phone first . . . give a few
SHOP EVERY COUNTER FOR MONTH END SPECIALS
facts . . . and, quick as your
mound. Coach Hunnewell must some for his competitors if his
loan is approved, get cash in
use a string of Juniors, sopho academic standings stay up.
1-trip.
All
employed
men
and
MANY SPECIALS ON SALE ARE NOT ADVERTISED
mores and freshmen.
For a lineup. Ratten sees an in
women, married or single, are
welcome. Phone, write or
Two seniors, playing regular field composed of Ken Fuller at
come in. We served nearly 2
last year, will be expected to first, Ken Moody sharing second
Buy Now for Summer Storage
million people last year: Proof
carry the brunt of the load. Dick base, Ernest Wing at third with
we
like
to
say
“
Fes/
”
FAMILY SIZE
Murray at first base, and John a short stop spot filled in by Don
Leans $25 to $2500
Holman in the right field spot. For Demmons. Behind the play will
pitching, the harbor lads will rely be Dick Sprowl, with Dick Pease
on
Jim Murray and Bernard Da carrying the pitching load.
Lightweight
plastic
fabric
£
FINANCE CO
Four sponges in
vis. with plenty of shifts expected.
Destined for outfield duty will
t
FORMERLY
PfRSONAl
FINANCE
CO.)
that
will
give
long
service.
Y
Assorted colors in
The rest of the infield will prob be Paul Norton. Lucky Pease,
pliofilm pack.
Transparent for instant se
356 MAIN STREET
ably be made up of Jim Murray Paul Dearborn and Stanley Stark.
tnd Floor • iFirniwtrth Memorial 1M|.)
Grand for bath,
lection of garments. These
at second when not pitching. Har With one big sticker. Larry
Phone: 1133 • Rockland
kitchen, what you
old Kinney at shortstop and Fred Belcher of last year’s squad gradu
or»\ SATIKDAYM VNTII. NOON
sturdy bags have strong
will
Loans made to residents of all
Stimpson at third.
Freshman ated and a dependable pitcher.
frc....s and hooks.
surrounding towns
Billy Anderson may take the plate Earl Belcher moved to Texas.
Loans also made by mall
Ratten depends on Dick Sprowl
chores.
Holman Eddie Thorbjornson, for his heavy batting, along with
"CANNON"
Rvnopsis of the Annual Statement of HOVF
Color lor Every Room — Beautiful Reversible
HRF. ANTI MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY
Robert Singer and Larry Ander “Lucky.”
OF CALIFORNIA, San Francisco, in th* Sta's
of California, on the 31st day of December 1955.
The Appleton squad, finishing
son will take up any slack in the
TOWELS
made to the Commissioner of Insurance of the
State of Maine Asset : Bonds. $43,288.740 60;
pastures while another freshman. last in 1955 league play, ran into
Storks. tl6.OOR.438 00: Cash and bank deposits.
1302 73 1 38: Other assets. $250 455 25: To'al
Floyd Conant will fill in at third .*omc tough luck, losing five
Bath Towels
assets $60,748 365 23 Liabilities, Surplus and
Other Funds Reserve for losses. $9 955 503 87;
games by one run each, four of
or in the infield.
Reserve for loss adjustment expend, ji 394.772 48: Reserve for unearned premium*
them in the last of the ninth.
22 x 44
Warren Promising
802.627 37; Reserve for taxes. $6:6.60105: All

j
i
.
j

BAKEWARE
Ptf.

PILLOW CASES

23

JtfVe 25%

44*
5we 12%

LOANS

GARMENT BAGS

SPONGE PACK

17

Ki.'t”

In popular decorator col

ors

and

Reg. 89c

63c

prints — These

luxurious pillows dress up
your

chairs,

More children, more bicycles and more cars on American roads
will mean greater need for safe driving in 1956. says Carol Lane, noted
travel authority.

Bicycles and automobiles bloom
in the spring, and this season
will see more bikes and cars on
the road than ever. Result: great
er need for driving cars to protect
children. So says Carol Lane, wo
men’s travel director for Shell Oil
Company.
To support her plea for safety,
she cites figures on the season’s
crop of cyclists and motorists.
There are now some 23 million bi
cycle riders in this country. The
Bicycle Institute of America ex
pects bike sales in lf>56 to go over
three million, making this year
the biggest ever for bicycling.
These bikes will share the road
with a record number of cars.
There will be three million more

motor vehicles on the road this
year than last — for an all-time
high of 61 million.
“It is shocking to realize that
the greatest single killer in this
country of children aged one to
14 is motor vehicle accidents,”
Miss Lane says.
Bicycle riders are supporsed to
observe the same rules as those
that prevail for motorists. “But
children are children. It is up to
the adult driver to stay alert and
prevent accidents,’’ she says.
She also advises parents to
make sure that their child’s bi
cycle is kept in perfect working
i condition and to teach the young
sters the elements of safe bicycle
riding.

lars carried over from last year’s
squad that racked up a six and
two record in league play.
Slated for pitching jobs will
probably be Carleton Farley and
Steve Dietz.
Dietz transferred
from Gould Academy this year.
Wayne “Butch” Farley will
probably be groomed for catching
spot with the rest of the squad
shifting back and forth between in
field and outfield.
Some of the squad, expected to
sec a lot of action, will be David
Pound. Lowell Jones and George
Winslow, primarily infield, and
Harold Leland, Robert Nape, out
fielders.

LAWRY AND MARTIN’S PT.

SEARSMONT
Alice Hunt from Camden and
Mrs. Allen Mollison and grand
daughter of Belfast were recent
callers at the home of Mrs. Etta
Marriner.
Agnes Fuller and Gladys Gove
formerly of Searsmont called on
Mrs. Ethel Butler on Thursday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Morse of
Belmont were Sunday callers on
Mrs. Ada Howard.
The supper, Friday night, for
the benefit of Dorothy Butler was
very successful and they all arc
very thankful for the help given.
Mr. and Mrs. William Peters ob
served their 25th wedding anniver
sary Saturday, April 21. Those
present were their son Frank L.
Peters. Mary Griffen, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred G. Peters and family.

sofas,

etc.

Give extra comfort.

J. J. NEWBERRY CO.

Hand Towels
16 x 26

Reg. 49c

W » V
ROCKLAND

MAINE

other liabilities $584 891.27: Total liabiltttea.
$33.4-46,396 04: Special surplus funds. $400.non 00; Capital paid up or statutory deposit.
$2 000.000.00: Unassigned funds ‘surplus’ $24.901.969 IP: Surplus as regards policyholders.
$27.301960 19: Total. $60.748 365 23.
36
Synopsis of the Annual Statement of FIRKMAN’S FIND IXMRANCE COMPACT, San
Francisco. In the State of California, o the
31st day ot December 1055. made to the Cammu si oner ot Insurance of the State ot Maine.
Assets: Bonds. $140 803,021 04: Stocks. $136.424.*01 37; Real estate owned. $2.351997.17;
Cash and bank deposits. $12,186.153 52: Agents
balances or uncollected premiums. $35,434.165.31: Other assets. $5 818.581.34; Total assets.
$333 018.R09.75. Liabilities. Surplus and Other
Funds: Reserve for losses. $46,450,017.89; Re
serve for loss adjustment expenses, $6,508 93827; Reserve for unearned premiums 897 498.927 73; Reserve for taxes. $2.386 804 92; ATI
other habilit.es, $17,279.725 85; Total liabilities,
$170 633.414 66; Special surplus iundr $400 000.00: Capital paid up or statutory deposit,
$7 $00,000 00 r
Unassigned
funds
(surplus),
$156,485
>4,485.395.09;
395 09: Surplus as regards pollei
policyhold

ers.*

1162,385,396 09; Total, 8333,0it.MB. 75.

<7-Th-53

Parks (notching Rockport
Edgar Lemke’s promising War
Rockport’s
squad.
runner-up
ren High School squad may sur
prise the entire league this season last year, may prove strong with
if last fall’s baseball play is any their new coach Paul Parks.
Hit by graduation. Parks will
indication. Warren finished in
third place last year tied with have to depend on the few regu-

Llewellyn Oliver has returned
to his teaching position at Monhegan after a week’s vacation with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clay
ton Oliver and brother. Ira Oliver.
Adrian Butler of Appleton was
recent guest of Gwen Winchenpaw over the weekend.
Bcdfiield Miller called recently
on his -brother and sister-in-law
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Miller in
Dutch Neck. Waldoboro.
Mis. Susan Condon who spent
the winter with Mr. and Mrs.
Clinton Lawry in Melrose, Mass,
has returned to her home for the
summer.
Mrs. Tho-mas Delano who has
been a patient at Knox Hospital,
has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Lawry
spent the weekend at their cot
tage.

Slow Down and Live!

— WANTED —

BOAT USTINGS
USED MARINE EQUIPMENT
Anchors, tanks, engines, nin>
|ning lights, port lights, steering
$wheel», bells compares, oars
Thorns, etc.

> RED JACKET MARINE SALES
MAVRKF. McKLSKK
Rorklaiu
I
P. O. Box Ml
luprn 8-4
Closed Monday!
J
40-T&Th t

)

rm-kett'a Poiot

VETFRANS

KOREAN

LEARN TO FLY - under the G 1 bill

may

Your eligibility
e11

be

running out. Now is the. time
to enroll in either Private or
Pilot

Commercial

Courses-

Next class starts May 31^

c

THROW PILLOWS

♦♦

BICYCLISTS AND MOTORISTS
,.
MUST WATCH OUT FOR THE OTHER

Have room for only 5 more,

students

Act ot

once.

You may enroll

it

has not

providing

been more than

2

ears since your discharge
c
om the service.
contact

JAeK
KNOX COUNTY

DODGE
FLYING SERVICE

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

ROCKLAND. MAINE

CALI 1 3 7 1 - for Heat Packed
RANGE AND FUEL OIL

TEL.

MARITIME OIL CO.

>»«♦»»♦»<

14-tf

)W4imn»

1454

Thudoy-Thundoy^afiraw
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' Eangs of Scituate started out with
! three crew members in a surfboat,
and arrived at the Pendleton's
bow just in time to see a wave
sweep a seaman into the ocean.
Rowe Snow
the 504-foot Fort Mercer, was in The surfboat was unable to save
anyone at the time.
trouble, and also starting to crack
At 6 o’clock that n:ght another
apart. By 9 o’clock she had follow
ed the Pendleton by splitting in rescue attempt was made, this
time by Boatswain's Mate Ber
two.
nard Webber of Milton, who also
An amphibious duck was sent
had three crewmen aboard. They
out from the Chatham Coast i reached the Pendleton, and the
Guard station, but was unable to I 33 survivors came down over the
get close enough to take off sur I Jacob’., ladder to leap into the
vivors from the Pendleton. Then surfboat. All were successful ex
Chief Boatswain’s Mate Donald cept ,,Tiny” Myers, a 3CO-pound

By Edward

TRAGEDY IN
CATE WATERS
AX < o'clock in the morning of
Fob.

Vt,

1SG2.

during

a

a

gale,

gigantic wave caught the 504 foot

banker Pendleton while she was off
Capr Cod and started a crack in
her aides near the main mast.
A abort time later the bow and
the atem broke apart. Meanwhile,
a few mttee away, another tanker,

rescued from the bow of the Fort
Mercer. There were now only two
men left on the bow after the
rescue, and in a daring maneuver
a raft was floated across to the
bow, and the two survivors, Sec
ond Mate Willard Fahrner of
Winthrop. Mass., and Third Offi
cer Vincent Galdon of Bayonne.
N. J., were saved.
The remainder of the crew
awaited rescue on the stern of th?
Mercer, and three were saved by
life raft, with 16 others leaping
- «f< l.v onto the fantail of th? cut
ter Yakatat as it passed under
during a daring attempt.

seaman who was crushed to death
between the surfboat and the
Pendleton. Eight others from the
Pendleton lost their lives.
An hour later five men were *
swept from the bow of the Fort
Mercer to their death in the sea.
With the coming of dawn and
th going down of the terrific gale
which had been sweeping the vicinty. plans began for rescuing
the 70 survivors aboard the two
tankers. Shortly before 11. Com
mander Joseph Naab of the cutter
Yakutat ordered a lifeboat put
over, and Captain Fred Paetzel
and Purser Edward Truner were

NEW ENGLAND LORE OF
SEA AND SHORE

Now there were only 12 men left Mississippi, in a forecastle lock
on the tanker. They all eventually er room, his partially clothed re
decided to emulate fhe great feat mains surrounded by sand bags.
of Capt. Kurt Carlsen on the Fly
Of the &4 men aboard the two
ing Enterprise and attempt to tankers. 14 died. It was a unique
save their craft.
disaster—the breaking in two of
They remained aboard, and the two tankers of the same type a
following morning they were tow relatively few miles apart at the
ed to New York, where the Mer-ti same time.
cer was once more available to be
The men of the Coast Guard who
put together as a Ship again.
i participated in rescue work during
That same morning the crew of that gale were later officially
the salvage tug Curb went aboard commended by Admiral Harold G.
the stranded bow of the Pendle Bradbury, in charge of the First
ton. Searching through the fore • District of the Un’ted States Coast
castle. they found the body of Guard, in a dramatic conclusion
Herman Gatlin, a seaman from to the story of the disaster. He

issued the following statement to
the surfboat errsv which rescued
the 32 seamen:
"Your utter disregard for your
own safety in crossing the hazardour waters of Chatham Bar in
mountainous seas, extreme dark
ness, and falling snow during a
violent winter gale to rescue from
immenent death death 32 of the
33 crew members on the .stranded
stern section of The ill-fated tank
er minutes before it capsized on
thr* bar reflect great credit on you
and through you on the entire
service.”
Incidentally, the great stern

You’ll find more items and more prices advertised

FRESH PRODUCE

on these two pages for one important reason: We
welcome your comparison of every item on your

shopping list, not just a handful of so-called 'specials!'

GRAPEFRUIT

We know that, if you honestly compare, you’ll find

First National’s low prices on all items, throughout

the store save you whole dollars
on your total food bill!

That's

Juicy, Good Size

why we urge you to Count the

Mrs. Homemaker's

Total - - The Total Counts!

Forum

Here aie some housecleaning aids to help you do the necessaiy chores

Tea'll be eerpiieed ol
*M week TOO eaa
eave—ttae ond —oeey, toe—b. lollowln,
feeee houehoU bint.

Simoniz Wax

Non.seu»

Hep

cS.

55c

Liqht or Dark

Hi-Lite

Furniture Polish

8 oz
BOT

69c

OT
CAN

Gio-Coat

79c

c7h 89c

Johnson's Stride

• Oz 69c
BOT

Johnson's Pride

59c

*

I LB 2 oz
PKG

Soiiax

Carrots

OF 2

A3C

i

s.o.s.

PKG OFor.
10 pads ZOC

Cream

I

oz
•OT

unt

29c

ting dry and hard before the job
It finished of patching walls, mis
•bout a tablespoonful of ordi
nary flour with every cup of
platter of Paris.

39<.

CAN

:> •••

Bleach

r

6AL
45c
JUG

GAL 49c

JUG

Fresh Corn

Armour

Deviled Meat

2

27c

J)

•A

O
W
4}

Armour Vienna Sausage

CAMPBELL'S

A.paiagut, Celery,
Vegetable Soup,

WHITE TUNA
JIFFY

2

Educator

"tyuM

12 oi
CAN

49c

1 LB
CANS

57c

3'A oi
CANS

25c

4 oz
CANS

39c

Japanese
Solid Pack
in Brine

CAKE MIXES

HERSHEY

SYRUP

2

7 OZ
CANS

2

White, Yehow, Chocolate, Spice

CHOCOLATE

2

2

CANS

Best Quality

Orange Juice

Cloverdale
Big Value

Cantaloupe
A Honey Dew

Green Beans

35c

I O’.4 oi

Orange Juice

Melon Balls

12 oi
CAN

I IB
PKGS

to Plant

» FROZEN FOODS

12 n 4fce»c

CONT

10« "VWC
45-

French Cut

PKGS

Brussels Sprouts

10 oz

Golden Corn

10 oz
PKGS

PKG
Whole Kernel

Mixed Vegetables
Yes, not only more tea in each bag, but you're in for

a treat because we use only top quality PEKOE

Dole Pineapple Juice

and ORANGE PEKOE tea.

Pkg. of
48 Bags

89c

45

"Bite-Size"
Cakes

Beardsley Codfish

GOLDEN ROSE TEA

NEW LOWER PRICES

SALTINES

Now is the Time

EACH

Save Time - Save Money - Save Effort

Armour Corned Beef Hash

Full Ears

...

ARMOUR SHOWER OF VALUES

Armour Chopped Ham

Golden Tender

Grass Seed

Made by New England Craftsman - Strong and Sturdy

Luncheon Meat

Firm, Red Ripe

BOT

Saeny Day

Bellview Brooms

Armour Treet

Andy Boy - Crisp, Pascal

.2 0. 29c

Breath O'Pine

BROOM SALE *

To avoid plaster of Paris get

Celery

Tomatoes

If bubble*

show up, when
hanging wall paper, clamp down
on them with a piece of tissue
paper and warm Iron.

Topped and Washed

27c

rKS 25c

O-Cel-O Sponges

Clorox Bleach

*

15c

Disinfectant & Deodorant

Glass Wax

Wilbert's

QT
BOT

Ammonia

Furniture Polish

O'Cedar

Long Green Spears

Scourinq Pads

Kitchen Wax

Johnson's Jubilee

To remove lipstick from hanklet or napkins, saturate spot
with Pine-Bol right out ol the
bottle. Then wash the article at
you normally do. Presto—the
epot vanishes like magic.

Tender,

Asparagus

Small Size

Furniture Polish

When the comers of a rug
turn up, cut out an L-shaped
piece of cardboard and sew or
glue lt underneath the unruly
comer of the rug.

Glass Cleanei

Windex

Household Cleaner

Liquid Floor Wax

*

Oven Cleaner

Sunny Day

Floor Wax — Save 10c
// you must hang a woolen
garment up to dry, first pin it
ar baste it to a turkish towel,
and kang the towel and all over
Ike line.

*

DOZ

Good Size
Get $3.00 Value Copper Skillet lor $1.00
Certificate on Each Can

39«

Florida - Babijuice

Priced to keep your housecleaning cost down to a minimum.

easier.

If th* fast colors In a garment
aren’t so fast as they might be,
you can make them more fast
by adding a little ordinary vine
gar to the waah water.

*

ORANGES

It’s Spring Housecleaning Time!

DinctWkr
Loa Payne

*

4 for 29c

Florida - Solid

Mortons Pies

Beef, Chicken,
Turkey

Orange Juice

Snow Crop

Orange Juice

Minute Maid

Tuna Pie

Starkist

Downyflake Waffles

49c

2

25c

Tender, Crisp, Delicious!

I LB
CANS

57c

27c
37c

35c

GORTON'S SEAFOODS TASTE BEST
Enjoy scallops at their beet!

French Fried Scallops

9 oz
PKGS

pkgs

JK©

49c

Same Low Self-Service Prices in All Stores in This Vicinity — We Reserve the Right to Limit Quentitiee

It's National Baby Week!
Here’s On* of Baby’s Finest First Foods

POPULAR
MECHANICS

11

Many Doctors Have Recommended Evangeline

41.

W*

EVANGELINE

ONE PIE SPECIAL OFFER!

■

EVAPORATED MILK

BOTH FOR

1 Can One Pie Apples
1

Can

Price

i

CANS
15 OZ

One Pie Blueberries

price

FINAST PIE CRUST

Mueller’s
Macaroni or Spaghetti

£ 22c

CAN

39c
Re
AOC

39«

2 «“$ 27c

Dial Soap
Round the Clock Protection

2

3

39c

3

I4'/j

OZ

CANS

38c

VOLUME 4 NOW ON SALE
VOLUME 1 STILL ONLY 49c

99«

Recommended by Many Doctors for Infant Feeding

Spry

Ivory Soap

SHORTENING

99&% PURE

& 95c

2 claskecs 29c

Ivory Soap
IT FLOATS

AC

O MEDIUM
J CAKES ZJC

Cheer

Ivory Soap
AMERICA’S FAVORITE

f,

4

PERSONAL AO
CAKES

23c
—

Wonderful for Dishes

sp'ka©nt

75c

Get 2 Personal Size Ivory for Ic
With Each Package
a

Dash
Washing Machine Detergent'

39c

i'3«

K©

33

?2”5'S

TSSto^Tkandoy-Soturdoy
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srction of the Pendleton still may
be seen off Chatham Light. where
It broke off dvrln? that great gale
ot 1882.

NORTH ONION

1

A series of revival services arc

being held at the Gospel Fellow
ship Evangelical Association, at
the North Union chapel, every
Sunday at 7.30 p. m. Daylight Sav
ing Time. W. O. Collins of Bruns
wick wiH be the guest speaker
thl9 week. Special music will be
enjoyed. Come and enjoy theso
.services.

BETTER WILDLIFE PROTECTION
WILL BE AUDUBON WEEK THEME
“Better protection for all wild I James Audubon, pioneer artist and
life” is the special objective of ! naturalist, in whose name the
National Audubon Week which will Audubon Societies carry on their
be observed
from April
22 educational work in behalf of
through 28 the National Audubon natural resource conservation.
Society announced this week.
General
theme of National
Programs are being planned by Audubon Week will be “Audubon
many local Audubon Societies and Means Conservation.”
The Na
other conservation organizations. tional Audubon Society and its
Focal point of the observance will more than 300 affiliated organiza
be April 26. which has been tions throughout North America
designated as Audubon Day in will stress during the week the
honor of the birthday of John importance of public understand

,
,
i
!

I
ing of the interrelationships that Junior Clubs in schools, youth
bind together our natural re- groups and summer camps. Near
sourses of soil, water, plants and ly 10.000.GuO boys and girls have
wildlife.
I been enrolled in these clubs since
The National Audubon Society they were first organized in 1910.
has been a pioneer in the develop- The Society has discovered that
ment of what it calls ‘‘ecological many adults who today enjoy na- I
thinking”. In its Audubon Camps ture hobbies and vocations, de
in Maine. Connecticut. California veloped their interest in the out
and Wisconsin the Society has of-tloors while members of Audutrained more than 7.000 adult lead bm Junior Clubs.
ers in the techniques of present
The National Audubon Society
ing nature and conservation sub noted that Audubon Week will oc
jects to young people.
cur during the height of the spring
Other participants in the Audu bird migration and that some
bon Week observAce will be the communities are planning to dedi
members of some 8.000 Audubon cate the land within their limits

as bird sanctuaries during that against predatory species are
EAST LIBERTY
rapidly losing favor. It cited the
Mr. and Mrs. Burton A. EhaG
Virtually all birds and many “Coyotes Protected” signs erec
mammals are now protected by ted by Colorado ranchers plagued man attended the funeral of hie
either federal or state laws, the with rodents, and the recent ac ’ister. Mrs. Ida Eastman Averill
Society pointed out. It stated that tion of several states in passing I! at Winthrop. Saturday afternoon.
the public is gradually coming to laws to protect all species of owls
' Capt. Fleetwood Pride. Jr., wife
understand that there are no and hawks.
I and three children of Bedford,
“harmful” kinds of w’ildlife. and
National Audubon Week, the So
that each has its function in the ciety concluded, is dedicated O ! Mass., -were weekend visitors of
wildlife community. The Society reminding Americans that our his aunt, Ida McLain.
agreed that individual birds and great heritage of wildlife is in
Mrs. Ruth Ladd visited the part
mammal may have to be controlled need of better public understand week with her daughter, Mrs.
on occasion because of damage to ing and protection, as well as Thomas Brinker, at Danvers,
man’s interests, but observed that fuller recognition of its depend Mass.
Her nieces. Janice and
the payment of bounties and other ence upon our other renewable na Pauline Colby of Belfast stayed
indiscriminate control campaigns tural resources.
at her home during her absence.

week.

OPEN EVERY FRIDAY
Til 9 P. M.

Big Supply

approvco

e»

Notional Association

of food Chains

These are not "specials,” but everyday low First National

It pays to check every item on your food list and

prices.

Now, thanks to an especially big supply, we are able to bring you beef at

make sure you get low prices like these.

prices so attractive that you can afford to serve it just as often as you like.
Tabby - A Treat for Cals

Choice - Top or Bottom Round

CAT FOOD

Heavy Western Steer Beef

39c

15 oz
CANS

Robin Hood - All Purpose Family

*2.09

FLOUR

CHOICE - Face Rump - Heavy Western Steer Beef

Borden's - Pimento, Pineapple etc.

Boneless

» 45c

SPREADS

CHOICE

*

For Oven or Pot Roast

Finast - Thin or Creamy

lb. 55c

8 oz
BOT

18c

I LB II oz
CANS

39c

DRESSING

CHOICE - 7" CUT

Finast - Fancy Eastern

Heavy Western Steer Beef

SAUERKRAUT 2
Miller's - Kosher Style

Steaks

Choice - Top Round
Heavy Steer Beef

Ch,c,<ens

Hamburg '
Beef Liver

**S <”• BROILERS

JAR

Mild and Mellow

RICHMOND

"

BAG

77c

I LB
BAG

89c

BAG

95c

I LB

COFFEE

Rich Full Bodied

KYBO COFFEE

Nutritious, Economical

Exlia Rich

Lamb Fores
Bacon

QI 39c

DILL GHERKINS

Regular o’ Drip Grind

COPLEY COFFEE

Boned and Rolled
it Desired

Coffee - 2 oz. Jar 49c

COPLEY INSTANT

VEAL LEOS

Finast - Lean, Sugar Cured

*1.29

Save 7c

Betty Crocker

BISQUICK

Tender, Milk Fed

___

5a?

’«&" 36c

Young,

Sea Qo-ad Valued,

Big Economy Size

CHEF SPAGHETTI •« 29c

Swordfish

Haddock Fillets
II 33c

Facial Tissue

____

VANITY FAIR 2 B^s 47c

Fresh - All Clear Meat

Finast - Made from Red Ripe Tomatoes

KETCHUP
’c’an

Cloverdale Tuna

Donut Special!

Chicken of the Sea
Solid Pack light Meat

Tuna

Nabisco

JOAN CAROL

Old Fashioned or Chocolate

PKG
ot 12

SWANSON

PKG

ol 6

Apple Pie Special!

FROZEN
Frozen

4 PKGS
MGS 95c

Frozen

4 ,V6's 95c

Cut-Up Fryers

59c

Drumsticks

85c

White Bread

Betty

Alden

LI 2 oi
LOAF

NATIONAL

Dreft

Thighs

PKG

Chicken, Beet
Turkey

Dishes Shine without Wiping

LGE
PKG

31c

SAFER for Colors!

LSE <5
O |
PKG olc

•

GIANT -j I.

pkg

74c

Ivory Snow

Leaves Clothes Softer;

IVORY MILD

Smoother

LGE
PKG

1

STORES

Ivory Flakes

Duz

LGE
PKG

c,n

I LBI rn
CANS

25c

BiG

ROLLS

55c

Fiom Nearby Farms

EGGS
Finast Froze i

BROOKSIDE

59c

ls5T

AU Haddock
6 oz

PKGS

95c

75c

Same Low Sell-Service Prices in All Stores in Ibis Vicinity - We Reserve the Right to Limit Quantities

Dupont

Friend’s
BAKED BEANS

SPONGES
5c Sale

32c . e^r 77c

Grade A

FISH STICKS

I LI

2

SCOT TOWELS 1

»I.I9

Breasts

TV Dinners

FIRST

8 ot
PKGS

Best Bread Buy

15c

2 oz
CAN

Hand* to have in the Kitchen

L°an 51c

Chicken a la King
Delicious - Made with Native Apples EA

4

1 PT

TOMATO JUICE
SWEET PEAS

POULTRY

Turkey Pie

Froien

Made from Luscious R?d Ripe Tomatoes

Somerville Mixed Sizes

Chicken Pie

Beef Pie

Llt0’l9c
100% Whole Wheat Bread ' LOAF

CELLO

39c

8 oz
Shredded Cocoanut
CELLO
Get Food Seasoning Guide
Order Blanks in All
toies

JOAN CAROL

lb. 2 ez Lost ,7c

8^4 QJ

Libby

Durlcee

Plain, Sugar or Cinnamon

Betty A'den - Wholesome <Sr Nutritious - I

CA°i 39c

Devil Food Squares

39c

2

I9c

Poo or
Rod Kidney

2

39c

2 Tz® 28c

2 sa;u 29c •

33c

Sunshine

Wise

HI-HO CRACKERS

POTATO CHIPS

I LB
PKG

33c

BAG 39c

THS Council Provides Bicycle Rack

Govt. Houses At
Kittery To Be Sold
group of 175 wood

A

nearly

founded

300

years ago, will soon revert to the

home

ownership

The

status.

houses w’ill be sold with the lots

upon which they are located at
prices of $3450 to

$3550 for the

single-family type, and $5250 to

$5550 for the two-family type, with
preference to the current occu

pants and veterans, according to
an announcement tod-ay by Her
man D. Hillman Regional Direc
tor of the Public Housing Admin
istration.
Originally built during World
War n to house the families of
Navy Yard workers at the Ports
mouth base, the houses have been
fully occupied from the time they
were built. All of frame con
struction with shingled exteriors
in the Cape Cod style, the onefamily houses have gable roofs,
and the two-family structures
have pitched roofs. Each unit is
of four-room size, with livingroom. kitchen, two bedrooms, and
bathroom, equipped with electric
stove in the kitchen, and oil fur
nace for heating and hot water.
The development is part of what
the federal government originally
built as Admiralty Village to shel
ter Navy Yard personnel, part of
which is still retained by the
Na vy.
The houses, to be sold with the
lots upon which they are situated
are being offered for sale “at cur
rent market value” on the follow
ing priority basis, according to
Mr. Hillman: first to occupants
who are veterans; second to nonveteran occupants; third to vet
erans who are not occupants; and
fourth to other purchasers. The
PHA Regional Director pointed

Make

i
1
•

►*hoto nv Me

The presentation of a bicycle rack to bicycle riders of the Thomaston High and Elementary schools
was made by the hi«h school student council recently after the council voted purchase of the rack from
the proceeds of several class projects held this winter. Above, three bike owners make use of the rack i
while council officers look on. From the left are: eighth grade pupils James Fitts, James Smith and
Thomas Littlefield; Peter Melgard, council vice president; and Mike Brooks, president. The rack was
purchased at a cost of $55. The council treasury was boosted by magazine sales and several athletic
games supported and participated in by the entire student body. Other council members are: Priscilla
Ring, secretary; Marilyn Reynolds, treasurer; and Dave Stone, Paul Barnes, Connie Keyes, John Minot,
James Sevon, Ann ( hick, Joan Monroe, Melinda Mills and George Elliot.

out that where two tenants with
equal preference occupied the
same house, lots will be drawn for
preference, the loser having a
priority on other houses in the
development left unsold.
Purchasers are invited to ad
dress inquiries for further infor
mation to the salesmen or to Her
man D. Hillman New' York Re
gional Office, 346 Broadway. Now
York. 13 N Y

Special Emphasis
This Week On

Army Reserves
This

over

is
the

Army

whole

Week

Reserve
nation.

Every

where people are being impressed
with the fact that a strong, well
organized reserve is the only sub
stitute for a very larg'e standing
Army during this period of inter
Sometimes a politician starts out national tension. An effective Re
in columns and comes back in serve of citizen-soldiers is also far
less expensive for the nation to
short paragraghs.

Every Meal

Taste Better . ..

Serve It With

HOLSUM

Mothers, balance al, your meals with one of the

most perfect foods.

A food that every member of the

family needs daily for a well-balanced diet.
Mothers, be careful in your selection of Bread.

BE

SURE WITH HOLSUM.

Baked by the

JOHN J. NISSEN BAKING CO.
BAKERS OF MAINE'S TWO FAVORITE
LOAVES OF BREAD
HOLSUM and OLD HOME

Vitamins Couldn't

Taste Nicer
1M-Th-W

ll

■
■

Director of New

annual

maintain, a fact which our fore
fathers recognized and practiced
in the early history of this coun
try when every man was prepared
on a moment’s notice to pick up
his rifle and defend his home and
community.
To further this same concept,
the Congress passed the Reserve
Act of 1955. which, among other
provisions, makes it possible for
young men 17 to 18’/fc years old to
enlist in the Army Reserve for a
period of eight years on a* draft
free basis. Upon enlistment, the
young man attends weekly train
ing assemblies with his local unit
until he finishes High School, then
he will go to a special Army train
ing center for six months train
ing. after which he will return
home and continue with his local
unit for the remaining period of
his obligation.
This program was designed to
provide a minimum of disruption
to a young m&n5s life, and at the
same time provide the nation with
a well trained reserve. There are
special provisions i n this act
for
young
men
who
wash
to get technical training and fur
ther education without upsetting
or delaying their program.
Another feature of the Reserve
Act of 1955 makes it possible for
returning veterans to complete
their obligation by serving just
one year in the Active Reserve
after which they may be trans
ferred to the Standby Reserve.
There ar emany questions and
additional facts which young men
and parents have in connection
with this program which will be
explained by contacting Rex Gar
rett. 42 Masonic street. Rockland,
w'ho is commanding Officer of the
local Army Reserve unit
This
unit has training assemblies ea.ch
Thursday evening at 7.30 at the
Rockland City Building. Interest
ed young men and their parents
are invited to attend any of these
training assemblies.

conclave

of the

National Group

Fellows Associa

tion an organization that includes
Himbers of the Independent Or
der of Odd Fellows of the six New
England States, the Maritime
Provinces and the Province of
Quebec, will be held in the Boston
Arena. Boston. June 29 and 30,
Mis. Rjth S. Gage president, an
nounced today.
The Conclave opens with a ban
quet scheduled for 6.30 p. m., June
29 to the Arena. Members of the
banquet ticket committee from
Maine is Maude Getchell 12 Hari is street. Brewer.
Attendance at the banquet is
limited to 1700.
Reservations
must be made in advance. Fol
lowing the banquet an entertain
ment program is planned.
Second session of the Conclave
is scheduled for 9.30 a. m. June
30 when the grand officers from
the eight jurisdictions will pre
sent their programs. Following
luncheon the Conclave will re-assemble at 2 ,p. m. to hear several
nationally known officials of Odd
Fellowship. They will include H
Sanders Anglea sovereign Grand
Master from Tennessee. Margaret
Watts.
president. International
Association Rebekah Assemblies,
from Idaho; William Soper. Jr..
General Commanding from Vir
ginia and Lady A. Naomi Cooper,
president. International Associa
tion Ladies’ Auxiliaries, Patri
arch Militant from the District of
Columbia, Washington. D. C. A
drill pageant, composed of teams
from the northeast will be pre
sented at 7 p. m.

Leonard II. Goldenson

Leona id H. Goldenson. president
of American Broadcasting-Para
mount Theatres. Inc., was named
a director of Marshall Field
Awards, Inc., a new non-profit or
ganization set up for the purpose
of recognizing and rewarding
fundamental and imaginative contiibutions to the well-being of chil
dren.
Annual national awards will be
made to individuals, organizations
and communities in the field of
education, physical and mental
development, social welfare and
communications.
Mr. Goldenson. a leader in the
entertainment and communica
tions fl<-ld. has also been active in
work with children through his as
sociation with United Cerebral
Palsy, of which he was a co
founder, past president and pres
ent board chairman.
The Knox Theatre in Rockland
is one of the Paramount chain of
theatres.

chant in Bath Saturday.
Butch and Ricky Sproul of Bre
Mr. and Mrs. Reuben McCourt
men visited their great grand
and Mrs. Lena Kaler of Somer
mother, Mrs. Bessie Creamer, last
ville. Mass, spent the weekend at
week.
their home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Standish
A fair exchange is no robbery—
visited Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mer- but who wants a fair trade.

WEST WALDOBORO

the Internal Revenue Service. 55
Plan for the future by taking a
Tremont Street. Boston 8. Mass. firm grip on the present.

a genuine

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Poland
were in Bath last Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thomas and
thiee children of Saco and Robert
Stover of the Village were Sun
day guests of Mr. and Mrs. Stan
ley Waltz and Fannie Waltz.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Genthner
have purchased the late Fred
Kaler house.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah
were guests Saturday evening of
Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Plummer in
Sheepscot.
Miss Lois Genthner entertained
at a party last Friday evening.

DUTCH NECK
Mrs. Merton Benner. Mrs. Aus
tin Wallace and Miss Ada Win
chenbaugh attended the Lincoln
County WCTU Convention at Coop
ers Mills last Wednesday.
On Friday evening. Mrs. Rob
ert Plummer entertained the
Dutch Neck WCTU at the parson
age in the village. The meeting
w’as conducted by the president.
Mrs. Merton A, Benner.
Mrs.
Plummer served refreshments aft
er the meeting and a social hour
was enjoyed.
Misses Carmen and Betty Davis

Miss Carmen Davis was an
overnight guest of Miss Carol
Bragg at Orffs Corner last Thurs
day evening.
Miss Rita Wotton has returned
to her home after going to Wash
ington, D. C.. and New York City
with the senior class on the class
trip.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Turner of
Portland were Wednesday guests
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Mer
ton Benner.
Several from here were in New
castle on Sunday afternoon to at
tend the Confirmation Service at
which Bishop Loring presided.
Carmen and Betty Davis of this
place were confirmed at this serv
ice which was held at St. An
drew’s Episcopal Church.
J. W. Vanderpool and Peter
Vanderpool of Lewiston were at
their home here on Monday.
Bedfield Miller of Lawry was a
Sunday afternoon guest at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
Miller.
Miss Ada M. Winchenbaugh and
Mrs. Merton Benner attended the
service at the First Baptist Church
on Sunday morning when the Odd
Fellows and Rebekahs attended in
a body.

LOANS

>25, *50, *100 ?.p *1200

MONEY IN 1 DAY

Ok "Zfovt "tyamc Otdtf

Choose your own way to re
pay ... Take up to 24 months.
"Lilt insurance it no aMitionaI cost throofh the
John Hancock Mutual tile Insuranca Conwy."

•r ether plant

PUBLIC LOAN

CORPORATION
OF ROCKLAND

Phon.:1720

359 Main Street

$

TodaysBig Special
at a price that
will open,your
ft?:.

%

i!
I
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S
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Treasury Dept.
Establishing List
An examination for the position
ol U. S. Treasury Department en
forcement agent was announced
today. Successful applicants will
be placed on a list which will be
made available to the alcohol and
tobacco tax division of the Inter
nal Revenue Service, the U. S.
Secret Service, and the Bureau of
Narcotics.
Salary is $4525 per
year.
To qualify. applicants must
have had responsible experience
in criminal investigations or in
the field of pharmacy. Education
in law or in related field may be
accepted in part in lieu of experi
ence.
Applicants desiring information
relative to this examination may
obtain same at the post offices
in their vicinity or by contacting
the Executicc Secretary, Board of
U. S. Civil Service Examiners, for

f you’re in the market for a real buy, take

I

a

The extra .satisfaction of commanding Btiiek’s
walloping new 322-cubic-incb V8 engine —

good look at this one.

It’s a 1956 Buick Special—which means, of

course it’s a big car.

I
The extra joy and comfort of Buick’s new buoy

Buick’s extra solidity of structure—

It tells you this big Buick Special can be yours

for only a few dollars more than the price of the
well-known smaller cars—for even less than .some

models of those very same cars. (And the price
we’ll show you proves how true that is.)

The extra thrill that comes from the world’s most

modern transmission. For, at your option, you
can also bas e the new double-action take-off and the extra gas-saving mileage — of Buick’s

advanced new Variable Pitch Dynaflow.t

The gospel truth is—this brawny new beauty is

the biggest bundle of high style and hot perform
ance ever offered in Buick’s lowest-priced Series.

Even that, though, doesn’t completely explain
why Buick outsells every ear in America except

Those are some of the things we’d like you to

let the car itself—and that low price tag-do the

talking. Will you come in —real soon —this week
maybe?

the two well-known smaller ones.

To understand the big reason, you’ve got to know

f.Vcw Advanced Variable Pitch Dynaflow la the only

something about how much pure automobile you

Dynafluu Buick builda today. It ia at anddrd on Roadmaatrr
Si/prr and Century—optional at ttiodcat extra coat on the
Special.

CROSLEY

.

« IACKII GlEAiOH
ON TV

WITH ALL THESE FEATURES

•
|

10 lb Frozen Storage Drawer

• A Full 7 cubic foot Refrigerator

• AT A NEW 1OW

• The famous Shelvador Deep Door

MICE-4-Sm.m

«■ y.ur

mw luitk wNk HIGIDAItt

CONOIZIONIN6 —— WHEN

BETTER AUTOMORIliS ARE RUUT BUICK WIU RUUD THEM

. . . keeps bottles, jars, eggs right al hand
• Two

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

C. W. HOPKINS & SON, INC.

Pop Out'' Ice Cube Troys
112-444 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 721

-VOI B < BOSLEY - BEN'IHX DEALER’

47-Th-74

712 MAIN STREET

I

know, firsthand, about the 1956 Buick. And we’ll

SHELVADOR REFRIGERATOR
• Full width 28 lb. Freezer Chest

*

ant ride. Buick’s matchless new handling case,

But look again at the price news it carries.

get lor your money in a 1956 Buick -

Sr *

RAedel SO 7

Boston Conclave

attended St. Luke’s Cathedral in
Portland last Sunday afternoon
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Krah and w’hen a special service was held
two daughters were in Bath last to present the Lenten Mite Boxes.
Friday evening.
Mrs. Parker Simmonds spent
Mrs. Jennie Fowler returned several days last week in Boston.
home Saturday after spending the She was accompanied home by
winter with her son and daughter- her husband's mother, Mrs. Percy
in-law Mr. and Mrs. Willard Simmonds. who spent a day at
Fowler in Miami Springs, Fla.
the Simmonds. Mr. Simmonds had
Wally Smith of Waterville spent been spending several days here
last week with his grandparents, and they returned to their home
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Winchenbach. in Weston. Mass., on Sunday.

WEST WALDOBORO

For Agent Jobs

PORTLAND, MAINE

j

Goldenson

Northeast Odd

southernmost

Maine’s

Kittery,

I.O.O.F. To Hold
First

frame

houses located in the village of
settlement
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H. H. CRIE and CO.

TEL.
205

328 MAIN STREET

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL.
206

FREE DELIVERY
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ELJER - 42 Inch SINK
AND CABINET

Mb

I
I
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I
HORIZONTAL
1-Noxious vapor
5--Dutch colonist
(South Africa)
9-Be indignant at
11-Waited upon
13- Corroded
14— Sailor
16- Universal light
17- Corn-spike
18- Pronoun
19- Performed
21-Jumbled type
22- Prohibit
25- A beverage
26- Wool-bearing animal
29- Length measure
30- Listens
32- Terminate
33- Trunk of a tree
35-Small pastry
37- Persist
38- Pierce
39- Mo:stens
41- An insect
42- Appears
45-Atom bearing an
electric charge
47—Long grass stem#

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
49- Man’s name
50- Splendor
52- King of Bashan
53- Pitching
56- ltalian river
57- To grow old
59- An insect
60- Canine
61- Old English measure
62- Reply sharply
64-Staggered
66- Native of Denmark
67- Restrains
VERTICAL
1- To chain
2- Employ
3- Myself
4- Penetrate
5-Twists
6- Conjunction
7- Evening (Poet.)
8- Harvested
9- lnvade suddenly
10- Cure hides
11- To petition
12- Fall in drops
15-Grade
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LOUDVILLE
Mrs. Ehvin Clifford and son
Paul have returned to their home
at South Portland.
Mrs. Fannie Wilson. Donald and
Ernest Wilson, Mrs.
Malcom
Church and Mrs. Vera Powell, all
of Port Clyde; Millard Robinson
and Mrs. Nellie Poland of Round
Pond; Mrs. Lottie Morton of New
Harbor were here on April 15 to

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE
ESTATE OF

Ml LOR El) M. HAVENER
County of Knox. ss.
April 17. 1956
We. the undersigned. having
been duly appointed by the Hon
orable Harry E. Wilbur, Judge of
Probate within and for said Coun
ty, Commissioners to receive and
decide upon the claims of the
creditors of the estate of Mildred
M. Havener, late of Rcx-kland in
said County, deceased.
whose
estate has been represented in
solvent, hereby give public notice
agreeably to the order of the said
Judge or Probate, that six months
from
and after March 20.
1956,
have been allowed to said Credit
ors to present and prove their
claims and that we will attend to
the duly assigned us on TUES
DAY. MAY 8. 1956 and WEDNES
DAY. SEl’TEMBER 19 1956. at
the Probate Court Room, Knox
Counlv Court House, Union Str. ot,
Rockland, Maine, at two of the
clock in the afternoon of each of
said days.
ALFRED M. STROUT,
GALEN P. LaGASSEY
47-Th-53
STATE OF MAINE
Office of Secretary of State

Augusta. April 3. 1956
Notice is hereby given that a
Petition for the Pardon or com
mutation of sentence of ANSEL
GREEN a convict in the Maine
State Prison under sentence for
the crime of Larceny is now pend
ing before the Governor and
Council, and a hearing thereon
will be granted in the Council
Chamber at Augusta, on Thurs
day the third day of May 1956,
at ten o’clock A. M.
HAROLD I GOSS,
Secretary of State.
44-Th-5O

VERTICAL (Cont.)
16-Chief actor
20-Perpetual
23- Pop up and down
24- Accepted as one's
own
27- Dissenter
28- Entomology (abbr.)
30- Medicinal plants
31- Boils slowly
34—Grassy meadow
36-Metric land measure
38-Look
40- The sun
41- Beseeched
43-The Orient
44— Young girl
46- City in Italy
47- Howl
48- Gaze fixedly
50- lncited
51- Narrated
54— A province of
Canada (abbr.)
55- Used in neqation
58-Greek letter
61-Shade tree
63-Upon
65-Each (abbr.)

,k
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ENAMELED FORMED STEEL - ACID RESISTING
NO - DOWN
DEPOSIT

MONTHLY

SAVING FEATURES"
• ONE-PIECE STEEL ACID RESISTING PORCELAIN TOP

PAYMENTS
I

ARRANGED

• HEAVY DUTY BRASS CHROME-PLATED SWING FAUCET

• HEAVY DUTY BASKET STRAINER
• STURDY STEEL ROOMY UNDERCABINET

ELJER - 42 Inch SINK
& CABINET.™ 1 DRAWER

i

•
k
k

k

'1
attend the funeral services of
Mrs. Orel Teel.
Clyde Poland of Round Pond
was the guest of his grandparents
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gifford, a
few days last week.
Patricia Gifford and her guest, i
Sandra Smith of Woolwich, have
returned to their school duties at
Morse High School at Bath.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Bachclder
and children Linda and David of
Lexington. Mass., spent the week ft
end at their summer home here. I
A surprise birthday party for
Frank Elwell was held at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Murphy on Saturday evening. I
April 21.
Mrs. Helen Poland has returned
to Alexandria. Va., after a shon
i
visit at her home here.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Prior and
John were guests Sunday of Mrs.
John W. Anderson and the J. R.
Andersons at Glen Cove.

DESIGNED by LEADING EXPERTS

$79,95

GREATER STRENGTH ~ MOISTURE RESISTANCE
WILL NOT ROT - WILL NOT WARP - GREATER STRENGTH

COMPLETE WITH FAUCET & BASKET STRAINER
High Bake Enamel Cabinet Wipes Clean with Damp Cloth

ELJER - 54 Inch SINK
AND CABINET
MONTHLY PAYMENTS

NORTH SEARSMONT

ARRANGED"

Recent callers at the home of
Milton Blake were Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Blake of Unity, Mrs.
Charles Berry of Thorndike. Earle
Marriner. Camden. Mr. and Mrs.
Norman Cross of Boston and Miss
Phoebe Cross of Belfast.
Mrs. El den Maddocks was a pa
tient at. Knox Hospital for a few
days this last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Fuller of
Union visited his mother, Mrs.
Agnes Fuller on Saturday.
Miss Gladys Gove has been
spending a week with Richard
Merriam and family.
Miss Christine Norwood of Win
chester. Mass., has been a guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Elden Maddocks.

• MORE WORK SURFACE
• MORE STORAGE SPACE
• ACID RESISTING TITANIUM FINISH. HEAVY
GAUGE STEEL.
• HEAVY DUTY CHROME SWING FAUCETS
• HEAVY DUTY BASKET STRAINER

*99.95

ELJER - 66 Inch
SINK
CABINET
and

EAST FRIENDSHIP
Mrs. Roy Vose and the three B’s
Betty. Beverly and Brenda of
Pleasant Point, visited her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Morton and
Mr. and Mrs. B B. Jameson were
callers Sunday evening at A. G.
Jameson's.
Mrs. Luther Lee is ill.
Mrs. Frank Miller who was at
Knox
Hospital.
has
returned
home.
Miss Norman Davis was home
from Waldoboro a few days last
week.
Elaine Pitcher spent the week
end with her grandmother, Mrs.
Edith Pitcher at Back Cove.

POULTRY
1

*69.95

"DECKED OUT IN WORK

I

*119.95
EASY MONTHLY
• THIS BEATIFUL SINK IS ACID RESISTING.
THE TITANIUM PORCELAIN ENAMEL WILL
PAYMENTS ARRANGED
LAST A LIFETIME.
• WORK AREA IS 634 SO. INCHES AND IS FLAT AND SMOOTH.
• HEAVY DUTY CHROME PLATED SWING FAUCET. BASKET STRAINER, BRASS CHROME
PLATED. CABINET HAS 2 DRAWERS - 4 DOORS - 2 SOLID SHELVES WITH CUTLERY
DIVIDER IN TOP DRAWER. RIGID WELDED CONSTRUCTION.

ATTENTION POULTRYMEN

LIVE

"HERE IS AN EXCITING VALUE"

ELJER - 32 Inch I mush£b STAINLESS
TWIN SINKS f STEEL . ..........ns

WANTED

PLEASE CAU CHARUE SHANE

Rockland Poultry Co., Inc.
ROCKLAND 1396 or 1360

We Are Also Looking for

Poultry Raisers

3Vi" LEDGE FOR FAUCET
MOUNTING.

DOUBLE BASINS FOR
SPEEDIER DISHWASHING.

Smail or Large. Terms To Meet Your Approval.
CALL NOW FOR FUU INFORMATION

32" x 21" WITH LEDGE
AN OUTSTANDING VALUE

ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
I

$24.

95
BARE

HIGH GLOSS FINISH OF WHITE ACID RESISTING ENAMEL
£33332333338332332

*52.

95
BARE

CAN NOT CHIP OR RUST

NO DOWN
PAYMENT

MONTHLY
TERMS
MeeeeeeM

TaMday-Thuriday-Sotutday
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When in the Farnsworth Art principle of infringement of reHuseum a few days ago Mr. Had- ligious liberty.
Casa Materna was nearly de
lock, the director, showed me an
Italian tea cloth, gift of Mrs. stroyed in the war and terrible
Efrem
Zimbalist.
which
is suffering was inflicted on the
to be put on display this week— children. Located near an import
ant! be sure to see it.
ant railway, it was hit by British
The tea cloth, about two feet bombs in 1942. American bombs in
square, is fashioned of the finest t(M3, and German bombs in 1944.
white linen, net and lace, with the The children were evacuated to a
most exquisite
embroidery on it village near Salerno; they sufthat I have ever seen—it is almost fered terribly from hunger, some
incredible that such embroidery ' could not talk, many could not
could be done.
The embroidery | play, and several were in a severe
depicts scenes from the Opera I nervous condition. But over the
“Faust”—the duel scene between I years matters became more adFaust and Valentine; Marguerite lusted, and today the wonderful
in Church; Marguerite in Prison; work with these Italian orphans
and the garden scene. In small marches on.
It is interesting to know how the
Insets, much like medallions ap
pear individual figures—Mephisto- choir started. It has one night
pheles, Faust. Marguerite, Mar back in 195.1 when Joel Warner,
tha. and in yet smaller in-sets are i young American volunteer social
angels, cherubs. Woven through worker at Casa Materna, sat in
out are garlands, and around the he courtyard with a group of
entire cloth is a beautiful hand boys. They asked about Amerian music and he -ang some of
made lace about three inches in
width. It is not an easy matter .lie favorite s ings. They in turn
to describe this tea cloth—one has tang their Neapolitan songs for
to see it to realize its full beauty. him. One boy had an unusual
Be sure to see lt ar.d take time zoiec and Joel asked him to sing
to examine it and get the full im done, which he did. but shyly.
Thought Joel: “There must be
pact of its loveliness.
• • •
thers here who can sing, too.” so
Among interesting people I met Joel sought out the singers and
last summer was Miss Lena Ware, jegaii to train them as a choir,
who was vacationing in Boothbay .’hey were soon singing at chapel
Harbor. While I don't know what
erviees—four voice, a cappella.
her official title and position are, ?he reputation of the group spread
I do know that she has some con hrough Naples, and in December
nection with The Casa Materna .he children were invited to sing
A Cappella Children's Choir, of it the American Officers’ Wives
Portici, Naples.
This group of dub. In three days Joel taught
small singers is from the Casa them four familiar Christmas
Materna an orphanage founded carols in English, nnd the officers'
by Riccardo Santi, a Methodist wives kept them singing for two
pastor in Naples. The orphanage hours. On Dec. 26 they sang at
was established after World War he Swiss Church in Naples. For
I, American Methodists purchas nine months they worked daily un
ing a residence on the Bay of der Joel's direction and by fall
Naples. At that time it expanded were ready for their first tour
to include 100 resident orphans abroad. They set out in the school
and a hundred additional day pu bus and in five weeks presented
pils in the orphanage school.
40 concerts in churches, hospitals
A decree in 1938 from Musso halls, schools etc.
Everywhere
lini's
government closed the they were greeted enthusiastically,
school because it is Protestant. crowds gathering to hear them.
Fabio Santi. the lawyer son of The children returned from this
Riccardo. fought the case but the tour with $5000 from free-will
school was closed.
However, offerings.
Fabio secured a decision to post
Joel returned to the United
pone the final ruling until the end States in January 1965, to con
of the war. The legal status of tinue his work for Casa Materna
both school and orphanage was , in his native country, and Albin
finally affirmed when a Lutheran Dragoner, a composer and a forchaplain carried the ease to the I mer conductor from Yugoslavia
Allied Council in London on the became the director of the choir

He took the children on a second
tour of Northern Italy, Austria
and Switzerland, and their first
triumphs were repeated.
Then a tour of the United States
was brought up. That seemed a
stupendous undertaking—to bring
25 children 4C0U miles across th*
world to a strange vast • country,
with no fund sto support such a
venture. But the dream came to
life, through the zeal and confi
dence expressed by Fabio Santi,
and this early spring found the
children here.
And charming
every audience before which they
appeal ed.
I had a personal report from a
Hartford friend., who added to her
own enthusiastic response a clip
ping from the Hartford Courant
reporting on the concert given in
the Congregational Church on
Asylum Hill. Quoting from the
clipping:
' The youngsters, both boys and
girls, range from nine to 19 years
old. and one and all sing with not
able strength and resonance. The
outstanding characteristic, per
haps, of the choir is a healthy, di
rect well-disciplined manner of
song and approach to music.
There have been choirs here that
have sung more fancifully, but for
neat, unaffected nicely trained
work, the Casa Materna Choir can
hold its own with them all. There
is a great deal more natural bel
canto here than among some of
the children’s choirs where the
music-making is overly studied
and precocious.
“Last evening’s program includ
ed classical material from Beet
hoven, Palestrina and Schubert,
bits of operatic and choral writ
ing, lighter contemporary song,
and Italian folk music. It was all
done with surenesa, clarity, and
pleasant, simple effect. The rapge
of voices is wide and full, the tone
warm and vital.”
Eight thousand children have
been cared for at the Casa Ma
terna Orphanage since its estab
lishment. The founder, Rev. Ric
cardo Santi. began his noteworthy
work with two homeless waifs,
taking them home to share his
children’s food and beds. Pastor
Santi is now 84 years old, his wife
who has been devoted to the chil
dren as mother teacher, adminis
trator and friend is 76. Their
children now direct the orphan
age—Fabio, a lawyer; Teofilo, a
doctor; Emanuele, a Methodist
minister, and daughter Lujsa,
teacher. The greater part of the
children in the orphanage are re
sults of the wars and to read of
them spells tragedy—«treet wan
derers, poverty stricken, no shel
ter or food, etc.
The group is in this country

RUBBER STAMPS
Owned and Operated by
THE RINES CO.
Bangor

ANY SIZE
On Order at

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

until June 26. making their final
appearances in New Jersey and
New York. The tour has taken
them
far across the country as
I:»wa, Minnesota. Nebraska, Kan
sas, Oklahoma Wisconsin, In
diana, and so on.
« * a

vous breakdown. And no winder—
for McKechnie counted $14,000—
all undeclared in tax reports to
the government.
This “financial doctor” got the
I matter straightened out with the
government, but did more than
I that. He talked to the man about
cheating on God and showed him
from his pocket Testament how
the cleansing power of Christ
I could erase the old record and
I give him a new, clean, everlast
ing life; “Therefore if any man
be in Christ, he is a new creature:
old things are passed away; be
hold. all things are become new”
(H Corinthians 5:17).
McKechnie
has
experienced
I many other incidents similar to
this one. Wherever he goes, this
accounting executive grasps every
opportunity to point others to his
Savior.
Active in Ottawa’s Youth For
ing as I surrendered my heart to
Christ organization, the Christian
the Lord!” Today he regards that
Business Men’s Committee, Otta
decision as the most important
wa’s Union Mission for homeless
one in his life. It not only pre
men, as w’cll as teacher of the
pared him for Eternity, but it has
Young Men’s Bible Class in his
given him the sense of security
home church, this certfled public
and guidance one needs for this
accountant knows where he is
life.
going.
McKechnie is not one to pry into

possibility he may ‘‘job’’ Lun Tha
THEY KNOW WHERE
in summer stock companies and
says “no concert this year.” Phil Ry REV. EDWARD T. BARRAM
enjoyed his toui ing with the fa
OF THE
mous chanteuse, Edith Piaf. Piaf
FIRkT BAPTIST CHI R< H
finally closed her tour in Mexico,
and after a stint in Rio will re
These men wlin represent a
turn to Paris.
variety of professions have one
•
•
•
Thomas Richner. an authority
thing in common: in a world of
It has been announced that 12- madness they “know where they
on Mozart will be piano soloist
with the Colby Community Sym year-old James Keene. Damari are going.”
At no period in the history of the
phony Orchestra Sunday evening. scotta violinist, will attend the world did mail surround himself
April 29. The concert, under the Berkley Summer Music School, with more luxury, comforts and
direction of Ermanno Comparet- North Bridgton, as a scholarship conveniences; but at no other time
ti. will be in the Women’s Union pupil of Harold Berkley. Already was the future of civilization un
der greater threat of extinction—
at 8 p. m.
James has been hailed as a vio- ihu,s is the ingenuity of man.
Mr. Richner. author of the book in prodigy wherever he has ap
The men whose testimonies fol
“Orientation
for
Interpreting peared. He has studied the violin low have achieved much in this
present life. But what is vastly
Mozart’s Piano Sonatas,” is on the the past six yars with Ernest
more important, in this darkeumg
faculty at Columbia University Lippmann of North Edgecomb. He world in which we live, they have
Teachers’ College and at the Juil- will be soloist with the Olney committeed their souls into the
liard School of Music. In honor Symphony of Philadelphia next hands of God.
of the 200th anniversary of the
famed composer's birth. Mr. Rich
ner will play Mozart’s Concerto
in D minor.
Mr.
Richner
is
presenting
Mozart programs in and around
New York and is receiving high
acclaim. It is of interest to know
that Mr. Richner and William
Harms are close friends, and Wil
liam went over to Colby last sum
mer to hear the pianist, who was
being presented in recital.
We are delighted to know' that
Phil Wentworth has got
the
‘‘break’’ he has been working for.
He surely deserves it as he has
spared no effort in study audi
tions. experience no matter how
unimportant, and work The City
Center Light Opera Company is
reviving * The King and I.” ‘ Kiss
Me, Kate” and “Carmen Jones”
during its spring season, and Phil
has the tenor lead, the part ol
Lun Tha, in “The King and I,”
and the part of Hontensio in ‘‘Kiss
Me. Kate.” Phil tells me that the
part of Lun Tha is a fine part—
with two songs “We Kiss In a
Shadow” and “I Have Dreamed.”
“The King and I” stars Zachary
Scott and Jan Clayton (whose pic
tures appeared in the New York
Sunday Times of April 15)., both
known for their many movies and
stage accomplishments. Jan was
the original Laurie in “Okla
homa,” and currently she can be
seen as the mother on the
“Lassie” TV series. She plays
Anna in “The King and I.” The
cast also includes Muriel Smith
as Lady Thiang. Muriel played
the same part in the London pro
duction and she is to do the lead
in “Carmen Jones?” Many of the
cast of “The King and I” haye
played in it before, several have
just completed the movie version
which I believe is to be released
in the fall, starring Deborah Kerr
and Yul Brynner.
“The King and I” opened on
April 18 and it runs for three
weeks, followed by “Kiss Ale
Kate” for three more weeks. Phil
sends word that he hopes some of
our local people will see it and if
so, to be sure to come back stage
to say “hello.”
Phil also writes that there is a

fall, playing the Paganinn Con
certo.
• • •
Mary Davpnport has returned
from her operatic season in Zur
ich, and is already launched in
New Yorks music, being one of
the soloists on April 6. with the
New York Concert Choir, direct
ed by Margaret Hillis, in Bach's
St. Matthew Passion. Other solo
ists included. Adele Addison. Da
vid Lloyd., William Warfield, and
Kenneth Smith all of renown. The
reviews praised l>oth choral work
and soloists.

April! Income Tax month! All
across our nation tax consultants

Richard Tucker is considered
one of the world's finest tenors.
Star of the Met, he rarely has a
day off; yet for all his talents,
Tucker cannot even buy his way
onto the Voice of Firestone. Why?
The powers of the Firestone TV
operation state that it is ail a mat
ter of girth which seems a poor
excuse. One of the Firestone offi
cials informed a questioner that
the singers of the future are all
slim types. From Tucker's stand
point, an appearance on the Voice
of Firestone is important because
it pays off on the concert trail.
Tucker has expressed complete
willingness to appear, but the
Firestone powers are just not in
terested.
For TV fans this
amounts to a total loss—to think
that on such a program devoted
entirley to opera, America's finest
tenor cannot be heard.
• • •

have been working overtime to
relieve their “patients’ ” mental
aches and pains. It is the same
in Canada too.
In Ottawa, the
Dominion’s capital, Donald F.
McKeohnie is one of the best
known “financial doctors”.
His
treatment is personal as well as
honest and thorough.
McKeehnic is the senior part
ner in McKechnie, Boles and Com
pany. This company, in addition to
income tax problems, watches the
financial pulse of business, re
ceiving and giving information on
investments to private citizens
and banks, and reorganizing busi
nesses that have been hit by
bankruptcy.
In 1948. Donald McKechnie be
came the youngest man ever to
be elected president of the Certi
fied Public Accountants Associa
tion of Ontario. He continues to
hold other positions of honor and
trust in his profession also.
What about his upbringing? It
was his privilage to be reared
in a godly home. But at the. age
of 13, young Donald McKechnie
realized that because his parents
w’ere Christians did not make him
one! One Sunday in church, he
suddenly felt a deep sense of his
need. “I was unprepared to meet
the Lord, and I knew it.” When
the invitation was given to accept
Christ as Savior he mustered up
his courage and went forward.
“What a sense of relief and bless

And speaking of TV, did you
happen to see the article written
by one of the producers and pro
moters of TV—who is not alto
gether in sympathy with what is
going on, especially regarding
children's programs, old films,

etc. He spoke of the terrific fas
cination TV has. mentioning in
particular for children and said:
“A baby can turn the dial before
he can walk, and knows the facts
of life before he can talk.”

«
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THEY'RE GOING

his clients’ personal affairs. But
time and again people have sought
his counsel on personal matters.
One day a client led him to his
private vault. Confiding that he
had not declared all of his in
come. he pulled out a paper bag
full of dollar bills and asked Mc
Kechnie to count them. Worry and
fear had resulted in severe ulcers
and this man was afraid of a ner

PORT CLYDE
Howard Monaghan, Philip Hup
per and Henry Benner have re
turned from a trip to Nova Scotia,
making the trip on the Bluenose,
Dr. Harry Naumer has returned
from Florida.
Mrs. Charles Dennen (Hattie
Naumer.) has arrived at the Naumtr estate, Lands End.

h'

Save on Bird's Roofing Material
THICK BUTT SHINGLES .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . $6.95 sq.
Same Low Prices On Ail
Bird Rolled and Double Overlap Roofing

Headquarters for
All Simplicity and Rototiller Garden Tractors
nnd Attachments
Strunk Chain Saws and Parts
Smith Indian Pumps and Sprayers
It Will Pay You To Get Your

Garden Supplies
From Our Complete Line of Garden Tools.
Get Our Fresh Asgrow Seeds (bulk or packaged).

Bulk Fertilizers, Vigoro, Bone Meal and Peat Moss

— PRICES ARE ROCK BOTTOM -

Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.
WEST IKK KPORT, MAINE
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Advertising

helped make

the difference
philco tv
CONSOLE
There's a World

with Automatic Top

of Smart

Touch Tuning
Blends with mahogany

DRESSES

urenient picture. philco 4155.

At the

"Tweed

Shop"

PVUS THESE EXTRA
PHILCO TEAtW«

AN
an

EXCITING

VIEW of the Grand Canyon was the high spot of the evening with

old-fashioned

stereopticon.

widened enormously.

,,Hum-mated Station Selec-

Today,

the scene from our

The whole world is on display.

living room has been

The magic of radio and tele

vision brings news and entertainment to millions of Americans.

But to mass produce millions of radios and television sets, manufacturers

MISSES, WOMEN and JUNIORS!

must be able to sell them by the millions.

Only by advertising can a

manufacturer talk to millions of people at the same time.

Attractively Priced
•ADVERTISING TELLS the story of newer radios and television sets . . . and helps

17-95 to 29-95
•
The inimitable look and feeling of
pure silk . .. soft, cool texture of
rayon magic crepe ... crisp rayon
with a linen weave ... fine groin
master sheer . . . crisp polished
cottons ... So runs the fabric
story. One ond two-piece Dresses
. . . Smart Costumes . . . Slim
Sheaths . . . Full Skirts too! Wide
choice of colors . . . prints . . .
combinations.

sell them.

System

G°Ww-Gn
IUIier

The more it sells, the more must be made — keeping the production lines

and the jobs going.
pay.

The result: newer, better sets at prices more people can afford to

Advertising helped make the difference — in radio and television, and in our

American way of life.

Model

FOR

LOCAL

m

(w//

COLOR

Style Shawn • $19.95

Misses' Sizes

In Your Advertising, Use Your Local Newspaper's Friendly

W. H. EMERY
248 MAIN STREET

CALL 590-W

Photographic and Engraving Services!

